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II4TRODUCTION-../

tl

c

Generale-Approach to Womewin Development

The term "women' in de'yelopment".meani'many.things to, many
, people. The role that women play in developing countries

and tpe role that they cap potentially play hold great .

4o, significance for the type of development that takesplace
-in those countries.. In this Training Resourbe"Manual,,wp
are presenting.Aterials that are designed.to help the

's 1 Training Ataff'evolve with their Trainees art understanding
of what role women can and do play in the development ',

process and of the relationship of Peace Corps programs- -
..including their ,ownto this, role.

All too often the women's role fn developing countries has
been overlooked. The result has been development peojects
focused on wrong target groups or dev.elopment projects that
have had an adverse effect upon women,kn'the country. The
assumption that underlies the materials in tis Traiding
Resoyrce Manual is that women. critically affect the development-

. ofany.gden'cOuntry and it is.neeessary to..6ndersEand the
role they are playing.in order to understand-how development

-4k is taking place' in' that country.. Ouvgeberal.eliproach is to
. view women'within the context ''of their own cultures and
froni wibbin this context'kd pursue the implications of
'women in development.

. .

We believe that a'basic uriderstandirN.of the issue surroundin,
women's participation in the development piocess is necessary:

' for.all who work in development projects. However, we believe
further that thefttissueS of Women in'developient are not,a'
discrete set of issues, but rather are an integral part of
'all development efforts. There is no separate program
categorycfor women in development, but instead it is part

programs in all sectors --trom agriculture to hearth.

. .
,

,

Design of the raining Resouroe Manual
....

1. f
.

. .

We recognize that training program requirements, iffer,
.

depending on the nature of the jobs and country towbich
vortrnteers4 will beasSigned. However', we belitve that the

.

issues ot women in develOpment are relevant no matter what
the nature of the program and that they are equally pertinent
to men volunteers and to women volunteers.' We also recognize It

that the time available to emphasize womenin development
issues ma vary'from piogram to program, Therefore,the
Training M nuallhatfollows is designed to give:the',Training

, . ... .

or

6
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Staff the flexibility to meet'6rtain core goals within
the partiCular design or any given training program, as
well as the .abi 1 ity, to.. thole on thoseeaspects of women in .:I
.deiielopment mot 'relevant to training'.

The training sessions in. the Manual are arranged in the
sequence in which they should' be. deYivered. The intent of
this.sequehce is to. allow the partiCipants to build, upon the

: knowledgel and awareness gained in' the preceding session(s).
'This Ntluildiri block"-effqct should take place if the sequence

. is observed, whether the sessions are given as a block or are
speed throughout a training program.

%
r Each session .contains training objectives to be...Attaidea by

the participant upon Oompletion of that session. All training
. objectives lead toward theaccomplishment of one of the

three central goals around which -the Training Manual is
',designed.. Thus, at the end of training, the participarits'

should have attained the followingthree gOals:

1 ..To identify the roles that men and.wolgen play in . -

theirhost country and the impact that those roles
have. on:
a) the development process in the country or community.
b) the participation of men and women in that Proce4s

A. '

. 2. To understand the concep ts of development and wipmeh
in development and explore their meaning within, the
context of the host Country culture, history. and
other reaIitiels.

0

3. To ide ntify how the concepts, learned 'relating to
women in -the development/process-may affect
participant's fbture .role -as

The intent'that governs the materials And activities throughout*
this Manual is to increase the Trainees' levels of awareness ,

of their own attitudes and.behaviors, of others, and of.the
complex net of variables that affects'development both
locally and nationally. Cultural sensitivity is an integral
part Ofthese increased levels'of awareness.

-/''
Also,. the materials are genekic i n nature. They can be used
in all Peace CorpS train1ng programs-in all countries in
which Peace Corps works. However,-the design of the Manual
assumes that specific information will be gathered
and considered during the course:of training.prsigrami
through the combined efforts of Training Staff,* Program .Staff
and Trainees. The overall purpose of the Manual, then, is
to provide, the Trainees both a general understanding of the ,

issues of womenin development, as welas a particular

7
xa



: f
understanding of the issuesin relation to the 'eolintry
In whichthey.will be workin4.

!6'

In Order Co focus Pes4e Corps Staff, Host Country'Counter-.
"parts.and 'Trainees attention on women in.deverOment issues,

the subject of women in development should be ihcorporated
with on-going Peace Corps training programs. By attempting
to reach Trainees and V Iunteers through the design prdsented
we achieve a blendin of,,concepts and issues surroundink:.
women-in.developmen with Considerations of ,Host country

,,history and current realities; with current Peace Corps
prografting criteria and philosciRhy;-with speciffb
project.cente4t. With thrb trafffing design we are-hoping
to avoi&g.the trap of setting women in developmebt apart
as'a separate issue from mainstream development issues.'

.6

to,

ct

- Uses of the Trainin Resource Manual NI.

..t .
.

.

The Women In Developmenti,Training Resource Manual is intended
fOr'Trainers conducting Pre - Service volunteer training. The
611anuals design Snows you to carry.OUt training in .the
.afea of women in development which meets the goals of- the' .

core curriculum and which also introduces the ',Area of
, -developmenwork.. We suggest you keep the following points

in-
e

mind when impfementing'this.training program:
.

. .

- .

-The training should be spread throughout the-trairing f'

-progrAp as best suitsjyour training de'Sign. We Ctrongly7'
recommend that it is integrated into'training'oyer
.several weeks time so that it does hot..stand apart= c

as "WID training" during, the training program..
.. 0

,

6 i

-Certain parts of the training may.be.integrated with
ianguab6or cross-cultural training, particularly'
.the field work section. .'

-You should foilowthe sessions as designed. If you
want to emphasize one Ispeceof the session over
another, time can. be added Co that particular session.

.
Although tihd. Training Manual 'is intended to provide frexibiLity,
.it $.s intended to do so only within' the context .of what is .

minimaily aceeptable-in'order to achieve the threeinter- .

:related goals that 'forth the bisis.of theMinual.- Thus, the
various. ways to structure the- women^in. devel.opment'training
must provide fór achievement of these goals accordingto the

0.

O

4
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seqUence in which the sessions or modules* are presented. .

Where appropriate,.specific instructions and notes are
ingluded to assist the trainer ip cohd cti dng ands
a session. .

:

'Each session is directed toward-thiJ.,achieement Of One of
the three previously presente0 goals for women' in. development
training. In addition, each module contains. one or more
training objectiwes.' These objectives are expressed in terms
of the bebavtor that Trainees are expected to exhibit upon
completion of the.sesiion. Thus, each session grovides the
Trainer with both a framework for the training program as
weli as concrete expectations for that particular training
module.

.
.

In order to facilitate. the training process, we have included
cpecitic infoimation..hnd instructions for the Trainer in

.
.- 'each module, ag w ll as applicable training tools, such as

handouts, sample f' material and resource articles.

lit Each:session is organized as follows:
0 e u .:

.1

-Time
-Objectives
- Overyiew
- Procedures
-Materials List
-Trainer Notes'
7Attachmentsand handouts,/

A few comments will heap- to describe what ,i.4 included in
each module. .

, ,

e

i

Time.....
:

This s. an estimated total dumber of hours and minutes it
will take.the -trainer to complete-a session using the time
sugOtted for each act'vitf described.. The time estimate does
nbt'include time for "'Coffee breaksleo The Trainer should t ,

'inclade 15-20 additional -minutes to'bach' session in order
td provide for the breaks. The specific moment in which the
break is given should be determined by the Trainer according
to the needs and pace at which the gtoup'isNorking.

**Session* and are- words used interchangeably
throughout the Training.Resource Manual.
-

4 a 1
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Objectives,
. .,.

WO' session has a'set of Objectives which will be achieved
Wthe,.Trainees if they complete all the "Procedures" for
that session. Achieving allthe objectives for all the

-

sessiTs should meak.a Trainee will have actiieved.the three ,
goals f the WID Training Manual.

.

Overview "4

This is a summary statement of the rationale and purpose of
the session. It also briefly:describes what will happen in
the session or how the session will further the goals. and
objectives of the training.

Procedures

Within the Procedures section there is. breakdown of all the
training activities'Auggested to accompliph the goals of

. .

the session, as well as the' approximate time it will lake"
to complete each activity. The Procedures are specific
suggestions as to,what the Trainer "should do to implement /
'.the design and to ensure high Trainee involvement. For
example, it incllides:guidelines to help. the Trainer set the.
climate for the.hession, provide a rationalifor the activities
and give instructions bor the pieticipants to. complete the
various activities as designed. n.addition, it provides
guidelines for the Trainer oh how to paiticipate'and include
himself/herself in the training ir'order to guide thk group o
or when responses from theAroup are not as anticipated.

.
.

.

As noted earlier, eaCh
.

session also contains suggestiOns ,0.
-

about the way in which Piocedures can be modified, according
to the needs 'of the particular training program. .Ih deciding '. .

, ?

howand Wh4ther to modify or reduCe the time spent on-a As
specific activity, the Trainer should considgx the impact 4

, the change will'have on accomplishing the. obectives.qf they
session,to its maximum.r. .

Materrals List
.14

This section specifies the handouts, flipchartdi reAding
articles, and other materials the trainer will, need to conduct
each session. In view of the types and locations of PC ,
training sitee,0ound the world, the sessions,are-designo
for lo4 budget, low .technology training. Materials listed_
as handouts to be reproduced have `been kept to ,0 minimum but
if it were not possible to reproduce handoutcopies for
each participant, in most cases, thematerial can be written
and presented vn:newsprint.or.chalkboard for all participants

#to.see and work. We have also pointed out as Optional those

4,-
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materials which may 'be helpful. to have, but are, not
required Apr a successful session.

-II. 4

,

. .

111Supplies needed- for all the sessions and which are not .* .
,

,

included in the materials list are: pagib markers, preferably .

in various colorsi newsprint and easel; large sheets of paper - .

or chalkboard,.chalksand erasers; tape: pencils or pens ,

and notepads
.

or paper. 0A
Trainer Notes

..;

- -

The Trainer Notes section contains suggestions on how the
Procedures for a specific session canbe modified according
to the nee@ of a particular training program, for example,

Ilarger groups of trainees. It also contains tips on possible'
outcomes or probkeMs the Trainer may encounter When
implementing A session and suggestions on what to do witht
them. In many cases, the Trainer notes-provide additional
examples of participants responses and suggest other ways
in which the Trainer can stimulate discussions (ar present
additional points of view'relevant to the .'session's material.

* .

Attachments- and. Handouts

.46.

AtaXhe grid of each session we have included a series Of
materials that' complement that session; The Handouts are,
materials which are to be distributed to the participants In
order to complete an activity' ar'exerciSe in a session: We
recommend that they be reproduced and a copy made for, eaCh
participant in order to facilitate. individual work and small,
group discussibns. ,Tfie handouts include material such" as
case study, discuSsion questions, sentence completion
exezise, reading asnignMents 'observation sheets, assumption
scale4 and others.

6ther Attachments which are included in a session serve one
ofthe following purposes: as .reference or background
material. for the trainer to prepare his/her presentations
or lecturettes; as sample material to .servo as a *guideline
for the trainer'to develop country specific information; and
at least -Opp resource article which the trainer may want to
use as a referenCe and/or distribyte,to t'hi articipants as
additional information._ ; - . "Nt

General Recommendations:

l., Although the primaryandience for the Training Resource
. Manual is Pre-Service Trainees, the Mangal can be used with
'In- Service Volunteers in order to increase their understanding
of. Women In Development. The variations needed for adapting
this training will depend on the experience and previous'

A

11
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training of the volunteers in country, but in' most cases,
variations can be minimal.

.4

"2. It is important that pLerService Trainers and Peace
Corps staff in country apply use and experiment with the
materials and activities in thii M4n9al. To assist.Trainees
and Vcaunteers in acquiring newaino44edge and awareness of
women in development, the "teacillffrs" and resource persons

' need to be clear on 'their own reactios to the issues
and'ihe.role of women in. development. StafT's participation N.

4

and support during the WID sessions is m t, important in. -

order to communicate to trainees the im or nce of t is
issue an its relevance to all other training a d ogram '

activitis: This participation will .be best ach tied if"
the Training and Program staff take the necessary,time to
prepare, study the Material and discuss between themselves
the issues of women in development as presented in the
Training Manual, prior.to conducting the training.

ti's

It is &lso important that male staff and male,volunAfters
'-participate activeljr presenting and training'sessions' ,

of the WID, Manual. This will help reinforce th4lidea that. 0

women in development isan integrated part of Peace Corps
programMing and not the-exc+usive concern of women.

Nss, e:

3. We recommend the Trainer introduces the whgle
training program before implemenl.i;i(2 its'first session by :

presenting to Trainees the goals of the program old giving
a brief overview of each session and its activities and
methods. This occasion can also be used to introduce the
Program staff,.PCV's and other persoils who will particip'ate.
.as resources during the program. This initial overview
and' introductions will help to set the' climate and pr.ovide
an opportunity to clarify expectations participants may have
of tire. program. This can be done as' part of an introduction
to the whole Pe-Service raining Or. as a ,shorl 30 minutes
session before Widule I of .the WID MariUal.

I

4. In orderito monitor the progress and reactions of
partidipkits to the'training program, we suggest the Trainer,.
inclbdes a short evaluation at the end of,each session, if
possible. This evaluation can help point out areas in which
participants' are accomplishing the objectives and those:in
which"they are not. The Trainer can use*.these reactions to
emphasize and /or modify the next session, assuring that
Trainees are making the mos%Of each training session. A
short evaluatiOn form is provided'at.the end of this section
as2a sample the Trainer can use for this purpose. The form
Can be Used for a wnitten or a verbal- evaluation.

,
12
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.Most of the.activities in'this training program
:require a high degree of involvement on 'the'pa0 of the
participants. They also requ.i.re that participants mole,
.discuss in small groups, preparereportse makepresentations,
etc. It is important that wheW possible, the .training
fioilities,support these, type of adtivities.% The best

. physical space would be a SpiCious "room with movable chairs,
good ventilation an0 light, and plenty of .walls on which
newsprint. or chalkp ands can be presented.

- 6. The folllo ng books are general resource books
which may be helpful understanding the issues of women
in development. They are suggested as reference for the
Trainers, Staff, and participants, interested in further
'exploring the issues ofwomen in development.

The Role of! Women in Economic Development. Esther,
Boserup. New York: St. Martin's, 1970. 1

, Third World Women Speak Out. Perdita Huston. New York:
Prager.Publishers, 1979.

Women and National Development: The Complekities of
Change. 'Wellesley Editorial Committee. Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1977.

Women and World DevCopment» Irene Tinker and Michele Bo
Bramsen, ed. Washington, Overseas Development Council,
1976.

I
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7. the. following is a checklist the Trainer may
,find useful when planning the implementation of theWID
program. ..

Checklist-jor WID Training

Review and study Training Resource, Manual.

Present, discuss and work on Training Resource
.Manualwith Training Staffand Program Staff.

Identify and invite supportive Training and
Program Staff to work on WID Training.

Plan how to integrate WID sessions with "restof
training.. program.

Identify and invite outside resources: PCVss,
community people, others.

Gather and develop country specific information,
bibliography and materials with the help of
staff and,other resources.

Produce copies of materials, handouts and flipcharts
for each session. . 1

Check facilities and make necessary arrangements.

Gather supplies and other materials needed.

Brief resources and staff on specific sessions
in which they will` be involved and clarify their

"role.. .

,14

1
Prepare short introductory session and overview---
of WIC traihing program.

Implement training modules adapting the sessions
according to country situation, participants And
staff evaluations.

Plan and implement follow-up activities with
Program staff and trainees.

"V.

14
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'SAMPLE

e

;TRAINING REACTION FORM/

0

,

How satftfied were you with t is session?

r
.

1 .2 3 `'4 5 6 8 9
.

.

10
..

Very Little

tecause%

'Very Much

1

-----1-- -

a

* .,

5,

...The obje Ctivbs of this session were accomplished.

1 2 .3 4 5 86. 7 9 10
Very Littler Very Much

. .

..

40st valuable:
.1

Least valuable: c

I would emphasize:

I would change:

Other comments:

r

,

0 15 r

k

oh

.

:r

a.



Training Goals
3

Women in development Training Goals

4-
,

.

1., Tcidentify the roles that men and women play. in
.their host country and the impact that those roles
have on:
a) the development process in the country or community
b) the participation of men and women in that process.

04"
2. To understand the concepts of development and women

in development and explore theirmeaning within the
context of the host country culture, ,history and
other realities.

3. To identify how the concepts learned relating to
women in the development process may affect participants
future role as PVC's.

a

4



Module I: Introductiob to "DeveloWnent%

Total TiMe:* 2 hours arid 45
.

minutes

Objectives:

1. TO review concepts and,definitions'of development
,as it relates to the role of the Peace Corps
volunteei from the perspective of development
work recipients.

2. To allow participants to examine their 'views about,
development in terms of the questions: what is

.development, and how do I fit into. it.

3. To raise questions about overall development
strategy such as where efforts should be placed
(with what groups), who determines development
problems; and who is involved in developMent
strategies.

Overview:

This session provides an introduction to development work
in general. It should raise questions in the trainees
mind about what it is they are entering'into as
deVelopment workers. The session should set the framework
for subsequent development work training, prededing
such sessions as development skills, community analysis,
women in development, project management, and helping
and consulting skills. Although .this.session is the
first one in the WID Training Resource Manual,' it is
intended to serve as a framework for all development
work sessions.

I

Procedures:

Time Activities

Introduction
5 min

1. Introduce the session by stating
someof the material in' the-overview above
and by reviewing the major goals of the session.
The goals should be"written up on a flipchart
or chalkboard.



4.

Module I.-?

O

Fill out
Assumptions
Scale
handout
15 min'

c

.0It is assumed that the reading handouts for
thi4 session have been distributed prior. to
the session and that.the participants have
read the materials,* Ask the group if there
were any questions raised by the .reading.
Without answering or discussing the question.;
,(but clarifying as necessary) list a few of
the questions on, the .flipehart and state that
we will return to these and other questions
during the course of the Session; ,If they

/

are not answered then, we will teturn to them,/
in the summary at the end of.the session.

2'. Distribute the Assumptions Scale
handout and ask participants to fill it.Out.
Tell them that the statements on the handout
sheets have4been selected on the basis of the
reading assignment and will be used later for
discussion purposes. They are to ;fill out the
sheets by placing a mark on the number a the
scale that best represent* whether they Strongly
agree, strongly disagree or fit somewhere in
between with. the statement presented. 4

While the group is fillihg Out.the handouts;
the Trainer should prepare several large sheets
of newsprint with a mock -up (or copy)' of the
Statements and scales-so that individuals may
later place:iheir scores on -it. For example:

Question-#1
Strongly..
Disagree

1 . 2

Question #2
SD

1 2

Etcetera

Strongly
Agree

3 4 5

SA
3 4 5

Tape the prepared large sheets on.the wall in
front of the room.

Group marks 0,. 3. Ask the participants to go to the
on newsprints large sheets on the wall and mark their scores
5-10 min on the newsprints provided.

Group 4. Ask participants to silently look
discussion at the different scores on the wall and notice
60 min similarities and differences. At the same time,

*NOTE: if-the reading has not been done, the session will
work anyway, but it is-better.if they, do it.
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Module I - 3

Reflection
'20 min

Discussion
in pairs
15 min

Summ'ary and
application
30 min

the Trainer reviews the sheets on-the wall
and selects the questions where there seems
to be mist disagreement in order to initiate'
the d1;..cussionl". A full grodpidiscussion is.
held by asking such questions as."Lee.s hear
from some of .you who strongly agree with
statement #4..,What were some of your reasons
for agreeing ?" Then, take the opposite view
and have it presented. Encourage discussion
between group members and try to get them to
talk and explain their views. Discuss the
questions until the topics have been. covered.

During this discussion it is very.helpful to.
have hostocountry representatives or staff
involved in the dilcussion sb that contrasts
between trainee views and host country people
can be explored.

5, Instruct the group as follows:
"You have read articles abort how the role of
Peace COrps.in development is.perceived by one'
host country person, and you have heard home
third world leader who argues that human
development is much more- important in the long
run than materiel development. You have also
.discussed your reactions to statements which
were abstracted from these writers and we have
discussed-your different points of view. NoW
I would like you to reflect on what all of
this means to you. When you are ready, complete
the following sentences using as many answers as
you want which come to mind:

I see development as

I see my rolt in development as

6. 40 the group to form into pairs
and read and'dikcuss each other's statements.

7. Askthe group to come back together
and discuss any reactions to the conversations
they just completed. Solicit individual
statements-about development as example's from
the group so that others may get a sense of
what participants are thinking.

Ask the group to present questions they now have
that were not addressed during the session.

- If questions cannot bedealt.with, explain how
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Materials:

they will lopddressed in subsequent sessions.

Finally, go .back and review the goals of the
session'-.arid ask participants,ifihe session
matched those goals. %Link this session to . ./4

the sessions that will* follow stating' how
different aspects of development work will be
addressed during the course:of the training program.

-Flipchaxt. with goals, activity #1..
-Assumptions Scale handouts.
-Newsprint sheets With Assumptions Scale, activity #3.
-Flipchart with sentences for completion, act.vily #5.
-Reading handouts: Our Nepal", by Dor B had bk Bista;
"Ttme for Change., 61, Tarzie V.ittachi; Defi ition of
Development, a statement by' K.K.S.-Dadzie.

Trainer Notts:

1. This session is not intended to provide all of the
answers about development work (or any or few).
It should raise a lot of queStions in the participants
minds about values, approaches and where they fie
into develbpment.work. It should 'serve as a frame
of reference for the issues which are addressed
throughout training and throughout volunteer service.

2. In step 4 a variation might be to form small groups
with participants. on both sides of a given statement
and ask them to organize a 5 minute presentation of
their point of view (like a debate) using whatever
means they want (like a skit, a-tblk, etc.). If
this is done',you will need to adjust the time
accordingly.

3. The 'Handout "Time for Change" by Tarzie Vittachi
was originally given as a speach on the occasion
of the beginning of the 20th Peace Corps Anniversary
Celebration at Michigan State University. The

. language is a bit "wordy", but it is included
4Decause it is a Third World leader speaking about
His view of development. If the reader will bear
witk all of the rhetoric, there are a good deal of
important concepts for Peace Corps work.

4

t.?
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Module I - 5

HANDOUT

ASSUMPTIONS SCALES ABOUT DEVELOPMENT

. .

1. . The Peace Corps development worker's views should be
responsive to the "local people's" expressed needs
instead of the central government's, no.matter what
the difference may be.

.Strongly'Disagree Strongly Agree

1 2 3 4

2. The most effective volunteer is the one who understands
his host country's weaknesses and helps the [people]
to understand [them] by reasoning rather than any ...
imposition from above."

k

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree

1 2' 3 4 5

3. The most effective strategy for long term development
is to create and strengthen institutional structures
which bridge gaps between local people (or those.on
the bottom) and resources fordevelopment.,

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree.

1 2 3 4 5

4. It is more important as development workers to provide
OW technical service for which we have been invited-
(teaching science, organizing co-ops), than to spend a
lot of time sharingthe frustrations and lire styles
of the people in some kind of overidentification trip.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree

1 2 3 4

21.
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Mo0Jle I - 6

5. It is more important to help develop local leadership,
working with one or two people who will carry on, than
to,get a lot of pr.oject$work done which depends on
volunteer know-how and.drive.

. Strongly'. Disagiee Stroogly Agree

1 2 3 4 5

6. It is more important to work with children than adults
because they are the future of the country,.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree -

1 ' 2 - 3 4 5

If I show people "American" ways of doing things, I am1,'

. .
.

.

being a cultural, imperialist.
-, .

Strongly Agree

S

Strongly Disagrel,

1 2 3 .' 4 5
(..;3* -4

8. Persons with strong technical credentials from universities
and plenty of experience are the most useful people for
helping third world countries'.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4

Strongly Agree

9. A good development'goal is one that shows how much
-production, income or. other quantifiable output will occur.

Strongly Disagree

1. 2 . 3 4 5

Mo.
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Module I - 7

^
FiAtiDOUT

Definition of Development: a statement

"Development is the_unfolding of people's individual and
social imagination in defining goals and inventing wayS
to approach therri., Development is the continuing process
Of thtzpliberation of peoples and societies. There is
development when they are able to assert their autonomy
and, in self-reliance, to carry out activities of-intereSt,
to them. To develop is to be or to become. Not only to

-

have." ,

K.K.S. Dadzie
Director General for
Development and International
Edonomic Cooperation far
the United Nations
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Module

HANDOUT

I

TIME FOR CHANGE
Spdebh given by Tarzie yittachi,

UNICEF-ERternal Affairs 'Dep. Executive Dir.

There are times in the life of a human being when what
one has been is no longer an adequate indication of what one
could become. The past --"'so familiar; for some even comfort-
able - is then no longer a_reliable,pad from.which the future
may be. launched, but an intricate though superficial structure
of habit, conditioned thought and reflex, which make the east
the prison of the future. It is so with individual rving
beings, with the human collectives we call nations, and with
the world of nations.

But, becausenthe present is largely the product, the re-
.

pository of the past, and we must think and act today, in the'
here and now, we look over Mtv shoulders towards the past, to
where we have been, to find the, methods, the instruments, the
ideAsand values whiCh must guide us into the future.

, And, indeed, we may find those signposts to the future
in our past if we looked far and deep enough. All 'the visdom
we need we shall discover in what was eternal in the work of
the perennial philosophers, in the Sutras of the Buddha, the
Gospels of the Christ, the poetry and the myths which people
have woven in the loom of life. But, alas, we do no-more than
pay them the courtesy of a cursory glance, of lip service to
what they were -for the world of their own times, discarding
the inner, the essence of their teachihgwhich was true for
all times and for all peoples..And we are left with the husks,
the outer forms 'Alich may have Id meaning, and value in their
time., but not in ours: We have allowed ourselves to indulge
in a-hectic/and Deguiling secularism which the industrial and
political machinery of the past few hundred years has intro-
duced into our minds and into our lifeways; allowed ourselves
to become victims of our own creations so that computer pro-
grammers have replaced poets; GNP per capita has replaced love
and 'health as the measure of human development, so that to 'Ape
more is to be more; economics has ceased to be the study of 'Plow
human beings behave in the market place; and the Doctors of
Economics have become the new witch doctors, producing complex
preachments which regard the human being not es a sentient
creature in the world.,-s markets but as a commodity in those
markets. Arid the new nostrum for the aim of rations is Life,
Liberty and the Pursuit of Productivity.

24
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It 1s important for me to interpolate here a Nord of
personal explanation so that. t.am not.misunderstrod. 'I am not
a man of religion.or even a man with a reli4ion, but I am'

:religians. 4 am not. a Iiiiddite with a bribk to' heave at machines,
because they replace human labour. On-the contrary, I believe'
that often more opportunities for work are'opened up by ma-
chines. But I amfrighteried4at the insensitivity of governments
and planners who import labour saving machinerrin countries
where opporkunities-for work as a means of earning a living
and raising a family is becoming desperately short. And I am
frightened, as Marx and Gandhi were, by the extent to which the
machine system with its serried cohorts of faceless financiers,
market analysts, advertisers and,image-makers are alienating
human beings from their world, eroding their autonomy, and
depriving us of the ability 'to say, "No", to use the faculty
and the right of choice about the way we and our children will
live our lives.

4

I have been billed heretoday as a man from the Third World.
But I ask you to accept me as a man from the world - your world
and mine - because there is no such reality as the Third World.
It is a term invented by a Frenchman, Alfred Sauvy, a demogra-
pher writing in Le Monde of a Tier Monde and it was adopted by
people as a distance-making device to separate you from me. I

believe that the Third World is not a plaCe orta skin-colourcbut
a state of mind, an attitude of consistent cogcern and care
about human beings who are condemned to live in conditions of
material degradatioh that you would consider beneath the due of
the hogs you raise and the cats and dogs and other pets on which
your country spends $17 billion of the earth's resources each
year.

Yet, let me say, that my special concern is not poverty
everyone of 4js here can afford to be poor or than we are but
with misery. The people of the Southern hemisphere, particular
ly the people of the sub-continent, are accustomed to poverty.
'Our culture is a culture of poverty. But the poverty we chbose
as a way of life is very different from the misery into which
2 billion people have been cast, unnecessarily cast, because
those in the North as well as the South, with economic; political
and intellectual power have failed to recognite that we have
reached a critical stage in the history of our race.. The age
we-are passing into calls for a fundamental change in social
and political institution's, in economic measurements and object-
ives, In the perception of the magnitude and nature of human
needs, in the values which have determined the content and di-
rection of social, order since the advent of-the machine. But,
people with the capacity to bring about those changes are im-
prisoned by the mind-setsi-the institutional pressures, the
seductiveness of expediency, and the new gods of the market

25
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place they are required to salute if they are.to attain and
retain their power. We are all being taught the lesson that
power corrupts not so much because it is intrinsically bad but.
because those who have it are 'afraid'to let it go and will use
it to defend even dead institutions, harmful methods and false
values of a moribund epoch eveh when they themselves see that
the future is not what it used- to be.

Occasionally a man like John Fitzgerald Kennedy carves"
along and uses power to stir our 'common sense of humanity, to
make change seem possible, to bring about a necessary revolUtion
in the set perceptions of the world, in national and glphal
relationshipsito-scout-new7444as and to innovate.

He was a man on. whom the,crown of charisma rested grace-
fully an even dashingly because he evidently understood, intui-
tively, that charismatic power is not a gift of the gods but a
loan, given to a few who were willing to look steadfastly along
the continuum of change' and persuade millions to shift their
attention away from a concern with their own aggrandisement and
towards making the lives of the less fortunate more liveable.
Politician thathe was, his intentions and actions seemed to
converge so.that people everywhere, of varying ideological
persuasions, found him credible and mourned for him when he
died.

There was in our time another man, in.another place, a.
man of charisma Who also spent his life in a courageous de-
votion to changing the world around him so that other people
'would live better 1-17ves:LBe-brought about the most massive
and far-reaching change in this century by destroying the
mightiest empire in history without resort to a single gun.
He sat at his spinning wheel in India and wrecked Lancashire
and its textile mills 7,000 miles away. He was the inventor
iDf the first inter-continental ballistic missile.

As a young journalist I had the great good-fortune to
meee Mahatma Gandhi in 1946. As liwell-brought-up colonial,
in honour of the'bccasion I was dressed to.the nines, jacket,

'necktie and all the fixture. As I was being introduced to
him he looked-at me and remarked, "Oh, ho! One of our smart
southern neigtbors!" He took a very dim view of the Brown
Sahibs who he knew,were going to inherit the British Empire.
I was mortified at the public chastisement -I had been given in..
front of 40 people who were enjoying my discomfiture. He saw

1. my suffering and took compassion on me, patting the space on
the settee, inviting me to sit beside diM,.in a gesture of
recompense. I was thinking desperately how I was going. to
recover my face and, like the intelligent boy in the classroom,
I dreamt up an ingratiating qUestion to ask: "Gandhiji," I
said, "All of us in Asia are soon going to be free because of
your work. If you had one piece Of advice for all of us about
how we should-use our freedom, what would it be? He turned hiS

1
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face downward, purpling with a kind of sadness for a moment or
two, and'raised his eyes again, smiling that marvelous tooth-
less grin of his, the Delhi winter sun glinting off his wire-
frame glasses. Then he composed his fade and'sai , "Reduce
your wants', and supply your.needs." And he added "Our needs
make us vulnerable enough.. Why increase our vul erability?"
I look back over 35 years of fee Asia since then and realise
ironically that in all of Asia, only China has followed Gandhi's
advice. We turned our backs on him and adopted the solecism
that to have more is to be more.

,----.;,--

There was a reason for this. The imperial system was a
multi-national corporation. The British operated theirs on the '

principle of philanthropy plus 4 per cent. Give a little, take
a little. And 4 per cent, forever, was a lot of little percent-
ages. The Empire eventually ceased to exist not because its
philanthropic mission was completed, as generally believed, but
because the dividends to the little old ladies (Of both sexes)
in Brighton and Eastbourne were drying up. The corporation was
running at a loss. The British Navy was too expensive to .

maintain after World War II and Pkime Minister Clement Atlee
broke up the corporate stock, handing the component parts over
to local trustees who were likely to invest in the Commonwealth.
And since these trustees were handpicked local elites, many of
them graduates of Oxford, Cambridge and the London School of
Economics, or barristers who had eaten the requisite number of
dinners at the Inns of Court in London, they could be expected
to play the game, hold a straight bat, preserve,the colonial
judicial system, practice Roman, Dutch and British legal law,
and maintain the modes and customs of the Palace of Westminster,
the Mother of Parliaments. And so they did, right dow4 to the
cricketing flannels,thp full-bottom woolen wig's,the Speaker's
Mace, the continued use of the English language in the adminis-
tration and courts of law which, in many' countries, was spoken
only by 5 percent of the people, if that. The colonization of
the mind of the new leaders was so profound that none of them -
and this applies equally to the new rulers of the colonies of
the French, Dutch and Belgians when they were eventually com-
pelled to liquidate their empires - ever realized that now that
they were free they had a dilemma to resolve: Should we go their
way - the way-of the imperial powers, that is to say, the way
that Britain, France and all the other Europeans, and also the
Americans, had developed in the past 200 years, the age of
triumphant materialism, buying and selling agricultural pro-
duce in the international market system? Or should we go our
own way, returning to our own traditional cultural practices
and values which had been covered over by two to four hundred -

years of colonialism? Should we concentrate on human develop-
ment in village communities, turn ourliations into decentralized
rural,republics bartering each other's produce in the way that
Gandhi had prescribed for India? Should we worship our own,
gods or theirs?
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That dilemma was not even recognized a- a
new inheritors. Beings products of coloniali
conscious of a possible choiceN,_ The future fo
gression of the colonial presenT. To go the wa
politan powers wts to be modern. To go "back" to t e
-cultural heritage for guidancd for the future was to retrogress,
to be supeirstitious, naive, impractical, idealistic, unpragmatic..
This view was shared by the Libertarian Democrats who inherited
imperial authority and their opponents, and.also the Marxists
of various hues who, in.the 40's and 50's had taken their ideas
of the future. from Stalin, Trotsky, Tito or Mao and from Castro
and Che Guvara in the 60's.

1 The official inheritors, - Nehru of India,' Senanayake of
Sri Lanka, Sukarno of Indonesia, Nkrumah of Ghana, Kenyatta of
Key ya, Nasser Of Egypt, Kaundi of Zambia, the Tunku of Malaya,
Aun4, Sang and U Nu of Burma,/laxai of the Philippines, the first
Asian country to receive Independence; and the first inheritors
of French and Belgian power in Asia and Africa, had no question
in their minds, about modernity and the future. They would each
turn their nation into a brown, black and yellow Britain, France,
Belgium or a small -scale America.

dilemma by the
they were not

them was'a pro-
of the metro-

Concentration of political power at the centre, central-
ized economic planning, as recommended by the pundits'at the
London School of Economics; urbanization; an economy based on
exporting agricultural produce to-the-metropolitan markett in
the north and importing manufactuied goods, which vitiated all
efforts at import-Substitution through local industry; a
hierarchal, desk-bound administration with its head' in the
capital city; a colonial style primary and secondary system
with a curriculum designed by habit rather than deliberation to
feed young boys and girls into the mill at one end and provide
an unskilled clerk at the other; a.university system largely
modeled on the redbrick colleges of Britain; a hospital-based
medical system concentrated on curative rather than preventive*
care, and onthe cities rather than on the villages where morit
of the public live, were the principal features of mostof.the
new nations.

A handful of nations like Singapore, Taiwan, to some ex-
tent Sbuth Korea, have successfully modernized themselves, as
Japan has done, in the Western way, and their leaders have be-
come the blue -eyed. boys of the West which is prepared to over-
look the autocratic political methods used, on the engaging
principle of selectixe indignation. Success, it seems, is the
ultimate criterion of moral virtue. It has taken 20 to 30 yeari
for the rest of the e*-colonial South to begin to realize that
they will never became Little Englands, Frances,' Germanys or
Americas. They started 400 years too late. They have no
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colonies to exploit for their material development. All they
can. colonize is their own people. Men like Julius Nyexere of 4--

Tanzania, the late"Jayapraash Narayan of India, and recently
J.R. Jayawardene of Sri Lanka bwo that political and economic
decision-making needs to be decelltralized and returned to
villag communities.'- Many leaders of the poor world are
consid ing what is being called_altornc:tiye development strate-

* -gies, m ch of the thinking being doneby the Society for Inte -
nationa Development and by a little group in Geneva who have
been trying to show that human AevelopMent is they key _to
economic development. -Their'efforts Seem to be having some
effect not only in the South, but also in the North: The Brandt
Commission Report and the 1980 Report of the World Bank reflect
some of this thinking. The Bank, having invested m4Issively for
30 years on high d4ps and highways, has at last 044covered the
low road to development. It has given powerful'and eloquent
support to the brand new idea that human beings are bankable.
It has taken many-of us 20 to 30 years .of chasing'chimeras to
recognize that a billion destitutes are not4a solid base on
which a global future can .be based. 4

It is about time. The auguries are both encouraging and
discouraging.' While 'the rate of immiseration grows, the re-
action to the advocacy of change is d stiffening of resistance.
Most people's perception of the world, is determined by what
they seek to protect. And3so, we are observing a pew wave of
militant protectionism- trade protectionism to block the flow
of goods, ethnic protectionism to prevent the flovi of migrants,
and even cultural protectionism as i* happening in Britain to

. maintain the cultural purity of the race - a proposition which
usually comesdown to a dislike of turbaned Sikhs driving double-
decker buses in 'London and-the smell of rice and curry.

p-

in spite of these discouraging, developments the problem
has to be faCed and its dimension and nature have to be recog-
nized. From where I silt at the U.N..Population Fund for 8 years,
and from where I now sit at UNICEF, the prospect is startlingly
clear. In recent-years it became eltdent to the demographers
that the rate of popUlation growth jai some of them thought
would grow exponentially, explosively, had begin to slow down.,
Growth rates were falling a:ross the board - despite some aber-
rations as in Kenya, where the rate of population giowth has
topped 4 per cent. Women in most of the world, questioned by
the World Fertility Survey, seem to want fewer 'babies than their
mothers did. What.this means to me, most importantly, is that
contrary to the popular wisdom in this country, much of it, I
fear, Republican wisdom, the poor world, more particularly the
women ot the world, have shown a. remarkable sense of respons-
bility in the face of the challenge of conserving the depleting
resources of the Earth. Ana let me say, much more awareness
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than better educated people here displayed since the Arib Oil
Embargo of 1973 in their addition to gas guzzlling. Detroit's
response at the time to the need for small cars was to say,.
"Gentlemen, let us build the biggest goddam small car ;.n the
business."

But, reducing fertility is only one side of the story.
The more formidable side to it is that however fast the gospel
of contraception may spread, it cannot stop,g5 billion children
being born in the pext 20 years. Short of world-wide atomic
war they will be 6orn, arriving on this Earth not in 20 years,
but today, t rrow and in the days ahead. There is a 'real
catastrophe looming. Of these 2.75 billion, nearly 400 million
children will die unless we are able to get food into them and
their mothers so that they can have breast milk at least in
their first-year, and keep them healthy when they 'leave the
breast. But 1,800 million, nearly 2 billion, will survive.
They will need education, health care, houses, transportation
and jobs. How do we accommodate these new hupan beings in a
world of super-abundance in the North, where butter mountains
are ploughed back into the ground because the market could not
absorb so much, as happened in Europe a few months ago, and a
world of increasingly obscene poverty and hunger in the South.'
That accomodation must begin in our hearts and minds.

Is the thought so terrible to contemplate? Are the num-
bers too astronomical for us to begin to make a response? Is
the necessary response too expensive to invest in? Why should
that be so when we have accepted in our minds the irrationality,
the sheer insanity of spending 470 billion dollars a year, a
million a minute, on armaments, most of which must be useless
because if anybody had any use for them we would not be
around to ask the question?

Enough of horrors. Let us ask ourselves some unavoidable
questions which might lead to answers. Can we resort to the
old cop-out to staunch the flow of sadness in our minds, and
say, 'The poor ye shall' always have with you"? That is the
devil quoting scripture. There are too many of them, the poor,
to ignore any longer.

Is the war and the preparation for war the only way to
achieve peace? Bombs and guns, like other material things,
have their own power to influence our minds. Shall we believe
Konrad,Lorenz and Robert Ardrey who claim that aggression is
built into our genetic programme? Or shall we Lather go with
Richard Leakey, who insists that aggression is a. cultural
practice which begark only when we stopped being' hunter-gathdrers
and became settled farmers defending our perimeters 10,000 years
agO? Or with Jonas Salk who believes that survival in the future
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is not for the strongest but the wisest? Both men believe that
it is onlya change of values which can take us into the 21st
century and survive=. The change they foresee is from aggression
to cooperation, from internecine competition to consideration,
from an obsession with curing the sick mind and body to health-
orientedvalues and methods to prevent sickness, from rights
to obligation, from a struggle for independence to an accept-
ance o interdependence. But although we have used that word
for years, very few of us have seen that interdependence is not
only a pragmatic recognition of reality. .We know that economic
nationalism is no longer possible, that cultural nationalism is

. a dying process, that even nationalism itself, strong as it is
today;' must eventually give way to regional and global govern- .

ance on many major issues.we know interdependence is also g
moral imperative. The implied answer to the old quegtion:'Am
I my brother's keeper? is an emphatic yes., That is the only
clear and unarguable answer to the question you will be asked -

with interesting vociferousness in thb coming years when you
try to explain the need for a new economic order: "Why should
you care about people over there ? "' Because we must. We must
because we are human and therefore obliged to care:

Let me end by quoting a passage from Simone Weil, that
luminous lady who wrote of her vision of the future amidst' the
debris of war-torn London:

"The object of any obligation, in the re f human
affairs, is always the human being as such. here exists an
obligation toward every human for the sole r ason that he or
she is a human being, without any other condition requiring
to be fulfilled, and even without any recognition of such
obligation on the part of the individual concerned.

This obligation has no foundetion, but only a veri-
fication in the common consent accorded by the universal
conscience. It finds expression in some of the oldest
written texts which have come down to us. It is recognized
by everybody without exception in every single case where
it is not attacked as a result of interest or passion. And
it is in relation to it that we measure ocr progress."

O
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FOREIGN VOLUNTEER SERVICES: --
A HOST NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

by Dor Babadur Bista

EDITOR'S /VOTE: Continuing our ongoing discus-
sion of the role. of voluntarism in development. the
Program 8 Training - Journal here presents a host
Country point of view. Among the important con-
tributions of the foreign volunteers in his counsr.
Nepal. Mr. Dor Bahadur Bista mentions the example
the volunteers ses as embodiments of human dignity.
equalit,. and concern for others. It is better, he
suggesss. 10 choose volunteers for their qualifications
as outssanding human beings than for sheir qualifica-
lions as outstanding technicians. The points .Mr.
Bista less as moss important for planning a volunteer

As representatives of the countries most advanced
in Material and educational aspects, youthful foreign
volunteers with the spirit of adventure and a concern
for humankind can help the peoples of less techni-
cally developed countries to develop technical skills
and reasonable attitudes by broadening their horizon
of knowledge.

Experience in Nepal has shown that money and
materials alone cannot guarantee devdopmenteven
if these were readily available. In Nepal, American,
Swiss; German, and a few other friendly govern-
ments, have been helping with money, material, and
skilled foreign technicians for over a decade. This
has influenced Nepal in numerous ways, but not all
of them are positive. The Nepalis became 'ambitious
and began not .only to ask for more, but also, Os-
sibly. to depend. too much on the foreign aid. Some
began to blame the donor country for not giving
as much aid as had been expected. Superficial styles
of life becaMe the preoccupation of the growing
middle class in tbwns. Even though many good.

program are printed in boldface type.
"Foreign Volunteer Services: A Host National

Perspective" is reprinted with permission from the
Volunteer Gazette, a Journal published bimonthly
in Nepal through contributions of the variety of inter-
national volunteer services centered.ln that country.
THE AUTHOR: Dor Bithadur Bista is a social an-
thiopologist, and is' the author of several books.
including The Peoples of Nepal. Currently the execu- -
live chairman of Nepal Puntrbas Company (the
resettlement program of Nepal). Mr. Bina .has often
served as a cross cultural Winer for Peace Corps.

things were accomplished, a deal of apparent
waste and misuse of foreign 'd resources could be
seenin a country where over 85 percent of the
population lives on a subsistence-level, primitive ag-
ricultural economy.
e Perhaps this happened because the Nepalese peo-
ple were not correctly oriented, or perhaps because
the various foreign aid agencies bad.too little knowl-
edge of the actual situation in Nepal. But for what-
ever reason, this was the setting when the foreign
volunteer agencies first appeared in Nerd- -

The first volunteer groups in Nepal were an'eye-
opener to Nepalis: that even among westerners
there were people who could carry their own loads,
work with their bands, Walk in simple clothes, live
in simple Nepali rural houses, and eat the local food.
What a tremendous achievement this was!

Of course, those volunteers were not welcomed,
were not received and entertained by an enthusiastic
crowd of cheerfel Nepalis. The Ors* volunteers were
dreaded, suspected, watched twenty-four hours a day,
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Module 1 - 1 0

teased and tried, jeered at and tested for their
reactions, rebuffed in their work. A number of un-
pleasant things happened to them.

However, since they first came, the volunteers
have become, to many Nepalis, an embodiment of
human values like equality,, human dignity, opti-
mism, concern for others, recognition of and respect
for different ways of living and thinking of people
regardless of their culture and level of technology
or economic development. It is, therefore, much
more. important to have a few better human beings
than better technicians if it is not possible 'to com-
bine the two together. It is not that a tangible job by
the foreign volunteers will ovt be appreciated, but
anything done to recognize the abilities and worth
of the average Nepali farmers is worth so much
more in the long run.

In many ways, it must be a thantcless job for
some foreign volunteers, for even though the ma-
jority of the Nepalis would feel grateful to the vol-
unteers, few will be articulate in expressing this
feeling. It is likely that some Nepalis who are articu-
late or outspoken could even be critical if the volun-
teers did not do their jobs in a technically competent
way. There would be a few, as there are in every
liurnan society, who would look at everything in a
very negative way. No less difficult is the job of
staying out of the manipulations of political interest
groups. But the large majority of the Nepalis would
feel differently. They are not able to express their
gratitude in clear terms. One has to understand
them only by looking at them, not by listening to
them.

THE VOLUNTEERS' DILEMMA

There is always a dilemma for foreign volunteers
from one other point of view too. The requirements
as judged from the level of the government and as
judged from the people's level are very different.
The assessment of the field situation made by the
Central Government is sometimes not representa-
tive of the aspirations of the rural people. This
certainly presents a problem to the agencies' ad-
ministration.

The agencies' offices in Kathmandu have to deal
with and satisfy the various government departments.
But it would be almost criminal if the agencies had
to absolutely surrender themselves to the will and
design of the bweaucrats. Almost any bureaucracy
has to be dealt with cautiously, and certainly a
bureaucracy composed of the upper class, western
educated, superficially westernized elites of a very
backward country with little means of transport and
communication between the capital and the rest of
the country has to be dealt with as much care and
alertness as possible.

411

Nepal has always had a steep social-polideathier-
archy. There has historically not been a real en-
couragement for any independent thinking, initiative,
or responsibilhy by the majority of the people. De-
cisions,have always been made by a small number
of people at the. top. no people never had the
chance to deyelop confidence in themselves, The
society cannot really develop and be able to hold its.
own unless it has a self-respecting population. That
is why it is so important to let the people develop

emir own chianeb, institudons, akikand confide-are
while helping them to do i job, rather than having
a foreign volunteer do all the chores, run errands
for them, or become an haineatii agent between
the government and the people,

TRAINING AND SELECTION

Some of the descriptive aspects of a country
should be t°1(1 :luring the training of the volunteers
in order to make them aware of physical and cul-
tural differences. But more important than that
trainees should be taught how to keep themselves
alert and open-minded to different' ways, beliefs,
attitudes and other standards of life, and try to
understand why certain things are done or not done
by others. Trainees should be told. a certain amount
of "do's and don'ts". "Do's" so that they can move
in the society with a certain amount of confidence
in the beginning and will not have to be emberrassed
on every occasion. But more important thin that,
they should learn that they will have to find out
most of the things themselves. They should be told
that they need not worry too much about questions
such as when to take off their shoes and which way
to turn their feet up, etc. Certainly -these things are
useful to learn but the focus should never be turned
from the important thing that people are people
everywhere. After a certain amount of initial con-
fusion and shyness, even the poorest Nepalis are cap-
able of finding out who is a phony person and who is
sincere in his efforts.

The foreign volunteers cannot afford to criticize
everything by western standards, but neither does
it really help to sympathize with the ,people to such
an extreme as to .defend and try to justify every
weakness of the local people. The most effective
volunteer, I would say, Is the one Who understands
the bolt country weaknesses and helps the local pea-
* to understand these weaknesses by reasoning
rather than by any ,tradition or imposition* from
above.

FOREIGN VOLUNTEERS AND
DEVELOPMENT

If we are to accept that any country can develop
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Module I-11

only to the extent that its people develop, then we
should concentrate more on developing the institu-
tional processes ensuring the widest possible par-
ticipation by the local people.

In spite of what the Nepali elite might say about
the "fast developing Nepal," my own observation
is that elites are generally upward oriented and
therefore struggling to achieve economic goals with-

., out sufficient concern for the individuals who are
sacrificed for prior decided economic development
projects. Since the real beneficiaries of any economic
achievement should be the large majority (which in
Nepal would be the rural people), it is they who
must achieve and maintain progressive attitudes. But
this will not happen quickly under an authoritarian
system since there is little dialogue between the
authorities and the 'common rural people. This is
where, I believe, foreign. volunteer, agencies could
beip because they are the only organizations whose
workers (volunteers) have direct relationships with
the people at the lowest level 'without any vested
interest.

Foreign Volunteers can make the common people
aware of the facts that there can be alternatives,
that every individual human being has potential and
that it is every person's right to-aspire for a pro-
gressive future oriented life.

The volunteers do not have to go about lecturing
the illiterate farmers as to how they could improve
their lives. This can be done by constantly asking
the nigh and the relevant questions. It would nk
be pos ble to list all the questions here, nor would
it be possible to give a complete questionnaire even
duri training. However, it might be useful for
trainers to give a few specimen questions in each
field of activity in which foreign .volunteers are in-
volved. For example, in education, one could ask a
manwhy does he think schooling is good for his
child? What does he think his child should learn
from the school? How does he know that it is going
to help the child? If be expects his son to be a
white collar worker, would not everyone in the vil-
lage want their children to be the same? If everybody
became .clerks who will produce grain? Who will
look after the cattle? If there were no cattle where
would milk and other products come from? etc.

In agriculture the questions would be, for exam-
ple," why does he plant corn or rice every year?
Why does he plant the same thins every year? Or
if he has a variety why does not he think that there
can be a few more worth trying? Has he tried the
sametype-and'exactly the same quantity of fertilizer
every year? If he has, ever experienced a slight
change in any of these, why does be hesitate to try
it this time? If he is not trying a grain which would
Wring him more yield 14 which lie does not-like to
eat, the question could be put z -) himhas be

really eaten exactly one and the same kind of food
all his life? Has he ever had to try p thing repeatedly
a few times before be began to like it? Why then
does not he try the new thing which promises better
yield, therefore better income?

The same thing could be .done to help the people
grow out of their superstitions. Of course this is a
sensitive area and the questions have to be a sincere
curiosity rather than prejudicial and condescending.
If a Nepali feels he is attacked_ he will certainly
feel defensive and shut himself off. But if approached
well he might try to explain and find himself ques-
tioning some of it himself. He could Wry well say
"What an ignorant American or German or Japa-
nese; ha!' hal" But this could not hurt the volunteer
in any sense. By playing a low key the volunteer
appears less threatening and therefore more easily
acceptable in the community. It is not necessary
for any volunteer to try to establish himself as an
authority.

The idea of specialization has not penetrated
beyond a few highly educated people in Kathmandu,
let alone the villagers. All of the villagers and a
large percentage of the urban people live in a self
sufficient economy with a preliterate, informal, edu-
cational system whereby every individual .can be-
come his own authority in everything. Respect for
specialized professional discipline is entirely i west-
ern style and the volunteer should be taught this in
full detail until he .completely understands it by the
end of the training program.

THE OBJECTIVE: COMMUNICATIONS

When we think of the program .in this way it
becomes imperative that we send only the best people
and ensure their maximum contact with the local
people. What programs they have to work with and
bow much material success they achieve becomes
secondary. The main objective should be maximum
communication between the volunteer and the vil-

I

beer.
not believe in crash programs when we are

dealing with hunian values and cultural 'milieus. I
would not make goodwill ambassadors of all foreign
volunteers, telling everyone .that all the Nepalis are
the best and finest human beings in the world. But
the foreign volunteers should be able to share the
feelings, aspirations, and fruStrations of the people;
by virtue of their superior education they should be
able- to guide them (conceptually and administra-
tively more than technically) to get organized and
move ahead with confidence and optimism. What
the volunteers do professionallyteaching science,
organizing co-ops, or whateveris only the frame-
work.

My own participation in three Peace Corps train-
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ing programs for Nepal has convinced me that
training can help us only to a point. The trainees
have to have all the necessary background and
qualities of a good volunteer before they come to
the training site. Training certainly provides a large
mass of information and technical skills; it polishes
ideas. But it is only a speeding up process, not a
creation of anything new. Here I would like to insert
a Nepali expression which in effect says: "the more
you forge a piece of gold the more varieties of
ornaments are made. It is only when you hit the
iron that the deadly weapons are turned out."

,There are certain things that the trainees have
to be told and made aware of during the training
period. For example, they should be prepared for
the eventuality of not b.ing able to find the job as
origirsolly described.

Highly trained technicians often do not- seem to
have much patience with people because their focus
of attention is on the mechanics of the technical job
which makes it as an end in itself. For example, I
knew one volunteer agriculture specialist working
on a government farm. He was a very conscientious
worker and was appreciated by some people But
since his contact with local people was confined.
within the farm, he had the most horrible opinion
of Nepalis in general. Therefore, he was liked by
agriculture technicians mostly. To my opinion a corn-
bine-harvester could have done as good a job as he
did.

Granted, we do need technical people. skill, and
projects. We should not at any cost, however, have
the people lose their self-confidence and pride' in
themselves: above all. we must not lose the op-
timism that helps people to survive amidst scarcity
and poverty.

I believe that there must be a way to arouse
people into action and to make them aware of the
things they are missing; to encourage them to ask
questions of their fellow villagers, of government
officials and of themselves without having them lose
their self-respect. self-confidence and their natural
charm. Therefore it seems sensible to have foreign
volunteers work only in the areas where there is*

Madman contact and dealing with the maximum
number of people.

NUMBER OF FOREIGN VOLUNTEERS
For effective, close relationships with the local

people, a minimum number of Volunteers in any
given place or area is essential. The larger the
number of volusteen the harder It is Se make a
breakthrough Into a community.

There are two definite disadvantages ,in having .a
large number of Volunteers in any one place in
Nepal.
1) Nepalis, in most cases, would be initially shy
and reserved vis-a-vis the volunteers. They do not,
feel at home with foreigners very easily. So there
can be only a superficial contact with them when
they see volunteers move around in bunches.
2) The same thing would apply to the volunteers
in some respects. If there are volunteer friends, they
would naturally share their emotional, intellectual
and social lives more with their fellow volunteers
than with the Nepalis in- the locality. The constant
presence of volunteers grouping together does not
encourage the cross-cultural communication either in
the volunteers or in the villagers. Rather it imposes
a weight upon the people and makes them feel
humble. Volunteers lose -or never develop interest,
and tend to become inaccessible to the local people.

The attituffsiA the poor of developing countries
tyward the rich may be different from that of the
Poor in advanced countries. In any case, in many
developing countries the rich are seen as direct
threats, as potential exploiters of the poor and there-
fore weaker people. The presence of a prosperous-
appearing person is by no means a welcome thing
in rural Nepal; a foreign volunteer may not be
welcomed by local people and local political workers
even though the Central Government may have as-
signed him sq. serve in that area. Therefore, as a
rule of thumb, foreign volunteers should be so placed
that it requires a real effort for two of them to St
together, to encourage them to work directlyand
exclusively -with the community. A "real effort" in
Nepal could be defined its a two-day walking dis-
tance in the hills, or a one-day journey in the terai.
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Module II: Defining Women's Role in Development .

Total Time: 2 hours and 45 minutes

Objectives:

1. To develop a working definition for the term
"women in development."

2. To understand the reasons for the introduction
and use of the term "women in development.'

3. To identify major problems and needs 4pecific to
the country in regards to women in the development
process.

4. To verbalize personal thoughts and assumptions
regarding women. in development,.

Overview:
/

This session provides an opportunity for participants 341clie'
to understand the rationale, history, worldwide and country
information which support the origins and use of the
concept women in development. It also provides an
opportunity for participant$ to compare their initial
reactions to the concept after they acquire a better
understanding, as they analyze the information received
and develop their own, acceptable definition of women in
development. This session should link naturally to the
prior session which defines development in the context
of Peace Corps work.

Procedures:

Time

Introduction
5 min

Brainstorm
10 min

A tivities

1. Introduce the session by summarizing
the goals and by stating that this unit will build
on the previous session on the role of the
volunteer in development by focusing on the area
of *women in the development process".

2. Brainstorm on WID. Ask participants
to list phrases, words or comments that come to
their mind or they have heard regarding women
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Lecturette
15 min

( I

.in development. As participants-verbalize their
comments, the trainer lists them in newsprint.

This is'a fast paced exercise. Participants
should be encouraged to say "what's on their
mind", even though it may sound "c-razy". The
purpose is to generate a great number of ideas
and'to postpone the evaluation or analysis of
those ideas until a next phase. The listing
should not last more than 10 minutes.

Post the list on the wall so that everyone can
see and tell participants that the list will not
be discussed at this point, but will to used
again at the end of the session.

a

Some participants respontes may be: women's lib;
cultural imperialism; family breakdown; more
opportunities for women; better utilization of
human resources.

3. Present a short lecturette on the
history and rationale of the term "women in
development".

Lecturette: "As we have.tseen looking at the list
we just produced, people think of many differgnt
things when the term "women in development", is
mentioned.. Some of theseassociations are -

correct, some are misconceptions. It is necessary
to clarify low the concept was originated and
how it is used in the development field and in
Peace Corps.

The term "women in development" is a
new term being used more and more. Often it is
referred to as its acronym "WID". However, like
many new terms, it d6es not have an easily
accepted definition. The concern with "women
in development" has arisen as the result of
observations of development workers, planners
and researchers that women were being left out
of the development process. Sometimes, they' were
not being included in projects that were aimed
at bettering the lives in their communities, and
other.times, because they were not taken into
consideration, they were placed in a worse position
as a result of changes brought by these projects.
Most frequently, women were just overlooked.
Their work was assumed to be insignificant in
terms of the economic development of their
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Distribute
handout(s)

communities. However, such assumptions overlooked
the often carefully balanced relationship and
mutually supportive roles between men, women and
children which characterizes subsistence societies.

As persons involved in development work
realized that neglect of women's role had
implications for development and for the success.
and failure of development projects, it became

. important to understand and study the implications
of women's roles and their status in development
efforts.

In the United States, the issue of
"women in development" first surfaced, expressed
in this terminology, in the early 970's. As -

a result,of the concern expressed about the non %
consideration to women and.the negative impact
of some development projects on women, the United
States Congress adopted the "Percy Amendment".
The Percy Amendment requires all USA government
agencies and government funded projects to
examine the impact of their projects on-women
in order to develop more equitable and effective
development projects. Peace Corps, as a
government agency was required to comply. However,
beyond the legal requirement, Peace Corps, with
its cdhcern for basic human needs at:the village
level realized that a concern for women in
development was an integral part of its mission
and programming efforts,

0
The women in development issue is

international.in'scope. The Conference in Mexico
City held to commemorate International Women's
Year in 1975 called attention to these issues
and adopted an Agenda for Action, which includes
5-year goals arrived at by a group of international
women, including many representatives from
developing countries."

(At this point distribute the handout International
Women's Year Goals for Action 1975-80 and read
it aloud. If it is not, possible to have a
handout, the goals can be presented in flipchart.)

"Many countries have integrated these
goals into their national plans for development."
(Reference should be made at this point tp'the
National Plan for the Integration of Women in
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Desielopment, if such a plan it available.
See sample provided.) 'Even though these are
goals that have been articulated and agreed to
by many governments, inmost countries they are
a long way from being accomplished.

Our next actibity.will present you, with
data, worldwide_and country specific on how
women have been "overlooked" and not considered
in development efforts and some negative impacts
that'some.projects have had on women.in this-
and other countries. It will also present you
with information on successes and failures'in
trying to accomplish the goal's for integration
of women in the development of this country and
some data op the importance of their role."

A Data 4. Data presentation. The trainer and/or
presentation resource person gives a 20-30 minute presentation
30 min on Facts on Women in the'Development Process.'

This attiv:ty can be organized in many ways.
The presenters should plan in advance th content
'and methods they will use for the delivery of
this activity. The main goals of this'activity
are:

. To presen't participants concrete
information and examples on how women have not
been included or considered in development projects.
Also, to present examples of development efforts
which have had negative impact on women because
their role in community life was not taken into
consideration.

To present information on the "status"
of wow:. in the country; including vital
statistics, needs and problems faced by women,.
successes and failures as attention is given to
the integration of women'in the development
process. Also, information on important roles
played by women which have not been taken into
consideration in development projects.

This.session requires that, the trainer do a",lot
of preparation beforehand., gathering information
on the country, reading, worldwide examples on
the issue, talking to people in the country with
knowledge of women's roles and problems, ,asking
staff for examples of in-.country projects which
have considered or not considered women and other
relevant information.
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Following are a series of suggestions and
guidelines on how to prepare this session:

a. Start session by asking participants
to produce examples of development projects in
which women have been overlooked or which have
had negative impact on women. "These could be
briefly discussed and used as a starting point
for presentation of additional information. If

,p4rticipantsdo not have examples, the trainer
starts by presenting some.

b. .Distribute and have participants read
a Data Sheet on Women in Developmeft prepared in
advance. Use it to generate discussion'and
clarify with examples the issues of women in
development. (A sample data sheet is provided
and guidelines for its prepapation are incruded
at the end of this session.)

c.- A slide show, pictures or other
audiovisual material can be integrated in this
-presentation, particularly slides of women in

. their different roles in the communities.

d. A resource, person from the host
country, can be invited to make the presentation.

during-tte presentation, the trainer or resource
person should refer_to.the brainstormed list-
generated at the beginning of the session when
appropriate in order to'clarify misconceptidns
and erroneous ipaormation and perceptions of
women in development the participants have. Stresi
should be Oven to country specific information
and examples.

Sentence 5. Distribute the sentence completion
completion exercise sheet to the participants.. Ask
10 min participants. to write down the thoughts that -occur

to him/her in order to complete each of 'the .

sentences in the exercise. 'Participants should '
not *think too muchvon the answers,. but ,complete

.-the sentences with the first important thought that
Comes to their mind Give an example of the ,. ..

procedure before asking the participants to
complete the exercise. Have participants complete
the exercise individually and in silence.

(The trainer may add or-delete items on the
sentence, completion sheet provided and adapt it
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to suit the needs of the group and the country.
It is recommended that no more than 10 sentences
be used.)

Group sharing 6. In total group, trainer re-reads
20-30 min sentence and asks for 2 or 3 endings from the

participants responses. As appropriate, trainer
leads discussion on the. sentences. Ih the
process of sharing the endings, the trainer
should seek for diversity and similarities among
the group. Where possible, trainer should
'establish links with previously gained knowledge
about the economy, society or other features
of the host country.

Subgroups
work
20 min

Examples of the types of responses.to
be expected are:

"If women wait before joining the mainstream . .

...they will never gepkin as equals

...they will fall further behind

...they will have more time for a
satisfactory transition from a
traditional to a non traditional role

...they will benefit from other's
mistakes -

This activity ends with trainer pointing out the
controversial nature, the diversity and the
complexity.of the-issues of women in development
and thus, the need to develop some working
definitions to guide future work.

7. Group is divided into subgroups of
5-6 participants each, to develop their own
definition of women in development based on the
discussion and knowledge they now have on the
subject. ,In developing their definition,
participants should attempt to capture and address
some of the complexities and controversial
aspects of women in development. They should also
draw on previous discussions on "development".
The following restates thetask for the subgroups:

Task: Develop and agree on a
-definition of women in
development. Write your
definition on newsprint and
be ready to present to total
group.
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Group S. Group reconvenes and eachsubgroup
definition presents its definition. Trainer facilitates
30 min group discussion by identifying common elements

and listing them on'a newsprint. Based on all.
definitions, a common definition should. be 0

attempted. (If participants definition is too
limited or.misconceived, trainer should
introduce his/her points of view and if necessary
provide a more "complete" or-"acceptable"

-definition. See sample of WID definitions
provided.)

Closure
IR in

Materials:

9. As a closure activity, refer to
brainstormed list produced in activity #2 and
involving participants in the analysis, go
through the'list eliminating phrases and comments
which represent misconceptions of the term.
At the end of this session, participants should have
a clear,picture of what WID is and is not/ going
through the initial brainstorm can provide an
assessment of whether this is true or not. If
all misconceptions and doubts can't be clarified,
point out that future sessions will facilitate
further understanding of "women in development".
If appropriate talk about-the "temporary nature"
and need of focusing and using the term WID
(See trainer note 2b.-)

Restate group's definition and summarize the
work of the session. As a bridge to the next
session, trainer can say: "How this definition
takes concrete shape.in this country is what we
will be discussing in our next session as we
take a closer look at roles of men, women and
families; opportunities and constraints faced,by
each, and, examples of projects, activities
and dilemmas of WID programs in this country."

Distribute article on Women in Development.

2
-Flipchart with major points of lecturette: . History
and rationale of Women in Qevelopment
-Handout or flipchart on i ternational Women's Year
Goals for Action 1975- SO
-Handoyt or flipchart on National Plan for the Integration
of Women in Development (Optionap
-Handout or flipchart: Facts on Women in the Development
Process (Optional)
-Audiovisual material for Data presentation.; activity #4,
(Optional) 42
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-Sentence completion exercise handout ar.flipchat
- Task flipchart, activity 07
- Definitions"of WID (Optional)
- Handout article on Women in Development
(To be selected by Trainer)

Trainer Notes:

1. This session emphasizes giving information as a strategy
to change misconceptions, negative attitudes and resistance
participants have regarding the concept of women in
development. It is only a first strategy in a process
of developing awareness and commitment to WID programming
but it is very important. Emphasis is made on the
responsibility of the trainer in this session to provide
correct and relevant information on the various aspects
of women in development in which misconceptions, lack of
information, erroneous generalflations, etc. might hinder
participants acceptance of the concept.

Most of the participants, if new trainees in country, will
have little or no knowledge of what a developing nation
looks like, its problems, needs, dilemmas and changes.
Their only reference point, inmost cases, is life in the
USA, an extremely developed country. When participants
use that experience to evaluate and generalize experiences
in the new country, their conclusions are many times
erroneous, their associations misguided, and their
generalizations wrong.

An example is when participants assume that the role of
women in developing countrie is the same as that of middle
class housewives in the USA, situation often confronted
.in the pilot testing of this m nual, i.e.inot knowing the
difference between "having the ption to stay at home,
take care of the children and not work", versus, "having
to take care of the children, work in the field, sell
products, in the market, fetch water, dry and prepare the
food and do other household tasks which take hours to
complete", a USA versus a developing country experience
for women.

Other examples are when participants don't see the need to
understand or talk about WID because "they are college
educated and have gone through awareness raising in the
USA" or "because they don't know enough about the country
or don't want to impose their'values." These comments
are examples of the erroneous assumption that awareness
about women's rights in the USA is similar to integrating
.women in the economy and education of a developing country.
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The need to provide adequate inforiation regarding the
/roles, conditions and problems of women in developing
countries is of utmost importance in addressing these
misconceptions and erroneous assumptions. In addition,
'only, by providing this information can participants.
develop the background and knowledge that will help them
address the issues of WID in their projects and communities.

2. Because of its emphasis on information giving, this
session does not provide activities to deal with highly
emotional reactions that some participants have when the
term "women in development" is introduced. Again,
because of automatic associations people make with past,
experiences, some participants have strong reactions.
either positive or negative, to the term. In both cases,
these react ikons are basically irrational in nature and
hinddr people's abilities'to "hear" and accept infOrmation
and new data. It has been our choice to emphasize the
rational 'aspects of the issue of women in development.
The trainer will have to find his/her own way of dealing
with the "irrational" aspects that the codbeptstriggers in
many persons--patience, information giying, non defensiveness
and asking people to wait until all sessions are completed
were helpful strategies for the pilot testers of this
manual.

Specific strategies which were also helpful were the
following:

ay Emphasizing the complimentary or "systems" nature of
the family in a subsistence society and thus, the importance
of focusing on the woman, as a major component of that
family.

b) Emphasizing the "temporary" nature of the term women
in development. Seeing "women in development" as a
temporary strategy to increase everybody's awareness of
the impact of women's role in development: When this
awareness is reached, there will be no need to continue
focusing on "women" vis a vis other "persons" in the
community.

c) Differentiating between women in a developed country
and women in a developing country: their needs, problems,
roles, 'contributions, others.

d) Identifying men and host country persons who were
supportive of the concept and the term and using them as
providers of information, examples and anecdotes.
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e) Postponing addressidg issues raised with negativism
and hostility until major parts of the information are
provided. Clarifying that the intent of training is
not to change personal attitudes, but to ask that people
look at their attitudes, study the information provided
and assess the impact of those attitudes on their future
work. The concern is future work, not abstract values
or personal feelings.'

3. II it is not easy to reproduce handouts, activity 15
can be implemented without distributing handouts to each
participant. Instead, present the sentences in a flipchart
or board for the participants to read and answer
individually on a piece of paper.

4. There is a danger in this session of causing negative )

reactions in participants to the concept of WID by
"overkill" (trying to "convert" people to an idea or
providing too much information which is overwhelming).
The best stance would be to provide enough information
to raise questions in the participants minds and let them
come to their own conclusions in the course of the
following sessions.
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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR
GOALS FOR ACTION 1975-80 .

a marked increase in literacy and civic education,of
women, especially in rural areas;

coeducational technical and vocational training extended
to women and men in the industrial and agricultbral sectors;

equal access to education at every level, compulsory
primary, education for all, and action taken,to prevent .

school dropolits;

increased employment, opportunities for women, reduction
of unemployment and greater efforts to eliminate
discrimination in the terms and conditions of employment;

equal eligibility to vote and to seek elected office;

greater Qarticipation of women in policy-making positions
at the local, national and international levels;

inereased provision for healthAeducation, sanitation,
nutrition, family education, amily planning and other
welfare services;

recognition of the economic value of women's work in the
home, in domestic food production and marketing and
voluntary activities not traditionally remunerated;

direction of formalenonformal and lifelong education
toward the reevaluation of man and woman, in order to
ensure their full realization as an individual in the
family and in society.
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SAMPLE

NATIONAL PLAN FOR THE INTEGRATION OF WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT
HONDURAS 1979 - 1983

GOALS:
1. Increase and improve the conditions for women's

participation in the economic process, especially
for low income women.

2. Increase employment conditions and income levels of
women in order to improve their well-being and that
of their families.

3. Increase awareness in women and the general population
of the role of women in society and her importance as
a human resource in order to achieve the objectives
of national development.

POLICIES:
1. The process for incorporating women In development

will be initiated through pilot projects which are
in accordance with the objectives and 'strategies of 3

national development at the local and regional levels.
2. The priority for projects and actions for the

incorporation of women will be directed towards rural
women, women head of households and young women.

3. Preference will be given to the incorporation of women
in productive activities complementary to those of
men and compatible with her role as a mother.

4. Support mechanisms which will help bring together
women's productivity in the home with market production
artd the functions of men, with those of women will be.
identified and established in order to maintain and
improve family integration and well-being.

'5. The participation of women in the deCision making
process through proper organization will be the basic
strategy to guide actions in this area. Thus, the
necessary conditions for the integration of women in
different types of organizations, especially of a
productive nature will be encouraged.

6. ;Infra and inter agency coordination in the women's
area will be encouraged in order to prevent duplicity
of efforts and underutilization of resources.

7. Institutional programs directed at women will be re-
oriented in accordance to the objectives and strategies
of this Plan.

8. External technical cooperation and support in the
women's area will be channeled in accordance to the
objectives and strategies of this Plan.
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SAMPLE

GUIDELINES FOR COUNTRY SPECIFIC PRESENTATION
ON WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT

I. Basic demographic data:

a. % of population by sex
i.e.-Women are 50.4% of the population

b. % of education by sex, for different levels
i.e.-23% of college population are women

% for illiteracy
i.e.-21% illiteracy among women versus 16% male; .

urban areas 1
-52% illiteracy among women versus 49% malk
rural areas,'

0 /
c. % of economically active; official and unofficial

i.e.-16% of women are economically active .

-67% of women'in urban areas are economically active
-9% economically active (official); 35% economically
active (not official) (does not take into account
unpaid activities)

d. % of family heads by sex; urban ar)d rural areas
i.e.-27.6% of women with children are family heads

-23.8% in 'rural areas and 35.1% in urban areas
,.

e. % of children per family and population growth rate
i.e.-Population growth rate is highest for the

continent, 5.2 children per woman -

f. % of men and women participation in major economic
activities
i.e. -Women are 40% of the tobacco work force and 90%

of coffee workers
-80% of women engage in tobacco manufacturing;
6f in handicrafts production .

g. Salar' .; paid to men and women in major economic
activ ..ies
i.e.-tobacco industry: men: '3 lempiras, women:

2.5 lempiras
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h. % of women working in "homebound" activities versus
outside the home activities
i.e.-Married women predominate in activities within

the home such as washing and ironing clothes,
crafts, food selling and single women predominate
in activities outside the home. such as crop work
and markets.
-In sample study the,n4t income of women working
in homebound activities was higher than. those for
women working outside the home.

II. Principal rbles and functions performed by men and women
in the country (Agriculture; industry; family; informal
activities)
i.e.-Women perform subsistence economy roles such as

preparation of food, home maintenance, water and
fuel gathering; child raising

-In the tobacco industry women classify and thin;
men plant and cut *

-Women prepare and sell foods like tortillas, bread
and help male in the subsistence plot
-In industry, women are involved in the packaging and
processing of crops; men are involved in the production
and marketing

III. Major opportunities and barriers traditionally faced by
women

a. Legal: divorCe and marriage codes; property rights;
family and children support; inheritance;
infidelity and criminal laws
i.e. Male (husband, father or brother) can kill

the wife if she is "unfaithful" and will
not be processed. .,

b. Educational: general education; vocational; primary,
secondary and college levels
i.e. Unofficially, women are not permitted to

enter 2 out of the 3 agricultural
institutions in the country

c. Religious and social traditions, customs, expectations,
other

i.e. Patrilinial or matrilocal society?

d. Economic: Credit, land ownershipl others
i.e. Credit to farmers is limited to land

guarantee; generally, women do not own land
'

(
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e. Political: Participation or lack of participation in
political processes
i.e. Lack of women's participation in JDR, the
most important decision making body at the
community level

IV. Major cianges occurring that benefit women (Identify
socio-economic classes of ected)

Changes in restrictive legal codes; sufrage; educational
opportunities; political participation; job opportunities;
others

i.e.-In 1961, women were 14% of college students;
they were 23% in 1974

- Creation of Housewives Clubs, government
programs which provide health services,
sewing classes, vegetable and nutrition
education, lunches for children and other
activities for women .

- Implementation of experimental projects
such as collective plots for vegetable and
fruit crops; production and marketing
cooperatives-for women's products; others

A

4
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SAMPLE

a

DATA SHEET ON WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT: SOME FACTS
AND EXAMPLES OF NEGATIVE IMPACT OR LACK OF

CONSIDERATION OF WOMEN IN THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

1. In Lesotho,%0% of male population is migrating to job
centers outside the villages. There is a new need to
educate women and improve curricula and teaching materials
so that women get'agricultural and other technical training
they need to "take over" the jobs men are leavfhg. In
countries where the education is segregated, this means
developing female teachers in these areas.

2. The changes from subsistence economy to income generation
economies have brought major consequences for women in the
agriculture area:

a. 'In subsistence societies division of labor is by sex,
but male and female roles are more mutually supportive
and equally vital to the family economic unit. The
shift from subsistence crops to cash crops has altered
the division'of labor and left women ina less important
role.

b. Weeding is a woman's task; by bringing more land into
cultivation or mechanizing one aspect of farming and
leaving traditional women's task without improvement,
women'have to dedicate more time to the cash crop,
from which they usually do not receive any,iricome
(they are usually unpaid workers), and have less time
for the subsistence crop.

c. Traditionally, new agricultural methods have been
taught to men. mechanization has been introduced and
taught to men.

d. Cash crops usually take up subsistence land or displace
the subsistence plot to less fertile, farther land;
these usually have consequences like, more time for
the woman to take care of the subsistence cropoliss
yield and thus, less income from selling of excess

.products, less food for the family.

3. 70% of agricultural labor force of e world are women; yet
they are unpaid family workers and their contribution to
the economy is not recorded, i.e. according to official
records, in Africa only 5% of the women are-economically
active in agriculture.
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4. /nduitrialization of infoimal a'ctivities such as
washing and ironing clothes, traditional homebound
activities from which poor women derive income,
have pushed, out momenfrom these roles and given

,: the new industrialized jobs to the men i.e. laundries
in tourist areas in'Mexico.' .

/

5. Roads change the pattern of marketing, making middlemen
more accessible-to come and buy directly from the
farmer. Women are thus depriiled of 'traditional ...

* cash earnings from marketing activities. A new
need develops to train women in marketing, cooperatives
and other ways to "upgrade " -and compete with the
"middleman".

6. Agricultural research on food crops and application
to staples women g;ow usually lags far behind that
research on cash crops typically grown by men.

7. Upgrading of dwelling units in the urban sector-is
usually accompanied by commercial and animal keeping
restrictions. Many poor women's jobs are performed
around the home and these estrictions their
income generation opportu sties, or their a ility
to provide food for the fa y. .

8: Not upgrading the productivity of the informal
sector i.e. handicrafts, usually leaves women far
behind.` Manyttimes the market is non existent, the
production non diversified and women have not received
any training for marketing, accounting, nor credit
or loans.

9. Because development puts competing demands on time
and energy of women, there is a big need for time
saving devices for traditionally female tasks such
as grinding, drying, preparaiion and' preservation.
of foods. There are'examplee of projects in which
oil pressers, tortilla making machines and sago

. processing machines (Nigeria, mexteci and Sarawak),
were purchased and operated by men (men had access
to credit and training). The women ended up waiting,
standing in line for long tours foi the use of the
machines.

One fourth to one third of world households have
women as a sole Provider. Most are the poorest
famklies in the poorest societies.
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HANDOUT

SENTENCE COMPLETION EXERCISE:

1. If women wait until a country is developed before they t

join the economic mainstream, then

.

t.
2. When women work in non traditional roles, men lose

i,

3., The fact that women's contributions to the economy are
not calculated causes .

4. Evidence that men'make most of their community's
political-decisions indicates

.,

5. Women play a greater role in providing for the community's'
_basic human needs because

6. I believe women will/will not participate in my project
because .

7. When men think of development ithey don't think of women
, playing a role because /

8. When women think of development they don't think of
themselves as playing a role because

9. Men's role-in developient is

10. -Women's role in development is

.o.

1

A

Others:

The role of mea in regards to_womem in developmenbis

When women work in non traditional roles, men gain
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SAMPLE

Definitions of Women in Development:

--Including and integrating women in 'the development process so
that they are empowered and have equal choice and opportunities.
to improve the quality of life, and impact On their own and ;

their societies destiny.

--For women to be treated as an integral part of a project's
design and to assess project impact on women as part of its
costs and benefits.

--The issues of women in development are: How can projects
respond'to women's needs and make use of their abilities?
Can opportunities be found for women to participate and
share in the benefits of a project? How can projects overcome

to potential limitations on women's access to funds and
services? What is current socioeconomic role of females in
each project area, and what. implications might that role
have for the design of the project? Might a prdject affect
women detrimentally? How can those effects be identified
and prevented?

--Consideration and participation of women in the development'
process; it involves designing projects that include men
and women as equal partners or benefits them equally.
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BACKGROUND NOTES OE' THE HISTORY AND RATIONALE
OF THE TERM WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT:

WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT PEACE CORPS POLICY

INTRODUCTION

It is the policy of the Peace Corps, as stated in the 1978
Amendment to the Peace Corps Act, to administer itself "so
as to give particular attention to those programs, projects,
and activities which tend tc integrate women into the national
economics of developing countries, thus improving their status
and assisting the total development effort."

That Amendment was introduced by Senator Charles Percy (R-I11),
who was responsible for a similar provision in the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1973. Both laws cite as the rationale for
this provision "the(fact that women in developing countries
play a significant role in economic production, family support,
and the overall development process."

BACKGROUND

During the early 1970's the development assistance community
increasingly became aware that it is not safe to make the
assumption that women are "being taken care of" in the course
of development. In fact, there are documented examples of
well-intentioned Projects that have impacted adversely on
the population of women within particular cultures. Women
sometimes have been robbed of status, secure social positions
and economic opportunities as a result of projects that fail
to take into account the probable impact on women.

In 1974 the United Nations Commission on the Status of Women
prepared a World Plan of Action, in which development was a
major theme. Over 100 nations were represented at the

.

InternationalWomen's Year conference in Mexico City, which
unanimously adopted the World Plan. Subsequently the UN
General Assembly declared 1976-1985 as the Decade for Women,
with subthemes of Equality, Development, Peace. Peace Corps'
commitment to the women in development policy, then, is
part of this worldwide concern.

DEFINITION

Because the term "women in development" means various things
to various people, it is necessary to clarify this concept
in terms of Peace Corps interpretation. On the one hand, the
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phrase "women in development" and its acronym "WID", now
part of the development vocabulary, at least surfaces the
iss,eit of women's participation in the development process.
On the other hand, it shares with other catch phrases the
problem of being ill-defined. In add' ion, people often
interpret it in the light of their own oasic assumptions
about women's roles, which tend to be emotionally laden.

The emphases in WID must be placed on "in development". It
is not necessarily true that women will advance as their
countries advance. The roles of women--and men--must'be
considered, and programs designed to take into account the
problems and potentials of women within a particular culture.
If WID is placed within its proper context, it becomes clear
that this is not another form of cultural imperialism from
the West or a frivolous concern. A WID project, as defined
by Peace Corps, is characterized by the following:

-Women are involved in problem identification and need
prioritization;

-Women participate in key roles in planning and conducting 4

the project;

-Women are trained to assume important, permanent roles;

-Women benefit directly through augmentation of income
earning ability or increase in productivity.

PEACE CORPS RECORD

Although there has been no evaluation to determine impact of
Peace Corps projects on women in development countries, the
1978 Volunteer Activity Survey results showjthat:

"Peace Corps programs reach MEN more than WOMEN.
There is a pattern of general under-representation
of WOMEN as recipients of Volunteer programs. Host
country WOMEN constitute a minority for each of, the
three, categories of recipients: students or trainees,
direct recipient of services such as patients Or
farmerso.coworkers, or counterparts PCVs train. WOMEN
are particularly under-represented in those programs
most likely to involve the transfer of marketable skills
and resources. The programs in which WOMEN are most
represented as recipients--health, nutrition, community
services--are unlikely to shift the balance of economic
power toward WOMEN; whatever their other justifications
may be. Overall, this study lends support to the
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1

conclusion that aid programs, including Peace Corps,
may no.t effectively improve the economic pOsition
of Third World WOMEN in relation to MEN."

A vigorous systematic effort is required, then, to assure
that Peace Corps takes specific actions necessary to address
the role of women in the development process to compensate
for current inequities in Peace Corps programmihg. To this
end, the Peace Corps Director in August 1979 directed field
and headquarters staff to incorporate a conscious concern
for women in all programming from conceptand design,
through review, implementation and final evaluation.

. BASIC ASgUMPTIONS

Peace Corps planning and programming in the area of women in
development will be governed by the following basic
assumptions:

1. WID programming does not differ fundamentally from
sound development programming in general. A major
Peace Corps objective is to strengthen staff programming
capability.

2. Third World women are the authorities about their
problems and needs. Women's organizations are
functioning in many developing countries at national,
regional, and local levels; often they already have
projects underway. Peace Corps must identify these
groups and find ways of enlisting their participation
in planning and implementing projects.

3. Capacity building is crucial to assuring continuation
of activity sparked by projects. Peace Corps must
train women as counterparts so that they are prepared
to perform in those roles.

4. Capacity, building within the Peace Corps is essential
as well. The WID concern must be integrated into
training provided PC/Washington personnel as well as
field staff and Volunteers.

5. Other agencies, including Private Voluntary Organizations,
which have experience in working with women in
developing countries, can offer valuable guidance.
Peace Corps must resist reinventing the wheel, and .

instead take advantage of lessons learned from prior
successes and failures of others.
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6. Many development assistance organizations--especially
AID and the UN agencies--have similar WID mandates.
Recognizing the beneficial effect of collabor.4tion in
terms of complementarity of goals and optimal
utilization of resources, the Peace Corps must strive
for cooperative efforts which enhance the contribution
each might make singly.

7. Circumstances and conditions vary from country to
country and within country. Implementation of Peace
Corps' WID policy must be sufficiently flexible to
adapt to local situations, identifying with host
governments opportunities for constructive change,
taking both a long- and short-term view.

8. It is impossible to focus on WID without also understanding
"men in development". Both men and women have roles
to play and it is critical to consider the society
holistically, even when focusing on a particular sub-
group in the population. Peace Corps must consult and
inform the affected men (e.g. husbands, village chiefs,
government workers) if projects designed to assist women
are to receive support and be successful.

9. Women in development as a phrase and WID at an acronym
communicate different ideas to different people.
Peace Corps personnel, in working with host government
officials, should articulate programmin' priorities
in terms of the function to be improved as a result
of projeat focus. For example, if women are responsible
for food crops, one can speak of introducing better
techniques for production of vegetables, marketing of
palm oil, preservation of corn.

STRATEGY/PRIORITIES

Building on the basic assumptions outlined "above, Peace Corps
is adopting a three-pronged approach ,for assisting women to
become equal partners in the development process.- The
status quo is the starting point, Peace Corps' staff in each
country evaluating ongoing and anticipated projects to
determine impact on women. Then, theoretically, each Peace
Corps country could be engaged in all three kinds of programs
simultaneously. The three basic program approaches are:

;,.Those that are focused specifically on the needs of
women, aimed at closing the gap between men and women
where it exists in access to opportunities or developing
capabilities;
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-Those that are more generally focused, but that have
a component concentrating on needs of women (such as
marketing cooperatives for food crops--women's domain--

. as well as cash crops);

-Those that do not focus on needs specific to women,
but that address women and men equally, thereby enhancing
women's position as well as men's.

Peace Corps is directing its attention to poor rural women
and their daughters and their role in the development process
within the context of family, community, culttre, and
country. Priority is accorded to activities in which women
can increase their earning opportunities, thereby augmenting
family income. The major area of concentration is food
production, processing, storage, marketing and preparation.
Introduction and use of appropriate technology and energy,-
saving practices and devices in this connection is a major
objective.
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WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT
This edition of the NFE Exchange presents an

overview of what some aspects of development have
meant to women and the varying perceptions of what
is needed to assist women and why. Because so
touch has been written on this topic. the introductory
ar!--;te focuses on those issues,and features of plan.
hirg witch appear to oe shared oy programs on all

-.continents and in all sectors. The resources listed in
`lls edition also reflect this broad-scale orientation.

et:Orthooming issues will pay special attention to the
role of women in development. Within the context of
specific topics covered by tne Exchange.

The material for this discussion has been de-
veloped from documents in the NFE collection and
from a number of spirited exchanges mu', the Center
research staff and others concerned with the impact
of development cn women and vice versa. We wel-
come your comments on the points raised in the
following article

Less than a decade ago, agricultural develop-
ment specialists working in the Philippines invited
farmers to a conference on cash incomes for rural
families. The discussion focused on improving egg,
cnicken, and pig prOdkc lion as well as on designing
better marketing stra!gies. Strangely, the partici-
pants were not particularly informed on the subject,
nor were they interested. The organizers wondered
why until one of the men rinally explained' producing
and marketing thickens, eggs. and pigs was tradi-
tioally the work of Filipino women Women who at-
tended a later conference on the same subject en-
thusiastically participated in the discussion.

AtOsit :e same time, a i.lnot.ortal iiieracr pro-
gram in Upper Volta sought to improve the social and
'Conomic status of women by introducing labor-

4.

saving technology and offering literacy training. As
the program continued, some planners began to ques-
tion the advisability of designing programs in which
the majority of innovators were women. One evalua-
tor suggested that the logical extension of developing
such programs would be to create a situation which
the culture could rot accept. The vision of liteate
wives, for example, reading agricultural extension
manuals and telling illiterate husbands which crops to
plant was culturally abstieThe issue tor women's
development at that time in that region, the evalua-
tor maintained, was to develop programs tnat would
enhance women's self confidence and help both men
and women learn new, skills so that together they*
could free themselves (tom poverty,

These anecdotes illustrate two classic dilemmas
related to women in development. In one case.. it-ie
important role worneo play was not understooa and
was therefore ignored. In the other, despite the exter-
sive planning and research which preceded the pro-
ject, special training for women was thougnt to be of
doubtful use unless the social environment in whicn
that training would evenfuasfy oe used was aiso made
receptive. Change introduced in half of tne Commun
Ity would have a limited, even aistorted impact if the
other halt were not prepared to accept or respond to
it.

Although some specialisis have recognized
these problems for a long time. it is only witn'n the
last decade that the issue of women in development
has attracted widespread attention. In 1975, Inter-
national Women's Year and the Mexico City confer-
ence served as catalysts for reexamining me rote of
Women in deve!oprint and the impact at- ski/elpp-
ment on women. Integration of women in develop-

. (continued on heit age)
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Puling the past three years the amount of litera-
ture for and about women has increased dramatically
as has the number of planned projects which have a
Aornen's component. Yet il planners and practition-
rs nave become more aware ol the many contribu-
:ors women make 10 their societies. they have also
learned that designing programs to "integrate women
in oevelopment" is a tremendously complex task.

DEALING WITH INTEGRATION

For one thing. integiation has meant different
things to offeent people. Some have taken this to
mean teas every development project must have a
component directed specifically towards women.
Otners have maintained that a thorough understand-
in:Z. of a projects impact on women must be integrat-
e;; Ent° all phases of project planning even it there is
Pc specific women's component And, they suggest,

:-.1.en's participation in project development may be
to accomplishing this goal.

Nor is there consensus among women them-
s«.:ves about the need for integration or about the
i-ayS. in which it might be accomplished. While many
women are enthusiastic about the new opportunities

to women. tho se who accept their culture's
intarbielatioh of womeh's role see no need for
c^.:Inc...? Others, fulfilled (some might say exhausted)

r. many opportunities to manage food produo-
:.on aro household tasks. question whether the new

,,ernonasis on changing roles might only mean addi-
1:r..a! burdens And for those whose culture already
..11-0,-its them special status, or %mei have experienced
:fle unity of fighting beside *their men in wars for in-
ceoendence, the call to integrate women in develop-
rh,-,n; may even seem irrelevant.

Ditlering perceptions of how the issues should
t? interpreted have also influenced development
c!ocrarns Some thieOnsts. for example, view wo-
-vn s situation as a dependent relationship stemming
c ,ect:y itom the rigors of the world economic order

ITS imequitieS. Otners contend that it is largely a
c-e:tIon of unequal status between the sexes. Be-
AL:5e of socially ascribed roles women have had

cbocittunities to improve their position.

notnet group. more aritnropological in outiOok,
'e -es 10 view this phenomenon entirety in cultural
:erns. seeing a profound dualism between men and'
:. ,-.mph as the key factor for analysis They suggest

and women are different types whose needs
p,.%es at once antagonize and complement each'

S' others advocate brogramS for women to
numan nee.os. They are primarily con-

cerrieo, nor example, that two-thirds of the world's

wwins or Oa+ 4~40 flittakity ea*
int /rd k'00 * How *et 004.1.000% ardalio
r ;our isn new tile

Some theorists call for women's programs as b
means to enhance women's participation in strategic
decisions which will affect their lives. Others argue

-that every person should have opportunities for self-
realization, i.e.. the development of personal talents
and abilities And some have proposed women's pro-
grams as a means to enhance world peace.

Still another group finds the exclusive preoccu-
pation with women's programs inappropriate. Citing
a variety of socio-economic reasons. they maintain '
that the emphasis should be on programs to stren0h-
en lamily household units. According to this perspec-
tive, women will automatically receive attention in
tribse programs because of their important function
within the family.

In a sense, all of these perspectives are different
translations of the issues. Like different languages,
they tend to have their own vocabularies and gram-
mars for discussing similar concerns.

However. these perspectives change and often
overlap. Moreover, they are frequentiy influenced by
broader associations with class Or political move-
ments. The point here is that there is no genzral
agreement as to what the problems are or why they
exist But. because the perception of the problen)
influences the strategies that are adopted as sot'
tions, it is important for planners and practitioners tr.,
be aware of the different interpretations concerning
wOnien in development.

TRANSLATING ISSUES INTO STRATEGIES

Though development workers differ greatly in
their conceptual orientation to problems concerning
women and development. all recognize that coun-
tries can no longer afford to ignore the role women
play in society or their potential contribution to na-
tionalidevelopment. As many as 30 percent of all fami-
lies around the world are now headed by women.
Such families, moreover, are likely to have the lowest
incomes in their societies. Women produce over 40
percent of the world's food supply and in some places
as much as 80 percent. Larger proportions of women
than ever before are seeking wage employment be-
cause of financial necessity yet most continue to be
placed in brie lowest paying positions. The education
of women is associated with the possibility of earning
higher incomes, more effective population Control,
aria improving basic living conditions.

And, as researchers and women themselves
have begun to discover. planned development pro-
grams have not been uniformly meaningful nor bene-
ficial to women. Aitnough.many who are concern&
about the negative features of development acActo-
edge that these costs are olten borne by men as welt,

.
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as by women. they piatntaAlltry women's options for
dealing with chew MIN, INCA igwgr_ porticularly if

oar* !hR
..y programs. cultural perceptions of WorweA

in society have generally lirmed educational and tub
,opportunities for women.

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
\Its Planning programs which take women's needs

and real roles into account is not an easy job. Be-
cause of the differing perspectives mentioned previ-
ously there is no consensus as to what women's
needs are nor as to how these needs should be met.

Research needs, The problem is further compli-
cated by a lack of information about women's roles.
Until recently, research on women generally focused
on household and chilarearing duties, wnile economic
and labor surveys often looked Only at wage employ-
ment thus-excluding much of "women's work" from
economic indicators. Even though there is now an
increasing sensitivity to looking at all aspects of the
lives of i.vonlien. information is often not available to
planners at the time Mat they need it

Nor is there much information as to which NFE
aaproaches work best and under which c;:cumstan-

Unfortunately, many more reports have been
oesitt., on the need for women's programs than have
fevaluat,cns of specific approaches. Where informa-
tion is available. it is fragmentary. Regional and cul-
tural differences also make it difficult to compare one
approach with another in terrhs of effectiveness and
efficiency.

Despite the variety of perspectives and ap-
proaches, it is poisible to identify some key planning
considerations in designing programs for women
and some of the issues wh!cn affect the way in which
these proolem areas are approached.

Types of programs. Two trends are evident as
planners re-examine the content of NFE programs for
women First, there is much mare awareness about
the need to offer training in agricultural and other
production skills which may also generate income, as
well as to provide health, family planning and nutri-
tion information Seconolv. planners.are increasingly
recognizing the des.rabiiity of including management
and decision-making components within all types of
programs Some nutrition projects. for example, not
only teach women about the nutritional value of foods
but also rie!p them to decide which foods to purchase
or vegetables to plant on a cost-plus-nutrition-plus-
Abor basis. Similarly. agricultural projects designed
le lop women farmers improve their cash incomes
%Me increased their impact by introducing partici-
pants to such topics as managing cash flow and se,

;
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curing credit. Whereas handicrafts projects previous.
ly taught women production skills but left administra-
tive affairs to men. many now train women in leader-
ship, management and accounting skills

NFE approachts.eteovoins that in most
countries the real obstacles to women participating in
social and economic development are cultural atti-
tudes. Some planners and practitioners have empha-
sized developing learner-centered approaches that
will help women develop the Self-confidence and de-
cision-making abilities necessary to reexamine their
own role in society. Case studies of local relevance
are often used as women participate in group discus-
sions with practitioners serving as facilitators rather
than as lecturers.

Some planners suggest that emphasizing
learner-centered approaches. may be important for
several other reasons. By involving women in design-
ing one aspect of their learning. learner-centered ap-
proaches may help them to initiate learning in other
more non-traditional areas. Also, because women
seek training for any number of reasons (e.g. tr: earn
more income. to help their families. or to meet socially
with other people). designing learner-centered pro-
grams may be the only practical. even expedient ap-
proach to accommodate a variety of expectations and
needs.

Finally. learner-centered approaches may be
one of the best ways :o involve participants in the
initial stages of development planning. Ironically, it
seems that despite the increasing awareness of the
need to include women in development programs.
the planning and administrative constraints of de-
velopment agencies often prevent those whoSe lives

'ore most directly influenced by development efforts
fi'Qhirdparticipating in decisions concerning the types
of Programs to be offered. In women's as in other NFE
programs, planners and practitioners are seeking
ways to involve women at the grass-roots level in de-
signing programs that wilt have a direct impact on
their lives.

Accessibility. Although Waived for the entire-
community, some projects have been organized
around the schedules and meeting sites of men. Thus.
though there may be nothing which officially prevents
women from participating in these programs. cultural
traditions or work and family responsioilities have
often served to exclude them. At least one project
has used audio-casseltes to teach women about
health aria nutrition as they gathered at communal
laundering sites. Another project found that bringing
day care and high school equivalency programs to
the factory helped many women to meet three needs
at once: the need to Aare mcomf- to ial.e care of chil-
dren, and to better their education.
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Women as role moo:els 4 May feeler in heoing
Women-to ham acout 144gent. economic ar a social

pilities may be tne influence of other women
who, by working in alternative occupations or by serv-
ing in leadership positions. can serve as role models.
However. cultural factors often prevent women from
serving in this capacity by limiting the types of train-
ing available to women and the areas in which they
can work. Often it is not culturally acceptable for wo-
men to work alone in rural or urban areas or to serve
as leaders of organizations composed of both men
and women. Even if women are allowed to work in
these capacities, their advice may not be accepted
eitner because of their youth or their sex. And. when
training programs in non-traditional occupations are
available for women fietdworkers. many young wo-
men prefer to serve in areas such as family planning
or neaith which are more traditionally acceptable
occucations for women. Like their counterparts who
work in international development agencies. women
fieloworkers must also reconcile personal and famity
commitments with occupations that may require a
great deal of geographic mobility.

Women and the value of work. Some women
feel that the emphasis on integrating women into all
aspects of development implies that the work women
nave traditionally done. especially in the home and
service sector. has littie economic or social value.

NFE planners need to make special efforts to
mat projects do not reflect negatively on work

cone honorably and under conditions Of mutual re-
r..nect This is particularly important for women who
1 of trial they are making just and satisfying contribu-
tions to their families and communities by working as
nomemakers or by serving in occupations such as
nursing which have traditionally att. acted women.

At the same time. planners need to look for ways
..P;rade skin and benefits for those who work in

comestic and other forms of personal service. Such
Programs may help not only to develop an important
resource but also help :o allay concerns expressed in
some Quarters that some women have been able to
be socially and economically moone only because a
!eservoir of cheap labor, frequently female. has been
variable to do traditional chores for them. In some

countries, more oeopie are employed in these areas
than in any other occupation with the exception of
ag-..cuiture yet few documents even mention the exis-
tence of this sector. much less programs designed to.
meet its needs

PERSISTANT DILEMMAS
Willie few would disagree that planners need to

uu.:e.op programs which meet true needs of partici-
Pan% and foster the oevelopment of decisionmaking
:wins there are Many opinions as to the way in whiCh

f

...

pm errs skevki iccomphok NKr 044. Mee ev
the major issues we nignogrited be.o .

)Equity and segregation. A classic goal of oe-,.
velopment planners has been to create a climate
in which the benefits and opportunities arising from
development projects can be shared more equally
among the population.' Some critics ask whether the
emphasis on designing women's programs fosters a
new segregation destined to keep women part and I

unequal from the rest of their societies. They suggest 1

that MO only times separate approaches are warrant- I

ed are when existing cultural patterns make them
the best way to organize and promote programs for 1

women.

Researchers have found. for example, that wo-
men's groups can be effective agents for develop-
ment. Such groups not only teach women new skills
but also serve as forums for helpino women to reach
decisions and reinforce new patterns of behavior.
These groups. however, seem to be most successful
when their activities are of immediate practical value
to their members and when trteir organizational struc-
ture complements cultural pattern§ of communal
collaboration.

Many planners believe that programs designed
to improve women's social and economic status are
destined to fail unless they also work to help m n

the tasks which are usually thought of as worneri $
accept new roleS for 'women and to share SOM. '.

work Some maintain tnat MS can best be achieved
by offering programs designed to reach the entire
family whiirothers suggest that men's attitudes will
change as they learn to work alongside women. Art-
other approach is to incorporate discussions of atti-
tudes towards women in existing men's programs.-

This debate also extends to the type of personnel
employed in development programs for women. While
there is general agreement that women need to te
more extensively invoiced in developing programs'it
all levels, there is no tonsensus as to the extent of
that involvement. Suggesting that only women can
understand women's problems, a few planners main-
tain mat women should oe primarily responsible for
every aspect of development programs involving wo-
men. Others. white recognizing the need for women's
participation in development. Suggest that such an
extreme attitude may only create a new pattern of
discrimination and isolation between the sexes.

Furthermore, many believe that it is a mistake to
assume that all women are necessarily sensitive to
the Plight of other women. Because women, like all
individuals, represent a variety of aspirations and
aegrees of sensitivity to those who are more disad-
vantaged than they, thtse planners believe that pm.,
grams should select aria trace both Men and woMeAll
who are sensitive to the women's needs and to iloe
cultural imPact of development programs.
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Traditional vs. non-traditional roles. Another
ra of concern is whether NFE programs should

ordovide training in roles for women which are not tra-
lklionally part of the culture in which they are being

offered.

Despite IN increasing awareness of the need to
offer a vane!, :3 programs, NFE programs for women
are still dominated by training courses in handicrafts
and homemaking skills.

It is difficult to tell whether thiS emphasis is the
Choice of planners or participants or both. Some
anatysts suggest that in most countries the real ob-
stacles to women participating in development are
cultural attitudes. They note that by, offering courses
in homemaking, handicrafts and secretarial skills,
NFE planners may only impuse their own culture's
notion of women's role in society.

Yet even when programs are offered in non.
traditional occupations, many women either ChOOSe
to Or are allOwed to participate only in those programs
which reinforce their traditional position within socie-
ty. For example, while husbands are willing to allow
their wives to participate in family-oriented programs
or in programs which are clearly linked with skills
traditionally practiced by women. programs often
encounter resistance when they offer other typesof
skills training. Literacy training for women may be
considered unnecessary and. in countries where em-
tisyment rates are high, few men are likely to wet-
Caere additional competition from women.

Because of these factors. some planners be-
iiee that programs should offer courses only in roleS
wnicn are traditionetiy accepted as part of the cul-
ture Others, while sensitive to the need to meet par-
ticipants' expectations, maintain that programs
should offer a variety of options for women. They
believe tat though offering traditional courses may
help women to improve their economic and social
Status. women will still remain relatively unequ'il to
men unless programs are available to help women
participate in all aspects of society.

Cultural integrity and human rights. Planners
also need to consider the ethical and practical im-
plicatiols Of designing programs which seek to pro
mote social and economic equality between the
sexes. Do NFE planners who design culturally afr
proonate (programs in regions which give unequal
status to women. deny women basic human rights by
serv.ng cultural needs first? On the other hand. do
programs which are designed to help women achieve
eoual status with men undermine the integrity of cut-
tufa) norms? Is it Possible to design programs which
take both needs into account? If so. home?

These are extremely sensitive issues. Their im-
'pi:se:ions extend from tne- international and govern-
(went p'anning levet Jo Me Most private reaches of
tarrily nOusenoids.
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CONCLUSION

Many of the problems encountered in women's
projects have a familiar ring. Too often women are
trained in skills for which no jobs are available or they
are taugnt to produce objects which cannot be mar-
keted or are unprofitable. Supply and credit shortage3
may prevent women from implementing new agriguk
tural practices. Programs may seem irrelevant or are
offered at times and places that are inconvenient for
participants. And. even where ptograms have suc-
ceeded in teaching women Practidai skills. few foster
the decision - making skills or self - esteem necessary
to help women cope with new problems.

Nor do the issues associated with women's pro-
grams appear to be very different. The desirability of
designing programs for separate audiences, the need
to reconcile pliannerS' perceptions of needs with pap
ticipants' expectations. and the implications of out.
Side intervention in different cultures are concerns
which recur throughout development literature.

All of which leads some planners to ask whether
the problems encountered in integrating women in
development programs are not the same as
faced by any NFE program. Thus, they suggest OW
the questions which need to be asked about women's
programs could be rephrased to apply to any target
audibnce:

- What assumptions about the role of women are
implied in the project goals. rationale and strategy?

What will be the short and lOng=terrn impact of
this program on women and families in the Culture?

What criteria will be used to evaluate the pro
ject's effect on women's lives?

If the impact may be adverse. what compensat-
ing effortiare planned?

Are women involved in planning and implement-
ing the project? How will women's participation be
.measured?

Yet if the questions are similar to those which
Should be asked about the impact of any NFE pro
gram, the many cultural and philosophical percep-
tions concerning what women's role ought 10 be and
the different roles played by women today make the
task cf designing programs for women an especially
challenging one. Perhaps the extent of that challenge

to reach those whOSe lives are closely interwoven
with ail aspects of society but whose economic and
Social opportunities may differ substantially can
Only be uneerstood if one recognizes that the issues
resat:: to women in development directly or indirect-
ly influence all members of the population.

Susanne R. Morris
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Project Highlights

e
A unique regional program for women orovides training and research services for the countries of Africa. Supported by the

Economic Commission for Africa and omer international assistance agencies, the African Training arid Research Centre for
Women (ATRCW) in Ethiopia organizes workshops for grass-roots and national level workers, ccordinateS a volunteer women's
task force. operates a village technbiogy program and conducts research on the role of women in developinent in Africa,

Between 1972-1977 ATRCW, wri,on began in 1972 as the ECA's Women's Programme. conducted a series of three-day
seminars to help strengthen national ettorts to assure that the role of women would be considered in planning development .

projects. ATRCW advisors nave also heioea national organizakns prepare project proposals related to women in development.
Through its Itinerant Training Worksnop Programme. ATRCW has conducted more than 21 in-country workshops designed

to help teacrers. extension workers, program directors and government employees learn how to conduct village surveys and
develop training materials for women Both men and women attend the workshops when locus en problem solving and program
planning. The specific content for eacn workshop varies according to the requests of a par,ticular country but worksho,S gener-
ally include training in leadership and 'Communication skills in addition to offering information on technical subjects such as
health, agriculture. and nutrition.

in 1975 ATRCW created the Women's Volunteer Task Force to foster an exchange of skills between African countries. The
Task Force arranges for women with technical skills to serve in low income areas in the:r own or other African countries. During
that same year. ATRCW began a Village Technology Programme. Designed to help women by introducing labor - saving devices
and income-generating equipment into rural areas, the program seeks to identify and improve traditional technOlOgies and to
irtroduce newer. more appropriate technologies as needed.

ATRCW also supports and disseminates research related to the rote of women in Africa. Publications include ATRCW
Ware. bibliographies, workshop reports and manuals for rural trainers. (Source: ATRCW. t977. Project Address: African Train-
ing and Research Centre for Women. UN Economic Commission for Attica. P.O. Box 3001, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.)

The reorganization of the Crietilat Women's Group in Kenya demonstrates the etfecl which locally-produced materiqi:
ante popular par:iCipaticn .n training arc can nave in de'micoing seat - reliant and efficient cooperatives. Thc.
initially organized as a cooperative in wnicri all members were supposed to participate, the c-nall, locally-initiated handicta
grouo soon encountered problems in managing its activities. Membership at meetings declined and decision-making became'
increasingly :op -down in nature. Most of me finances were handled by cne person with little training in organizational or account-
ing skills and apathy and distrust among members grew as the group failed to realize a profit.

Using their own funds. two socialists in small media worked with the cooperative to develop a training and communica-
tions program !hat would suit the neeas of particioants. Individually and in small groups. the women tape-recorded their feelings
acout the cooperative and its problems. From these recordings and tne group aiscussicns they generated, the women developed
guidelines for management and aecision-making within tne cooperative. Three women received special training in management
and accounting .skilis. Games and taPea exercises rr the local language helped other members develop numeracy skills. in :Ns
way each member ould oe able to read nor credit sheet and assume more responsibility for overseeing the management of
the group.

All of these activities heloed to lessen suspicion among members and increased confidence in the cooperative. The women ,.

contributed funds and labor to bug° an office arm establish a loan program for memoers. Yet nix all of the cooperative's prob-
lems were caused by poor management Because of an unreliaote market and inadequate supplies of materials for nandicrafts,
the women decided to expand trieir activities to include cultivating cash crops on rented land.

A follow-uo study of ;Ile c:cgram has snown Mat although steady markets for handiuratts still pose a problem, the communal
farming activities have provided a steady source of-income. Thus. with minimal outside assistance. the cooperative has developed
into a well-managed self-reliant group able 10 identify its problems and to imptement projects to solve them. (Source: Lunaeen
and Lundeen. 1977 )

The Integrated Farming Piiot Proiect (IFPP) in Pelotsriettria. lotswana'works with rural women as part of an exoerimental
p'ogram tcr introduce new dryland farrn-ns and livestock management techniques in an area that is faced with problems of :oar
soli fertility and seasonal labor. water, and draft power shortages. As part of its integrated approach to agricultural deveioornent,
the project also seeks to identify credit and marketing facilities and to provide the extension and communication services neces-
sary to implement the new technology. Participating Waters are represented on a Farmer's Committee,

Thougn the protect orginaily reached only male farmers. in 1975 the Farmer's Committee recognized the need to includf-s,
women for they are involved in various aspects of farming in Botswana and they head many households in the Pefotshetlha are
More than tO0 women attended the project's next general meeting wriere it was decided to Prganizt local women's groups on ....
sub-area basis and to offer a series of raining courses. The courses, wnich last for aporoximately one week, cover such topics as
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knitting. cooking. vegetable gardening and poultry keeping. Two representatives from each group attend the training sessions.
and are rest:Chit!. tot snaring melt knowledge yen other group mernters.

In wiser to more t.:iy involve women in tne oroject. two women were later footed to serve on the Farmers Committee. Each
reprerentatike meets regt.Ita;ly with group leaders to report on project developments and to identify 'ideas which need to be
brought to the attention cane Committee

Agriculture extension agents help organize item days jo demonstrate new techniques and they meet with individual women
to encourage them to become part of the dryland farming scheme. By including women as part of its extension efforts. IFPP
has helped to assure that ail housenolds in the area have access to the new technology. Also, the economic position of women
has not been threatened by limiting training in mechanization and new technologies to male farmers. (Source: Botswana. rid.)

Even though cultural traditions make wdmen a hard-to-reach target audience in many areas of Bangladesh, a group of local
women succesz.fully operates a family planning orojiitt in Dacca. Concerned Women for Family Planning (CWFP), with financial
support from Family Planning International Assistance, has reached Over 6,000 family planning acceptors. 85 percent of whom
contihue to use family planning.

The key to the program s success is its dOor-to:desor delivery of Normation and services by IOCal women. Rural and particu
larly urban women in Bangsaaesh seldom leave home because of family and household constraints. At least half of the women
observe purdah or lifp benind the veil, and when the wife is sick it is often the husbaria°whe sees the doctor, describes her symp-
toms and buys Inc prescribed medication. Realizing that these circipstances make family planning clinics inaccessible to many
intended clients. CWFD developed an outreach program based on home visits by teams of women paraprofessionals,

Each team covers a district of approximately 50.000 people. CWFP hopes to encourage all women interested in family plan-
ning to start a distribution program around their homes, and to become actively involved in working in family planning centers.
CWFP teams advise women on availaole family planning facilities, accompany them to a family planning clinic, and maintain
home-based sUpeN oepots of oral contraceptives. They visit acceptors eegularly to aoswer questions and assist those who might
have problems win canicular methods.

Teams usally induce an urban organizer, t field assistants. and two trainees. Team members receive a minimal salary
aid must be rharher!, practice family planning. and be able to relate to otner women. New members learn on me job by working
with experienced personnel A.; members also rece,ve regular training from a technical committee of Physicians and population
experts. A !tele super...isOr can oe consulted wnerever questions or prooiems develoo. *

In less Marra year, CWFP expanded its services from one to eight districts. By 1978, it planned to extend coverage to-'24
more urban distriots in Dacca. In addition to its neighborhood visitation program. CWFP offers family planning assistance in co-
operation with programs offered through factories, Welfare associations, women's cooperatives, and government offices.
(Source Curtin, 19771

Since 1972. an action - researcn prow! in India has wOrkep with pregnant women and mothers with young children to de-
velop a comprenensive orogram that wou!o imoroye maternal and chile nealtri and mcreaseMe milky of rural women to !earn
skills tnat will imr...rcve their own and their family's welfare. Co-sponsored by the Government of India. the Council for Social
Development and UNICEF, "NFE for Rural Women: An Experimentai Project for the Development of the Young Child" was de-
veloped to test Me effectiveness of various NFE approaches in overcoming problems caused by maternal and chodnood
diseases. ma;nutrition, aria iliiteracy.

A key feature of the project. wnicn began in three villages and soon expanded to 30. has been its emphasis on continuous
evaluation and on dps.efooing locally-relevant materials. Extensive researcn was conducted to develop materials based on the
local language and customs. Following the initial two-year research program described below. the project revised and expanded.
its services in response to tne resuits'of its experience with four experimental groups.

In the first group. lunctional iiteracy-dasses based on pre-natal tare and nutrition for newborn infants were organized tOr
about 30 women in each village. Classes met six days a week for ono-to-two hours and emphasized group discussion. Using a
series of illustrated cards. participants discussed problems associated with pregnancy and Childbirth and learned about govern-
ment nealth services.

The second group rret less frequently at existing Mother Child Centres. The content for these meetings focused on oust-
natal care and inciudeci :."temonStrationS on neanh. ntinticn and family Vanning. This group also participated a aupo1emeniary
feeding program for motners and cmloren and received free immunization and health care services. The third experimental group
received a combination of the first two programs wnife a fourth group served as a control and received no special treatment.

Overall. the study bound that women were more apt to complete the orogram if there were tangible incentives such as sup-
plemental food and realm care and if sessions were read at convenient times. The drop-out !ate averaged about SO% in me liter-
acy classes ouf was suostantrally lesa in the post-natal group. partially because this group received special health and ront.on
services. Generally. women who left the program did so because of fatigue related to the combined pressures of working in the
fields and at home, opoos:tion oy farm,/ members, etvecialiy the husband: and/or a belief that the program wasn't relevant to
their lives (Source: Koshy, 1973. Protect Address: Council for Social Development. Sangha Rachana. 53 Loci Estate. New Oeini
110 CO3. Ind:a.)
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The "top" social group among
women in Third World

societies is those who live an
total seclusion, often behind
the veil, never taking part in

outdoor activities. In fanning
communities, their husbands

would typically be well enough
off to employ field labour. This

pattern N life is typical of
Indian upper castes and the

Middle East.
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A WOMAN'S.WORK IS NEVER DUN i.

A day in the life of a typical rural African woman

20.30.21,30
Wash
children
and
dishes

21.30
To bed

4.45
Wale up
14 asb and

cos

S.004-1*
Walk la
Beide

The nest ranking social group
. rs one in which the women do

&mom duties, craft work and
' ss_saional poultry raising. but

never c.trn money. Their mem
folk do :hen own ploughing.
pIanung and agricultural work.
This pattern ul life is typical of
thdt of most women in Latin
ArTICI1Cd, and the Indian cul-

! tisator caste.

18.30.20.30
Cook for
family and
eat

5.3019.011
Work to
fields

17.30-18.30
Collect
MAW

sir

The third group is equivalent to
low caste women in an Indian

village. They ASCeSi their men in
the fields. go to market, and at
certain times of year do extra

paid work. Most women in
Asia live like this. in the Philip-

pines. for example. women
work 30 hours a week on the
family farm, while men work

43 hours.

15.00.16.00
Collect
Bressood

return
home s

I WOMEN'S WORK IS NOT RECOGNIZED
National statistics for the economioay carte
usually omit women's work in the subsistence e:.
tor yet:

In Bangladesh, 90%
of the female
population is engaged
in agriculture

In Africa 60-80% of
all agricultural work
is done Sy women

The four to and lowest group
those women Is ho

are es ered to support them-
sets cc ,tnct tticir families % irtu-

independently. In Asia
the; regi,:arts seek work as
1,,nots. 1,00Ur M. as do

s I. rrouchables. In
Alrh:a wncra tilts is the ty pica]
pattern. a-4 ksavrriall obtails the
i;;;-.r t. ....oil. a piece of latto by
nt.ari.:g:...ou :nen bears all the
reponsibirit, fur food produc
Hon.

Rural outara pl tbr
de elopiag toraven
as a whole screw
for at leas We 14
food protection

1
.

*
4. I

WHO PROVIDES FOR THE FAMILY?

In 1972 it was estimated that:

M., LI, ,sf;4 Of 81011.4.11 S rotes Is
k cited in Woman.,

Itc. u, 1,:oononue beolkowni Esthei
11,1, wp

IN EGYPT
264.000 families
lised on the earnings
of women

IN KENYA
525.000 rural
households were
headed by women

ts non% As is

one-third at si
households lit"
headed by woson

tJ ON rve, re, 19 or the
wars , keg" :eP :5, G N it.mwol: SOrlee 041=3

b.:.- 'lest I Mali. Art .dol fdrreen.a llu,e w.iA
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a r_,:aral ilfe%pan is longer than men's. In the in-
- cid %hem nutrition and publit health stnd-

.. And meu..el care available: the longevity gap
%-eri r-.4re and *Often can be as much as 10 years

ASR in the developing countries. where women suffer
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Fairy Tales and Facti
Economy, Family, Fertility;
and the Female

From: Women and World Development,
by Irene Tinker & Michele Bo Crimson, ed.,
Oversees Development Council, USA, 1976

Rae Lesser Blumberg

Module 11-27

The integration of women into their nations' processes of economic development
was one of the three major, long-term goals of International Women's Year.
Although working toward this goal clearly requires some detailed knowledge
about the relationship of women to both production and reproduction in differ
ent types of societies, there seem to be more fairy tales than facts floating about
on this topic. Using the "dart" of social mien= research data, this paper will
identify and attempt to puncture six myths: 1) women are economic parasites;
2) economic development always improves women's lives: 3) the poorespecially
the urban poorare trapped in poverty by their "disorganized," female-centered
family patterns; 4) before the development of modern contraceptives, women
were "non-stop breeding machines"; 5) fertility is basically irrational; and
6) there are no systematic links between women's economic position, their status,
and their fertility.

Myth 1. For most of human history, women have been economic Peretitin,
who have contributed little to their families' subsistence. As Charlotte Perkins
Gilman put it in 1894: 'The female of genus horn* is economically dependent
on the male. He is her food supply:4 This view, even though it is wrong, has
been very prevalent in twentieth century social science theory. As recently as
1955, the influential U.S. sociologist Talcott Parsons wrote that the husband
is the main provider, "whereas the wife is primarily the giver of love."2

How much more than love do women contribute? One estimate is that,
on a wnrldwide basis, women contribute 44 per cent of the food supply .2 Clearly
women are not parasites. Nevertheless, the range of variation of women's work
is quite great. In about 2 per cent of the 1,170 societies represented in Murdock's

Rae Lesser Blumberg is Acting Associate Professor at the University of
California, San Diego.

Deborah Babcox and Madeline Elellcin, ads., Liberation Nov! [Nave Tork: Dell Pub-
lishing. 19711. p. 139.

2Talcott Parsons and R. Bales. Family. Socialization end Interaction Process (Glencoe.
Illinois: Free Press. tasc.). p.151.

3Joel Aronoff and William D. Cram. "A Re-examinetion of the CrossCulturel Princi-
ples of Task Segregation and Sex-Role Differentiation in the Family;' American Sociological
Review, Vol. 40 (19751. Their nneerm is based on the work of George Peter Murdock.
World Ethnographic Atka (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press. 19671.
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Elbrioomphic Atlas, women contributed vinosity nothing to the fositupply;
In another 2 per cent, women contributed two thirds OT more.4 Since weresn's
economically productive work teems to be the first precondition to power and
equality (as will be wad below), It is important to understand under Odds
conditions and in which type? of societies women are Important providers.

Two mein factors seem to determine wanton's pertfcipeden in the labor
force: a) the extent to which the economie P.:Abity iumpatilikrwith women's
simultaneous child-am responsibilitla, especially beast feeding; and b) the Mtn
of the male labor force supply versus the total demand for Imbue. Some types of
activities are very compatible with child-marl ng obligedons, and women often
are an important labor force in these activitiesif the surplus of male labor is
not to large that men may squaws women out of the work. Two examples from
simple societies are gathering and hoe horticulture, and in both we find a pre-
dominantly female labor force. In fact, in Africa, where hoe horticulture is still
the main cultivation method, the U.N. Economic Commission for 'Africa has
just ltscrmaillcd that 70 per tent of agricultural production is in the hands of
women.* Handicrafts and cottage-industry activities that can be carried out in
the home, and poultry that can be raked in the yardthese, too, are activities
in which women are often the mein labor force. On the other hand, the activities
of plough agriculture tha subsistence base of e majority of the wurid's popula-
tion even todaytend to be less easily combined with simultaneous infant care.
The work may be located father from the home, making It inconvenient to
bring children along or return to num". them. And plough agriculture is relatively
less labor-intensive than hoe horticulture, so that agrarian societies based on
plough cultivation tend to have 'woe surplus labor populations of undemmployed
and unemployed males.' it is not surprising, then, to find that in agrarian societies
based on noreirrigated plough cultivation, women play a very negligible economic
role. fronicelly, all of today's industrialized societies, both caPitelist and socialist,
emerged from precisely this sort of agrarian base. (Little wondsr,'then, that the
industrialized world's social scientists, with their ethnocentric perspective, should
view women as economic parasites))

But these points raise an interesting question: Since industrial production
and most "modem-sector" jobs take place away from home, hearth, and children,
why is it that women are a large end growing proportion of the labor force in all
industrial societies? The answer seems to be mainly economic expansion, coupled,
in the case of nations like Japan, West Germany, and the Eastern European
socialist countries, with the after-effects of high male death rates in ilVorld War II.
Also, generally speaking, the rate of female labor force participation is higher in
the socialist countries. In thi Soviet Union, for example, women account for half
the labor force; and in the major years of child rearingtwenty to thirty-nine
fully 80 per cent of women work.' In the United States, although only 20 per cent

4Muniock. World EthnographicAtla,op, cit.
sU.N. Economic Commluion for Africa. Data Sue for Discuralon of the Interre-

lations between the Integration of Women in Development. Their Situation and Population
Factor* in Africa." U.N. Doc4/CN. 14/SIW17. t974.

'See Gerhard E. Lenski. Power and Privilape (New York: McGraveliiii. 1966).
751arilyn Power Goldberg. 'women In the Soviet Economy." Review ol Radical Path

cal Economics. Vol. 4. No. 3 item
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of women eighteen to sixty-four years old were in the labor force in 1900, the
number had increased to 50 per cent by 1970 and has risen higher since then.°

In short, even though women in Third World countries encounter a dreadful
scarcity of so-called "modern-sector" job opportunities, we may consider the
first myth invalid.

Myth 2. Economic development always provides an improvement in women's
lives. This is an easy myth to discredit, given the large amount of evidence that
has been accumulated to show that this is not always the case. Ester Boserup
has shown that in Africa, the introduction of cash crops grown for a world market
often has been accompanied by an erosion of women's traditional rights and
their position as important agricultural producers who typically controlled dis-
Position of the crops they raised.9 The new system was introduced by males
from nations without a tradition of female farming, and they ignored and under-
cut the women. Even in trade, the traditional economic power and autonomy of
West African women is threatened as large - scale, capitalist, exportoriented
trade is introduced (by males) in competition with traditional markets. Fre-
quently, even in societies without a prior tradition of female economic produc-
tivity and power, the new opportunities brought by economic development
go to a relative handful of elite or middle-class women. At the same time, the
lot of the rural majority and the increasing hordes pushed off the land into urban
areas may become more miserable than ever. In most cases (the oil- producing
nations of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries are fortunate
exceptions), Third World countries are beset by declining terms of trade while
becoming ever more enmeshed, on increasingly unfavorable terms, in the cash
nexus world economy. As rural poverty and urban unemployment and under-
employment mount, opportunities for the majority of womenthe poorcannot
avoid being adversely 'affected.

Myth 3, In many countries the poorespecially the urban poorbecome
trapped in poverty by their "disorganized." female-centered family Patterns.
This is a classic case of putting the cart before the horse. Actually, the situa-
tion is the other way around. All over the world, in both urban and rural areas,
there exists today a problem of surplus labor populationpeople who cannot
find stable, Year-round employment at an adequate level of subsistence. In those
situations where economic uncertainty prevails but women have the possibility
of achieving viable subsistence by their own labor, welfare payments, or the
efforts of their children to whose earnings they have access, there is a high pro-
portion of femald heads of families.' This phenomenon has been studied mostly
among poor blacks in the United States and the Caribbean, but it is worldwide
and not confined to blacks. In 1976, Blumberg and Garcia, using U.S. census
data. !bowed that poor. whites and blacks have identicaland highproportions

'U.S. Oepartment of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Merit., and Family Charac-
teristics of Workers. Special Labor tForce Reports No. 130 (Washington, 0.C.: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1971). p. A-10. .

9 ,nster Boserup. Woman's Role in Economic Development {New York: St. Fortin'.
Press, 1970).

roessee.

of female-headed families when income level and rural versus urban residence are
held constant:6

It is poverty and the economic prospects of women that combine to make
the femaleheaded type of family prevalent among certain-economically marginal
groups. Economic uncertainty tends to make marital or consensual unions un-
stable. If the woman cannot make a go of her own separate family unit when
her partner departs, then she and her children may turn to relatives, or she may
have to enter a new unionor face starvation. But this pattern of shifting family
composition and high proportions of families headed by females is not neces-
sarily family "disorganization," nor does it cause the poor to become embedded
in some alleged "culture of poverty.""

Instead, an adaptive pattern of sharing 5s prevalent. Female-headed families
tend to be joined with close kin (especially on the female side) in a network
of give and take. Household composition may shift, with adults and children
as well as money, goods, and servicesmoving around the network as circum-
stances dictate.12 Moreover, it has been demonstrated mathematically that

.0- -.. sharing aids in the survival of the .group by smoothing out fluctuations in its
.

scarce, uncertain, and variable resource base.13 It seems no coincidence that
anthropologists have found sharing by group members to be universal among
hunting at gathering ,societies with similarly scarce and fluctuating re-
rources.14 In sum, families headed by ferriales emerge under certain marginal
economic conditions where women as well as men have independent access
to subsistence. Units headed by women tend to be poorer than those headed
by males:1 s so the peo e ihrolved try to make the best' of their situation, with
flexible family organize and patterns of sharing.

10 See, for example. Richard N. Adam. "An Inquiry into the Nature of the Family," in
Gertrude E. Dole and Robert L. Carneiro. eds.. Essays in the Science of Culture Mew York:
Crovveli. 1960); end Rae Lesser Blumberg with Maria Peter Garcia, "The Politica Economy of
the Mother-Child Family: A Cross-Societal View."' in Luis Lettere-Otero. ed., Beyond the
Nuclear Family Model: Contemporary' Pim& Vtaiology in a Cross-Cu/tufa Perspective
(London: Sege Publicatiork 1976), W. Penn Handwerldir has shown that thislyee of film#Y
becomes common even ambng the traditionally patrilineel. petrilocel Boise of Monrovia.
Liberia, once they join the "urban underclass." "Technology and Household Corifiguration
in Urban Africa: The Sam of Monrovia," American Sociological Review, Vol. 38 (1973i.
pp. 182-97.

I I See Charles A. Valentine. Culture and Poverty: Critique and Counterproposals
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1968).

I 2For a description of this sharing network among over urban blacks in the United
States, see Carol B. Stack, "The Kindred of Viola Jackson: Residence end Family Organize.
tion of an Urban Bieck American Family," in Norman E. Whitten, Jr., and John F. Szwed.
eds.. Afro-American Anthropology: Contemporary Perspectives (Nov York: The Free Press,
19701. pp. 303.12; and Stack, All Our Kin: Strategies for Survival in a Black Community
(New York: Harper and Row, 19741.

"John R. Lombardi, "Exchange end Survival." eerier presented at the American
Anthropological Association Meeting, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1973-

14 see. for example. Richard B. Lee, "What Hunters Do for a Living: Or How to Make
Out on Scarce Resources." in Richard 8. Lee and Wen de Vont eds., Man the Hunter (Chi
cego: Aldine. 1968).

"See, for example. U.S. Department of Labor, Employment Standards Administra-
tion, Women's Bureau, "Facts about Women Heeds of Households and Heads of Families,"
Weshington, 0.C.. 1973.
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However, making the best of the situation often involves having a large
family. Although it has been found that tfie female family head hes slightly
lower fertility then a woman of the same social class living in it conjugal union,
female family heads are not shown to be a low-feitility group." Moreover,
studies have shown that their fertility behavior follows a consistent pattern.
Typically, they had their first child within several years of puberty. Whether
they were in a union or not, having the *child almost invariably shut the door
on additional educational training or other opportunities that could lead to
a good, stable job and a brighter, lower-fertility future. The men of the "urban
underclass" also tend to have unstable, illpaid work, and intermittent and dis-
astrous periods of unemployment. Such economic uncertainty makes unions
very fragile. Once a worntn has borne a child at an early age, her chances of
getting out of the "urban underclass" on her own are extremely low. It appears
that the best strategy for a woman who has had a child very young and does
not have a stable conjugal union is to have mom children, often by several part.
pers. Having a child may help to cement a relationship, and perhaps, if she is
lucky, the new partner will find one of the rare regular jobs that permits a stable
subsistence for his family. If not, her children may prove. good investment.

Children can be economically useful in many ways for "urban underclass"
members. From a very early age, they can be seen helping with the family laundry
route, shining shoes, running errands, and baby-sitting. The poor cannot afford
to-invest in clothes, medical care, school fees, or summer camps for their chil-
dren, so the costs of child rearing are often overshadowed by the expected
benefitsboth short- and long-term. For in societies without extensive state
welfare programs, where else can one turn except to one's kin and children?
So the woman keeps having children (although she may well terminate a given
pregnancy because she feels the circumstances are not favorable for having a
child at that point).'' By the time she is of an age that makes entering a new
union difficult, she probably has children old, enough to help support
her.

Had this cycle been broken at the beginning, by providing educational
and employment opportunitiesas well as contraceptive irtformationto
adolescent girls, thq story might have been different. We eiready know from
numerous fertility studies that education and stable employment outside the
home delay the age of entering into a marital or consensual union, delay the
age of first With, and result in lower family size. But this lower family size

16 See Helen L. Safa "From Shantytown to Public Housing: A Comparison of Family
Structure in Two Urban Neighborhoods in Puerto Rico, Caribbean Studies, Vol. 4 11964).
PP. 3.12: and Blumberg with Garcia. "The Political Economy." op. cit.

17In Latin America, enormous proportions of the pregnancies in . urban areas are
terminated by illegal abortions. For statistics from a number of studies, see Nora Scott
Kinzer, "Priests. Machos and Babies: Orr Lasin American Women and the Manichean Heresy."
Journal of Marriage and the Family, Vol: 35 (1973), pp. 300-12. Moreover, worldwide abor-
tion is considered the most prevalent method of birth control. See the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, Culture end Population Change (Washington, D.C.: Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of Science, 1974).
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springs from the woman's new usif-interest as a consequence of her expanded
opportunities. It cannot be brought about by even the most persuasive of homily-
planning posters if having fewer children is against her perceived self-intereet-
In spite of all this, historically, women's reproductive behavior has been seen
es compulsive and 1rretionar Let us examine these two assumptions.

Myth 4. Throughout homes; history, until the development of modem
contraceptive methods, women were "non-stop breeding machines." This is
the famous althusien myth and is contradictedby the fact that human societies
throughout history have regulated population and fertility. For example, even
in today's underdeveloped countries, fertility is 404!0 percent below the upper
limit established by the Hutterites (a small fundamentalist sect that averages
more than ten children per-family). Moreover,- European fertility rates prior
to industrialization also were less than 60 per cent of the Huttarite level.' s Even
more myth-shattering is the extremely low level of fertility of the world's simplest
societies, the hunting-gathering bands. Since gathering provides 60.80 per cent
of the diet in almost all huntingqathering groups in non-Arctic latitudesand
since women are the main gathererswomen are the Predominant producers
among most such groups. Most of these societies are also more-or-less nomadic,
and women's daily gathering may cover .a fairly large area. Since anything that
would interfere with their mobility and gathering also would decrease group
food supply, it is not too astonishing 'to find that hunting-gathering societies
have a) wide child spacing, averaging about four years between births in cow
temporary hunting-gathering populations; end b) low completed family size."

How did they do it before the pill? Apparently by a variety of methods,
including late weaning, abortion, infanticide; and plants with contraceptive
properties. Interestingly enough, in other major types of pm-industrial societies
in which women are the main producers for example, among the hoe horti-
culturalists of sub-Saharan Africa and Oceaniathere is also evidence of wide
spacing and fewer births than among their less productive sisters of agrarian
societies. In fact, comparison of three industrial r-lcieties of differing modes
of subsistence production shows fertility to be inversely related to both women's
productive labor and their social status. In contemporary developing and indus-
trial societies, economically productive women have been shown to have greater
power, including household power, and they use that power to control their
fertility 10 One example of this may be' seen in the Eastern European soclalist

1 ' u - -
See U.N..Departiaent of Economic and Social Affairs, Demographic Yearbook.

1969 (New York: (irked Notions, 1970): and Harvey Leibenstein, "An interpretation of the
Economic Theory of Fertility: Promising Path or Blind Alley Journal of Economic I. bare-
ture. Vol. 12 (1974). pp. 457-79.

19See John M, Whiting. -Pleistocene Family Planning, in Lee end de Vora. Man the
Hunter. op. cit.. pp. 248-49. Joseph 8. Birdseli estimates that completed family size averages
about 2.0 children, with a standard deviation of 1.4, "Some Predictions for the)leistocene
Based on Equilibrium Systems among Recent Hunter Gatherers, in Lee and de Vore. Man
the Hunt* r. op cit.

20See American Association for the Advancement of Science, Culture and Population
Change, op. cit.: Robert H. Weller. "The Employment of Wives. Dominance and Fenifite."
Journal of Marriage and the Family, Vol. 33. No. 4 -119681: end Robert 0. Blood, Jr.. and
Donald M. Wolfe. Husbands and Wians: The Dynamics of Married Living (New York: The
Free Press, 19801.
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countries, where most women of childbearing age work, but labor-saving house-
hold aids and child care are at a premium. In these countries, women tend to
have -unilateral control over abortion. The net result is a fertility tate below
replacement level (2.1 children per couple) in the cities. Many women in the*
countries want only one child, and they have the household power and abortion
control to enforce their decision.

People tend to regulate their fertility, but they may regulate it at high,
rather than low, levels. This was found to be the case among Indian Peasants
studied by Mahmood Mamdani. These peasants felt that having large families was
not the cause of their poverty; indeed, many children could be a solution to
their poverty, since children (especially sons, because this was an agrarian area
where women did not work in the fields) could help them work the land or send
back remittances from city jobt,2'

Myth 5. Fertility is basically irrational, and people, have lots of children
out or ignorance or tradition. The basis for dispelling this myth has been implied
above: first in the discussion of the lower fertility of economically productive
women who would be inconvenienced by more, or more closely spaced, offspring,
and again in the peasants' explanation of their high family size uncovered in
Mamdani's research. Let us be more specific. What seems to affect births is each
partner's perception of the expected costs versus the expected benefits each part.
ner hopes to get out of a family of given size, spacing, and sex ratio.22 in other
words, fertility behavior is basically rational. So if a peasant woman tells an inter-
viewer she "wants all the children providence may send her," we can predict:
1) her contribution to the family food supply tends to be limited; 2) she gets
status from having a large familyin many peasant societies perhaps her only
source of status in a generally sexist culture,23 and 3) she anticipates other
benefits from her children, such as help in crises and old age and help around the
house when they are growing up, which she does not view as likely to come from
any other source (e.g., the government). Even though for the women's nation,
her high fertility may be a greater burden than 1 :fit, family planners will
have a hard time convincing her (or her husband) tha, two children are the ideal
number when she has objective grounds for knowing her welfare would be ad-
versely affected if she had fewer than five or six children.

The same data that destroyed the previous myth also indicate that modern
contraception can make fertility regulation more efficient, but that modern
contraception is not enough. The determinants of fertility patterns reside in
the social and economic situation of the man and womanespecially their rela-
tion to their society's mode of production. The situation of each partner is what

21Mahmood Mondani, The Myth of Population Control: Family, Caste. and Class in
an Indian Village Mew York: Monthly Review Press, 1972).

"See Rae Lesser Blumberg, ':Economic I.fluences on Female Status and Fertility,"
paper Presented at the meeting of the American C.;sociation for the Advancement of Science,
New York, 1975; Allan Schnaiberg and David Red, "Risk. Uncertainty. and Family Forma-
tion: The Social_ Content of Poverty Groups," Population Studies, Vol. 28 (1974); and
Leibenstein, "An interpretation of Economic Theory," op. cit.

23Evalyn Jacobson Michaelson and Welter Goldschmidt, "Female Roles and Male
Dominance Among Peasants," Southwestern Journal 01 Anthropology, Vol. 27 (19y1),
pp. 330.52.
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affects his or her perceived utilities in children. And in turn, the perceived costs
versus benefits of children affect the resulting fertility pattern 24 It should be
noted, however, that the partners' child utilities do not always coincide (as im-
plied in the example of Eastern European socialist countries cited above). But the
extent to which the women's child utilities prevail in determining fertility out-
comes seems to depend on her degree of economically derived household power.

Myth 6. There are no systematic links bemoan the economic position of
women in a society, their status, and their fertility. Bits and pieces of evidence
contradicting this myth already have emerged in various parts of this' aper. First,
we already have seen that in societies where women have higher status, they have
lower fertility. Also, where women are employed for wages outside the home,
they have more household power and fewer children. Why Is this so? Elsewhere,
I have suggested a paradigm of factors affecting female status." The paradigm
is based on Gerhard Lenski's argument concerning factors influencing a society's
inequality system. He proposes that privilege (as well as status) in a society is
distributed largely on the basis of power. Power is defined as "the probability of
persons or groups carrying out their will even when opposed by others." He then
names three sources of power affecting &society's inequality system: 1) power of
property (or more generally, economic power); 2) power of Position (e.g., in
political hierarchy); and 3) power of force.26 Translating this to the area of
sexual equality. I argue that, for women, economic power is the most important
influence on their relative equality (with the men of their class or group) with
respect to some very basic privileges. These I terrft "life options." Life options ere
issues which occur in all human groups and include: 1) deciding whether and
whom to marry; 2) deciding to end a marriage; 3) control over freedom of move-
ment; 4) control over pre- and extra-marital sex; 5) control over fertility regulation
to the extent biologically possible (including deciding on methods used, such as
contraception, abortion, infanticide); 6) access to educational opportunities; and
7) degree of household authority. On each of these issues, women's say can range
from none, to equal to, to greater than that of the men of their group or class.

Why should economic power be the most influential? For one thing, it
has been recognized as such in a number of theories of sexual status,27
as well as in a number of both Marxist and nonlarxist structural theories of
stratification. For another, it is the only one of the three sources of power
named by Lenski in which women's position has been found empirically to
run the gamut from low to high. There are societies where women have
virtually no control over the means and fruits of production, relative to 'theme

24See. for example. gva Mueller, "Economic Motivations for Family Limitations,"
Population Studies, Vol. 26, No. 3 (1972). pp. 383-403: and Mueller. "Economic Cost and
Value of Children: Conceptualization and Measurement," paper presented at the Workshop
on Assessment of the Satisfactions and Costs of Children, East-West Population Institute,
Honolulu, Hawaii, 1972.

2sRee Lesser Blumberg, "Structural Factors Affecting Women's Status: A Cross,
Societal Parautgm," paper presented at the International Sociologicel Association Meeting,
Toronto, Canada, 1974.

2 6 Lenski, Power and Privilege, op cit.
rtsse, for example, Karen Sacks. "Social Bases for Sexual Ettuality: A Comparative

View." in Robin Morgan, ed., Sisterhood Is Powerful (New York: Vintage. 1970). PO.455-68.
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men of the same cuss or group (such as the Rwa la Bedouin). There are other
societies where women have the majnr control in these areas, leaving men
with very tittle economic pow., knell At Ihp 111(ht) rt;s! min renn-rnotis
power in the other two power arenas. There are no known societies where
women have more than a small snare in the top slots of the "power of
position" hierarcniespolitical. reltgious. administrative. etc. And women
two even worse with respect to the power of force: women are almost never
those who exercise it and conversely are often on the receiving end.

How do women get economic power? Peggy Sanddy's emoirical results
s!low that the main starts with women's economic preductivity: where
women co not heap to produce the food supply. their status is invariably low.
On the other hand. more work does nbt guarantee either power or privilege.
Aft.ar all. slaves work too. And Sanday found groups where women did most
of me productive labor and were treated little better than slaves.2a

Consequently my paradigm bezon$ by predicting the conditions under
which women will participate in the main productive activities of their
societies. As already noted. these are: 1) the degree of compatibility of the
activity with simultaneous child-care responsibilities, particularly breast
feeding: and P1 demand tnr iahnr in crimoarison with the available male
supply.

What helps translate "mere work" into relative economic power over the
means and fruits of production? The paradigm next identifies a series of
factors which affect the strategic indispensability of both the women's activi-
ties and the women producers themselves. In brief, the higher the strategic
indispensability of women's activities. the greater the likelihood of women
gaining some economic power from their production. Kinship systems
favoring maternal kin are also hypothesized as enhancing the possibilities of
female economic power.

Finally. the paradigm identities several other variables which attect the
he options, but these variables are seen as influenced by the major sources
of power. especially the economic dihension. In other words, these are
viewed as "intervening variables'. between power and privilege. They include
the prevailing ideology concerning male supremacy, and the extent to which
men`en participate in the "female" areas of Child care and domestic tasks.

Thus far, with a pilot sample cf 61 encieties, preliminary findings
indicate that I ha-to confirmed the hypothesized pattern of relatiOnships.29
Economic power of women is the strongest influence on the "life options"
variables: the correlation is quite large (R = .67). Second in importance is
the power of force. But interestingty enough. in groups where women have
near-equal economic power. the Power of force (measured by wile beating)
tends nor to be used again,st them*tie data show a fairly strong inverse
correlation between women's economic power and wife beating. Ideology
concerning male superiority ranked a distant third in importance of the
present variaole set. (These relationships, incidentally, emerged not only in

isPeeey Sanday. "Toward a Theory of the Stati:s of Women." American Anrer0-
pologist. V o$ 75 (*973), pp. 16921700.

20C pi osontly have data for au paradigm variables except the "strategic indispensa-
bility" 1;iztois women's relative access to education, anduntOrtunatelyregulatiOn
ol tenuity. These results will be treated in detail in a fortnComing Paper.

simple correlations but also under "multivariate analysis," where the relative
strength of variables can be ascertained more exactly than with Correlations
Lictween !ogle::..:" :n shOrt. the paradigm. its results to date. and the
other findings (mentioned earlier in this paper) linking economic factors. fe-
male status, and fertility all seem to form a fairly coherent and systematic
pattern.

What can we learn from this pattern? First. that economic opportunity
for women and the educational Opportunity that underlies itis a sounc
policy for any nation attempting to lower fertility rates. Other measures that
increase women's rights and privileges als0 may be a heip.raithoogh the
evidence is less clear than with Schooling and stable outside-the-home jobs.
In those societies' where population growth drains rather than enhances.
resources, we can speculate that every dollar spent on education for boys
which is not matched by expertdtures on girls' education provably will be
wiped out by those girls' greater subsequent fertility. To devetopment experts
who fear implementing such a policy on the grounds that "the women would
be taking jobs away from men end thus bread away from mate-headed
families." Ester Boserup's finding that this is not the case should be illuminal-
ins,. Or: ft: dentrz:y. she argues. adding women into development plans
and putting them to vi(Orkincreases the size of the economic pie.3!

in sum, educated, economically productive women not only will have
tewer children but also will enhance national output and welfare (not to
mention the welfare and human dignity of the women involved!). Thus it
behooves planners to analyze development plans very carefully with respect
to their impact on temale productivity. Will new opportunities be created for
women or will old ones be distroyed by a given program? Suddenly this
100ms as more than an abstract question of human rights or Social justice/10r
national development is involved: Fortuntlyy for the goals of International
Women's Year, it seems that development will be furthered by precisely those
measures which also Increase human rights and social as well as sexual
justice..

*In preliminary computer runs, 57 per cent of the variance in a scale of life
options" was explained. and 47 per cent (over 4/5 ol the explained variance) was
accounted for by the index OtwOrnen's setative economic power.

"Ester Ellserup. "Employment and Education: Keys to Smatter Families," The
VICO, Rostrum Fund Report. No. 18 (Spring 1974).
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Module III:' Identifying Rolet of Men and Women in the
. Community and Its Impact on Development

Total Time: Introduction Session: 30 minutes

Field Work: 2' hours to 1 day

Discussion Session: 3 hours

ObjeCtives:.

1. To practice observation and listening skills as a
way of getting information related 'to the country,
and specifically, to the different roles played by
men, women and children.

2. To identify and discuss sex role patterns and
traditions as they exist in the community, especially
in the following areas: family, work, education,
health and sanitation, social and community life,
politics and public life.

3. To differentiate between participants expectations
of roles and what they actually observe in regards
to men, women and children's role's in the community.

4. To identify an&discuss opportunities and constraints
related to role patterns and traditions which
influence the participation of men and women in the
development process.

Overview:

This session provides the participants with an opportunity
to learn about sex roles in the host country by observing
their immediate community and analyzing'their-lObServations
andlareriences.. It helps participants practice
observation skills in a differ-ent culture and country as
a means,of gathering information about that country.
Also, this session provides an opportunity for participants
to begin identifying similarities and differences between
sex roles in the USA and the new country and apply these
observations to understanding the difference in
opportunities and barriers facing men and women in a
developing country.
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Module /// - 2.

Procedures: introduction and Field Work: Part 4

Time d Activities

becturette
15 min

1. Trainer explains the objectives'
for thi session and presents a.short lecturette
to introduce the activities for the session.

.becturette: "Sex role patterns often go
'.,unnoticed at a conscious level in our culture.

They are learned through life and become
expected and desired.' As social roles, they
become. norms that apply to men'and women and
play a powerful'partin the development and
socialization of-each sex. Pi the USA culture,
for instance,. girls and women were expected to
be interpel.sonally oriented and nurturing;
boys and men were expected to be achieving and
instrumental. pch role includes a set of
.prescriptive rules; certain kinds of performance
and behaviors are expected. These internalized
rules determine to a great degree adult behavior
and options that men and women have or "feel"
they have. For example, careers which have
traditionally matched the role expectations
mentioned

ci

.before are: women nurses, teachers,
social workers and men scientists, mechanics
.sand business managers.

in a -new ,culture,,sex roles might be the same
or,very different from the roles and role
divisions we have learned in our own culture.
Thus, the need to identify those similariti
and differences and analyze the impact they have
on the life and development of the people and
the country._

But because the way we behave and react to the
world isvery much determined by our expectations;
as well as our observations of the outsideworld,
it.is necessary that we become aware of how our

'own expectations influence what we see or don't
see regarding sex roles in the new culture.'

1"If a generAlization about a group of peopleis believed,
whenever a member of that group behaves in the expected way,
the observer notes it and his belief is confirmed and
strengthened. When a member of the group behaves in a way
that is not consistent with the observer's expectations, the
instance is likely to pass unnoticed." (ftccoby & Jacklin,
1974.



Module III - 3

ehaviors
or reactions

tI

These expectations are often s eotypes
which can keep us from seeing objectively.
A diagram which illustrates, this process.is
the following:

Raw Information;
Observations

Filters

Cues

. \

(Sight, sound smell- -
the senses; usually
accurate)

Past experiences, laarnings,
beliefs,' values, expectations,
which affect the sensati6ns
we let in and thpse we do
not perceive i.e.
stereotypes)

(Stimuli that get through.'
our filters and register,
in our awareness)

Interpretation
of the information
and observations

One of the purposes of this exercise is to help
us become more aware of our Own filters and
increase the "cues" we let in and thus "see"
more accurately, specifically'as it relates to
roles in a new culture.

Trainer asks participants for examples of
cultpral incidents in which they can identify
their own roleexpectations and' filters. After
some examples, (i.e. men d&all th,e heavy work,
women'do only homebound tasks),,trainer proceeds
with next activity.
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Introduce task 2. Introduce field work task.
2 min

Discuss work
sheet
15 min

Distribute
additional
articles
5 min

Introduction
10 in

Tasks Using the observation sheet provided,
make observations in the community in order
to identify roles women, men and children have.
After the field work, we will discuss your
observations and identify sex patterns in the
country.

3. Distribute observation sheets to
participants. Ask participants to look at the
various categories in the sheet. As an example
of how to use the sheet, ask them to think about
and list some of their expectations about men
and women's roles based on what they already
know about the culture. Discuss briefly some
of the participants' examples. Trainer can end
this discussion with a final comme .: "Let's
see how some of these expectations ,atch your
field experience."

Time is provided for participants to fill out
the "Expect" column.

Before sessicn is over, trainer can suggest
some places to visit or ask participants to
brainstorm a list of places to go for their
observations i.e. market, family experience,
others. Also, briefly discuss how are they
going to get the information i.e. talking to people,
observing, asking questons, others.

If participants are limited to an urban setting,
an article about roles in the rural setting
should be distributed and assigned for the next
meeting. (See sample.)

4. Field work or site visit (2 hours
to one'day).

Discussion of Field Work Experience: Parc B

1. Introduce Session by restating the
activities for the day. Ask participants for
brief comments on their field experience; do a
quick sharing on humorous or sad incidents
from the visits.
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Module III - 5

Subgroups 2. Divide group into subgroups of
discussion 3-5 and explain the task as follows:
20 min

Task: Discuss your observations of
the field experience using the
following guidelines:
a) simi1drities and differences

between expected and observed
behaviors

b) conclusions or learnings
regarding sex role patterns
in this country

c) observations which confused
you or you would like to clarify;
questions you have

Prepare a verbal report on roles
identified and your major findings.

GroL:p reports 3. Group reconvenes to discuss the
45 min reports. As the discussion proceeds, Trainer looks

f-r conclusions and agreements regarding sex role
patterns and develops a list on newsprint of male
and female roles using the following categories:

Family/Home Political/Public Life Religious
Male-Female Male-Female Male-Female

Social/Community Life Economic/Jobs Education
Male-Female Male-Female Male- Female

(Other categories may be added but these seem to
be the most important ones.)

If the list produced by the group at this point
is too partial or incomplete, information from the
assigned readings should be incorporated in order
to provide "a picture" of sex role patterns in the
country.
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Module III - 6 1

Throughout the discussion, or when list is
completed, whichever is most appropriate,
the following learning points should be
introduced and emphasized:

a) difference between patterns and "special cases"
or exceptions, i.e. the fact that there is
one woman Prime Minister in the country 'does
not make "Ministers" role a common role for
women to have or imply that it is easy for

. women to be in that role.

b) role differences based on age, class, race
and setting (urban or rural, others), i.e.
important to analyze differences in roles
between middle and upper middle class men
and women and poor men and women.

c) need to continue observing and rechecking the
observations and initial conclusions made on
role and culture as participants experience
more of the culture i.e. it would be misleading
to consider today's analysis as final, no matt.
how "good" it has been. The observations and
conclusions will keep "changing" as participants
"see" and understand other aspects of the
culture. The tendency to stereotype and over-
simply should be discouraged during the
discussions.

d) need to balance the process of making
generalizations and reaching conclusions
(a necessary step in learning) and differentiating
between individual men and women. When applied
,excessively, the former leads to stereotyping,
i.e. because a typical male role is X, does not
mean that all men will do X. To assume that all
men will do X without acknowledging individual
differences is to stereotype.

Time should be provided for a resource person to
share perceptions and opinions on this role list
as it is developed by the groupso that important
modifications are made before proceeding with the
next activity, i.e. the resource person can point
out if participants are making generalizations for
women's role base,d on urban observations without
considering °the._ roles of rural women. People
from the country should participate all throughout
this activity and help develop this list.
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,

OPTIONAL 3a. If the presence of country
Resources resources is not possible throughout the activity,
input some time should be provided at the end of this
30 min part for a resource person to react, adding,

deleting and providing further explanations on
women's and men's roles in the host country. ,

Similarities and differences between participants
list and other resources should be pointed out
and discussed. (If this is a separate activity
from #3, the time allotted for the previous
activity should be shortened.)

Overview
2 min

A period for questions and clarifications follows.

4. Introduce next activity:

"Based on the picture of sex role patterns we
have just completed, the knowledge you have of
the country, and the nature of role patterns,
this acti y will explore the implications of
these rc patterns on the integration of men
and women in the development process of the
country. We will identify and analyze barriers
and opportunities which these role patterns
represent for men and women in this country."

Subgroups Ask the group to divide in same-sex groups of
discussion six (6) and explain the following task.
20 min

Task: For a moment, put yourself in
the position and role of the
opposite sex.
men: list at least six (6)
opportunities and six barriers
facing women in the development
process.
Women: list at least six
opportunities and six barriers
facing men in the development
process.

Think individually, and then discuss
in your groups. Prepare a report
on the flipchart provided. When
you finish, post your flipchart
on the wall.

Distribute' prepared flipcharts for each group
(see sample).
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Module III - 8

As the groups finish their discussion, post
their reports on the wall.

Group 5. Participants are given the
discussion opportunity to look at all group reports posted
30 min on the wall. After all the flipcharts are seen,

Trainer facilitates the group discussion.

Ask all male groups to react, ask for clarifications
and discuss the opportunities and barriers listed
by women. Ask women to react, ask clarifications
and discuss men's reports on barriers and
opportunities facing women. This process provides
an opportunity to add, delete, confront mis-
conceptions and stereotypes and discuss differences
and similarities that participants perceive of
opportunities and barriers facifig each sex in
the development process. (i.e. men see
opportunities for women which women don't see gor
themselves; women see barriers Lor women which'-
men don't see, and vice versa.)

Following are three different methods the Trainer
can use to facilitate the group discussion.

a) as the discussion proceeds, prepare
a newsprint of agreed-on
opportunities and barriers

sulting from the discussion.

b) Use a flipchart divided into three
columns: shared perceptions;
different perceptions; new learnings.
As the discussion develops, list
under each column.

c) Use the following categories to
discuss and list barriers and
opportunities: teachings and
expectations affecting self-concept;
legal; economic; family and religious
traditions; others.

(See Trainer notes for a sample of method a.)

The participation of a resource person is
recommended. The resource could contribute by
clarifying constraints.and opportunities as they
exist in the country. He/she can also discuss
and point out changing roles and expectations.

1-
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Group 6. Ask and facilitate participants
conclusions sharing of ideas and conclusions from this
15 min session. Some examples are:

-Women face powerful barriers when
seeking to participate in the
development process which range from
images of self to legal and economic
restrictions.

-Sex role patterns are deeply rooted
in cultural and religious traditions.,
The effort to eliminate some of the
barriers these patterns create have
enormous impact on individuals
self concept and social systems.

-Womep's opportunities are potential
or future oriented; men's opportunities
are more present oriented.

-Strictly enforced sex role patterns
reinforce the tendency to see the world
as either-or, male or female, and
limit pei gal options as well as.
rational options for the use of human
resources.

Closure 7. Trainer closes the session by
5 min providing a bridge to the next session. Example:

"In order to develop and implement realistic
projects, we need to aware of the opportunities
and barriers facing m_a and women in this country.
The next session will provide an opportunity to
apply what has been learned today in a case study
situation."

Materials:

-Flipchart for lecturette on Information, filters and
-sex role patterns. Part A, #1
-Sex Role Patterns Observation Sheet handouts
-Task flipchart. Part B, #2
-Categories flipchart. Part B, #3
-Flipcharts: Men's and Women's Barriers and Opportunities
-Reference article on Male and Female Role in the host
country, if available (See sample provided)
-Reference article: Women and work around the world: a,

cross cultural examination of sex and. division of labor
and sex status (Optional)
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2r Notes:

1. In activity #5, having same sex groups look at the
opposite sex will have an important learning effect
since it requires looking through the others' eyes and
experience. Many persons are not aware of the impact
that being a member of a particular sex, male or female,
has on self-concept, opportunities for work, social
involvement, education, and other life options. This
exercise provides an opportunity for participants to
pay attention to this process and apply it within the
context of a development country. If there is only one
person of the same sex, he/she should work individually.

2. This session could be presented in three sessions,
providing more time for the discussion of field work
observations and expanding the discussion to include
traditions, customs and other aspects observed by the
participants. This part of the session should be
integrated with other cross - cultural sessions and not
used only with the purpose of studying women's roles.
Nevertheless, the proper balance should-be achieved because
the .identification of men and women's roles and the barriers
and opportunities these represent- for participation in
the development process is a necL sary step in understanding
the issues and.activities of WID programming.

3. In -many cases, participants will not be able to make
clear-cut distinctions between men and women's roles. This
is a reality in many countries and can be one of the major
findings of this session. Phrases which help participants
identify sex role patterns versus exceptions are: "what's
typical"; "the majority"; "in most cases ".

In addition, because we need to consider the changing
nature of roles and role changes already taking place in
the country due to development, modernization and other
changes, sex role patterns will not be easy to identify
or agree upon. The purpose of the session is to come out
with "an initial picture" of sex roles in the host country,
understanding its richness, diversity and changing nature
4nd to identify important questions xegarding sex roles,
more than clear-cut answers or stereotypes.

4. A discus: --)n about how do sex roles change is
appropriate during activity #7. We recommend listing or
talking with participants about the factors which effect
role changes in societies, such as economic, world politics,
mass media, others. If this discussion is well managed,
it will help participants recognize that men and women's
roles are changing or will change, irregardless of their
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presence in the country and due to other, mucti.more
profound changes occurring in the country; it is not
"cultural imperialism" to address th.at reality.

5. Following is a sample of participants comments and
a flipchart sample which helps facilitate activity 6

using the first method suggested.

Women's Barriers Women's Opportunities

- historic preceptions,
traditions and stereo-
types

- child bearing and
raising

- mechanization which
does not integrate
women

- health problems
- seasonal jobs
- men's power and their
reluctance tc give
it up

-potential for opportunities and
participation
- important role in agriculture
- abilities to garden, sell, others
- recognition for being "better"
workers

Men's Barriers Men's Opportunities

-dependent on women for
"subsistence" needs

-maintenance of "macho"
image

-resistance to "better"
changes because of
obligations they feel
-have only "one" skill

-mobility,
- assumed leadership role
- not so strong family ties and
responsibilities

-own land; access to credit
- educational opportunities
- "good" assumptions and stereo-
types about the kind of work
they can do
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6. Some specific questions the Trainer can use to
generate discussion.or point °qt. "cues" participants
have not paid attention to during activity #3, Part B,
are the following:

;

a) Within the family:

Who stays in the home; who cares for the children;
who has respbnsibility or does the domestic tasks;
how are the meals served; who does the physically
strenuous tasks; who gets what kind of food; who
disciplines children; how do parents relate to
the children?

b) Among families:

How do women relate to women, verbal and nonverbal
behavior; how do men relate to men, verbal and non
verbal; how do men relate to women, verbal and '

non verbal; where do men and women ge.'iler; how do
men and women collaborate or do not collaborate
in doing their tasks?

c) Income generation:

wno works the fields; what type of work different
qe have in the fields; who does marketing of

products; what type of work do women do; children;
men; where are the jobs for Men; women; c'ildren?.

d) Social:

In what kind of social activities do men e..d women
engage; separate; together; what rec eational
activities exist; how do men and women get to and
'participate in social activities?

e) Community Life:

Who is responsible for health care in the family;
sanitation; who attends church; how long do
children E tend school; what social customs or
mores are cserved in the community?

94
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HANDOUT

Role Patterns Observation Sheet

INSTRUCTIONS: As you observe, listen to and experience the culture around you, use the
following list of behaviors to structure thr' gathering of information you need to understand
sex roles and to identify patterns. You can use it by selecting a category and finding a
situation where male and female roles are arted out every day. You could choose a multitude
of settings for structured and planned obse-ve.const visita market; attend a community meeting;
see a movie made on the culture; go to chur,11; visit a gathering place (the plaza); walk the
city or village streets; visit a farm; study your family "live-in" experience. This could also
be done over a period of time as you absorb informally a number of community experiences. To
cover many categories you might divide them among other participants, although there is benefit
to a number of people having focused on the same category.

Before you go out, review the categories and list lose behaviors you "expect" to find. 1#1)
Then, after you've been in the cultural situation you chose to observe, return to the list and
check what you did observe or hear. Notice and reflect on any differences. Finally, add any
comments or examples you wish to recall.

Within the Family

Men

Women

Children

92
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Heard Behaviors
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Examples
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Expected

Among Families

Men

Women

Children

Income Generation

Men

Women

Children

.

HANDOUT

Observed/ -
Heard

Cues/
Behaviors

Comments/
Examples

9:i
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Politics

Min

Women

4t

Children

\

Social

Men

Women

- Children

E'xpected

ti

HANpouir

Observed/
Heard

I

r

Cues/
Behaviors

I

I.

Comment /

Examples

,
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'HANDOUT
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Expected Observed / 'Cues/
Heard ,4011014(ITA

Community Life

(L (Religion, Education,
Health & Sanitation,'

Men

Women

Children

Others:

0
1

p

Comments/
Examples
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,1

SAMPLE

Women in Rural

Northeast. Society in Thailand

I

Saisuree Chutikui, Khan Kaen University

Khcm Kaen,- Thailand

-0

. This document was obtained through
-The Secretariat for Women. in

Development/TransCenttrry

1.%
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ive

This p2per is not a complete case study in the true
sense of Chord, but rather a summary of our observations
based on interviews with rural women, Thai and foreign

-educators and community developers. As far as we-know there
is little research concerning women specifiCally and the
changing role of the rural women has'not been studied at all.
Most literature concerning rural Thailand has been about
socio-economic conditions, the resources of the,lcoutIOXY,
tactors that help or hinder economic-deveroftent, and the
'improvement-Of livestock and fisheries.

,

This paper is confined to-the Northeastern region of
.Thailand. It has abput 14 million people, that is onethird
of the'population,-Ind'covers one third .of the country' land.
The per capita income in 1969 was bnli 25% of that of the
'central region and was the lowest of the four regions.-
(EastAsia. and Pacific Department, 1'972). In terms of history.
and C*Ulture the Northeast has been influenced-by.the Laos and
Khmers ,and is culturally distinguighed from other regiehs L
by the use of the Esarn Language. The economy. of the.region.
has been largely, ,characterized by subsiste'bce farming of rice
tind a few cash crops such as kenaf,.cassavdoMaize and cotton.
The production of these cash crops has improved considerably
inthe past ten years. The current expansion of cropped
.areasnow under *enaf and cassava, and to'some extent of maize,
is largely taking place on upland soils of inherently flmited
fertility. The population explosion' has led. people to utilize
upland soils which were formerly under forest and scrub, and
tendto lose their structure and fertility under prolonged
cultivation. The Northeast has a large share of Thailand.'s
livestock population; 47% of the total buffalo pcipulati,on of
7.2 million'and 45% of the 5.5 million:cattle population.

'The livestock are used tainlyfor land cultivaton, and
transport. Fresh water fish provides most of the protein
available to the rural, population.%'TheNortheast produce a
sizeable amount of raw silk Of mixed grade,.'silk yarn and
cloth op smal/ family farms.. The rural- population-of the
Northeast is growing at a pate of .6%, per annum4Which is
.somewhat higher than the- national rate, but there is no
comparative economic growth.

.

Now, we will turn to women in Northeast Thailand, and zi

specifically rural women. Thai women, by-comparison,to other
Asian women-, have always enjoyed'hkgher political status.
They gained xights to vote and to run for general elections
at the sage time as men under Thailand's first constitution
in 1932. Urbanlwomenilave better educational Oppottunities'
than rural women. They become- more 'irdependent, are more likely
to earn their own living, tteek other interests outside the
home and are able to enter many professions including government
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setvices. (Hon. Sanya Dharmasakti,,1972)LHowever, gOglepred
to men, relatively fewer women hold specin.rank, of high
government positions. The proportion is fifteen to,one.
The ratio.of men to women voted' on to thepational Assembly
is about the same. An even smaller Rroportion, of women hold

'.important policy-making positions within the country. There
ate no women goveinors, Aistrice officer, or hospital directors.
Note that these all urbn positions but this ds also
true for rural public positions, such as village headman.

A comparison of educitional status ofd.ruAl men and
women indicates that at all ages over six years relatively
fewer women attend schools or other educational .institutions.
A sample of the 1960 census showed that.'at the beginni of
secondary tchooL the ratio of men to women attending sc ool
is pore than two to one. A sampling of 1500 rural hous holdS'
in 1969 .thowed that relatively more rural subjects were .

attending educational institutions at all levels, but the,
ratio of men to women attending secondary schools above I

grade 10 was still close to 2:1 (see Table 1). This data
refiars to the rural population throughout the country:, and
reflects the educational structure in the Northeatt:

1

There is inequality in the-legal rights of men and
women. A man con suehis wife for committing adultery, but
a woman cannot usethesame grounds for suing_ her husband.
A married woman cannot take.a new job or new profession
without her husband's consent. A marcan sell common property,
without the consent of his wife, but the wife cannot do
likewise. There is:also inequality in the practice ofthe
law. Bylaw, a man-cannot register more than one marriag'et
but in practice it is not unusual for a man to have multiple
registrations unless the firSt wife takes the matter to
court. The Association of Women Lawyers of, Thailand is
contesting this matter in the National Assembly. Note here
that this is an ban problem. Rural women are still unaware
of these ineval ties in marriage and 'family laws.
V

Its rural areas, where familikes live on subsistence
economy all members of the famirY except these who are in
primary school (grades 1 to 4) join in most aspects of the
farm work (Lefferts, 1973). There isa division of la.bor
between the sexes. In the field,.men do heavx,work such as
ploughing, cutting firewood, and sawing lumbee; women do
liOter Casks such as planting and harvesting the drops.. At
home men-dig ditches, saw wood and build houses while women
prepare food, wash clothes, and clean house. Men or children
look after.. the animals and prepare looms for weaving cloth',
and women and girls raise silk worms, sp-in thread, and weave
cotton or silk cloth. The elder siblings take care of their

0
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younger brothers and sisters or'help 'with house and field
work. 'Even though male andfemale jobs are clearly'defined
there are no taboos against a woman ploughing or a man
planting or, harvesting the rise:*

In terms Of, food preservation men kill the animals,
cut beef or buffalp meat into pieces to be salted and dried,
catch figb and make fermented fish,' while women's-Alt.and dry
meatA and clean fish. Very 'few vegetables'and fruits are
preserved, and generally fo;,,short time periods. One of the
possible reasons for limited-preservation of vegetables and
fruits is that people do not know how to preserye and they
can obtain cash income for selling vegetables in the market.
Unlike rural Thai women, Chinese and. Vietnamese women in'
Thailand know andpractice thetechnique of vegetable
preservation. The staple.foods of-rural NOrtheast Thailand
are glutinqus rice and fermented fish. However, the way
fermented fish is preserled results in liver fluke and other
intestinal diseases (HarinasUta,'et. al., 1970; Sornmani
ett. al., 1972). ''

PI

A Northeastern family averages 6.6 persons. Ninety-five/,
percent of rural families have six or more members. Infants
and young children spend most of their time near theirinoth4 ri
A child is nursed:for.a year or two unlets.it is the last one,
and in that cas is nursed longer. Birth spacing seems to 1

cluster regularly around the two yea'r mark. A child begins
school at 7 and attends school until 11. There.is compulsory
education ,dill 4th grade. Approximately 20 scent of the-
children go on to the 4th grade in Northeast' Thailand
(East Asia Pacific Depaktment, 1972) and the number continuing
to the 5th grade had. gone up to 35% by 1974. The majority
of 11 year olds who leave school are engaged in useful work
in and around the home. In the population census the labor
force survey includes everyone over the age of 11. The Orls
help their mothers with the household works, gardening, ,hauling
water and-taking card of younger siblings Wile boys have
a little more freedom; but they also get involved in'thest
or other, male roles. The child acquirera useful status in
the family at quite'an early age. The youngest dfughter is r
expected to stay around the family, take care, of her parents
aAd she and her husband generally inherit the family land.
Socially, women and girls stay in the backgrOnd when they
are in the presence of men;, at meal times men eat first and
.women follow after men complete their meal. As women grow
older their freedom to'comment on social, Tersonal and sexual
affairs of the community is relaxed. There. is .# marked
contrast between the prudish behavior of'younger.women and
crude language of older women. Grandparents are usually well' ,

taken care of, and they in turn take care of grandchildren.
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Goth women and men do the selling of 'their.merchandiSe.
Women confine their activities to lighter goods such as
cloths, silk, vegetablps and other foodstuffs. Men'tend
to-sell cows and buffaloes and larger earthen containers.
During the dry season both single, men and women move to work
in factories)in towns to supplement their income. However, a
large. number of these seasonal migrants are men or young.
couplesswho leave Obeir children at home to be taken Care of.,
,by their wives and /or grandparents: In one of the pod*
villages where we interviewed sWveral women, we learned
that men usually give their cash income to theistrives who'
spend most of it on food. When a man needs to buy'something,
he asks his wife for money. If the couple needs. to .get anything
for their children or the house they discuss the. matter together
until both agree. However, men'from more prosperous villages
are likely to keep and spend much more of the cash ,income
on themselves. Most rural people are classified as "farmers.
in the national population census. Farmer in Thai, (Kasikorn)
is a general term which .means one who cultivates. land for
cereal crops, fruit or vegetable or one who raises cattle
or poultry. 4

During.the'preparation of this .paper. we discovered very
little specific written information 'on the changing- role of

,rural women. We do know that these roles Are likely to
,be affected by a number of local developments programmes which
are bringing economic and social change-.---, These changes could
be studied initially by'a.base7lined survey of the present
condition, expectationssand'aspirations.of these'women, how
they view `,themselves economically, and how this economic
change affects their daily lives. Some villages which were
gt subsistence levelihave-experienced tremendous economic
change within the last five years because of the development"-'"
of honk industries carried out mainly by women. These villages
'could be compared withbthers which as yet remained unchanged.

It can be seen that rural women play-as important a
role in their society as the men-do, prid-the growth and
development of village, communities cannot happen without their
active participation. The immediate concerns for development
'must be' first to raise the standards of.the very poor at least
to a to'erable level of subsistence,- And secondly to pr6Ode
information and awareness fOr those whose economic :
circumstances are improving so that the women can realize
'their potential.

The sort of programme which could be provided ace
(1) the teaching of new skills for women in the preservation
of fermented lish and seasonal fruits and vegetables, (2) the
introduction of new recipes using foods already available and
high in nutritional value+ (3) the development of the culture
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of, silk for marketing raw, or introducing higher standards
,of quality and design of wpven silk for sale at 16cale.
urban or international markets, (4) the introduction of
mere efficient materials and simple machinery for dyeing'
and weaving, (5) help in locativg,and meeting the demands
of.new markets for traditional(1041-products. 4'

And last, perhapsi)Most irarbrtant, we should cultivate
an awareness of good parental roles and child care. To be
effective this should include consultation wth the 'women
themselveS. We should not see developmont.polely-in terms
of what we would like to see happen to.them.

4
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Comparison of rural only 1960 census data (1% sample) with longitudinal

stni:y 1060 .rpral. data et yours of school or completed (age 6 and over).

`.fearz of

cchooI
cempicted

1% Census Sample Longitudinal Survey

Male Female" Male
,

..

Female

Number. Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent.

None
.

/ 28,800 .- 32.24 41,543 45.9 87 15.4 1,024 -26.4
/
/

.

Primary 1..4. 4 C:, ".33 f G.S.D- '40,373 ;1.a 2,7u1) 73.3 2,598, 66.8

Secondary 1-3 . 2,900 3.2 1,127 1.2 '214 5.1. 151 3.9

Secondary 4-6 1,941 2.2 . 643 0.7 130 , 3.4 65 1.7

ProUniversity 1-2' 347 0.4 100 0,,l 35.. 0.9 13 - 0.3
University 1.4 138 0.2 60 0,41 9 0.2 3 0.1,41fr

. .
University 4 or wort), 26 0.03 . .5 0.01 6 0.2 1 0.03

Religious : 383 ILA' 2 0.01 .. . - .

Other .

leg
A.S4`.. G.2 36 0.1 7 0.2 13 0.3

Unknown ,. 290 .:0.3 126 0.1 26 . 0.7 18 0.5

Total 89,442 100.0 90,615 100.0 3,80811=Ira 4100.0 3,826 100.0

"I1

Fra)71 The Methodology of the longitudinal study...2t social, economic ind demographic change,

Institute of Population Studies, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Research_ Report

No. 6, December 1971. v
4(k
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.women and work around the
wOerd: a cuss-cultural.
exa m i n at on of sex

division of labor
and sex status

Rae Lesser Blumberg

41

It has been- suggested that there are three main roads tb power:
economic. politisal, and military (for example. Lenski. 1966). For
women, the emrical evidence shows no society where their political
or military tower even equals that of men. However, there are a num-
ber of groups where women enjoy more aconomiz. power than
menand fairly equal status in other areas as well (Blumberg. 1974a). .

So for women, the only feasible route to equal status has proved to
be the economic one. But the evidence alio suggests that there is a toll
that must ba paid to enter the economic route to power and equal
status. This toll is labor in the main productive activities of tha society.
On the one hand. work is no enough. and there are a number of socie-
ties where women do most of the labor yet are treated little better than
slaves (fen instance. the Azande; see Sanday. 1973). But. on the other
hand. in groups where women do not contribute. &nob to "bringing
home :he bacon." their status lies been found td be invariably low
(Sanday, 1973).

in short. productive labor is for women an apparently necessary
(although insufficient) precondition for equality. To

conditions do
extent are

women involved in productive labor? And under W
women work? These #e the two main t piciof the present paper.'

'As I shall discuss in the Summary and-Gond s, I am engaged in a larger'researdi
project on factors 'a fecting the position of wo n. I hove formulated e prelkainery
thegry. which begins predicting wider what cos? Hoes women work in productive ate-
vitiet. The theory hyrothesizos conditions wider which women's labor may he translated
intococonemic power finally. predicts the kinds of equal epportunitiss that women's
eronomic power will ow.. for (Blumberg. 1974a). Presently. I am attempting g partial and,
preEminary twit of ft theory. Toward this end. I have coded ipostof the main variables of
my thary in a pilot wimple of fit preindustrial societies. using the Human Ralations,Aree
f iirs. Some preliminary results are indicated lit 'various points in this paper (to be
reported in Slumber) . forthcoming). Finally. to pit additional data for this paper. I have
done scree sperm! computgr runs on Murdacles1170society Ethnographic Alias. Results
Inas if runs etc rlfurrud to at several places in the paper.
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. . .
As we s all see. societies where worm do not contribute much to

!Emily support are in a great minority from an evolutionary or world-.
,-, vide perspective. The fact that lode* 's industrial societies all aver

-ecently emerged from an agrarian pest af.low female econoint pro-
t. .iuctivity and subjugated fethele status helps explain the eth ocqn- ..,.

.risar of the predoMinani view of women's work and worth. t we " ... * -
si. thould not let this ethnocentric heritage cloud our thedries of woman's .

oast position andmote importan an era of rapid social
:hangs her future potential. s 1

At one extreme of.the prevailing v en and work: Charlotte
Perkins Gilman wrote in 1894: "The female. of genus home is .1
economicaUiependent on the male. He is het-lood supply.' (Baba); &
Belkin. 1971. p. 139): In the 1940s and 1950s. Talton Parsons. perhaps
the most influential Aibricaq sociologist of those decades. was writing

f\ a somewhat. more technically phrased version 9f the saps view: The
husband is the main provider. "Whereas the wife-is primarily the 'giver
of love .. ." (Parsons & Bales. 1955. p. 151).

How much more than love do women confributeeorge Peter Mur-
dock has compiled datevon hundreds of contemporary groups in'his life
work, Ethnographic, Atlas (1967). Using. it. Arohoff and Crano (19'75)
calCulate that women contribute 44 percent of the food supply as a

.. . ,-world average. Women are not parasites. . .

Nevertheless, the range of variation .4 women's work is quite great.
In my own calculations from the Ethnographic Atlas (using the 1170-
society computer taps version). I found that in about 2 percent of the
societies. the women contributed virtually nothing to the hod supply:
E t the other extreme. in roughly 2 percent of societies women contri-
buted two-thirds or more. Since women's economically productive
%/ork is Ihe'first pretiOndition te power and equality; d the empirical
evidence shows such high variatioI how can we p :ct how much
productive labor women in a given weft ty are likely to o? ,.

Specifically. I suggest that two major factors influence female's
1 economic productivity: first. the Otent to which the activity is compati-

ble with childrearing, especially nursing babies (Brown. 1970,KSecond.
labor demand versus iupply7whether an excess of available men
means that some take women's jobs away. or whether a shortage. of
men means that women are brought in to do even those taski which are
incompatible-with sithultaneous childraising obligations' .

The evidence for both preindustrial and Industrial societies is given
in the next part of this paper. Part 1 is an evolutionary overview of .

women and work in societies at four levels of societal complexity. For
the three pre-industrial levels (hunting. and gathering. hoe horticul-
lure. and plow agriCalture). the broad outlines of female contribution
to the food supply can be ascertained largely froth the first factor. that
is. mainly by examining the compatibility of the main subsistence activ-

.
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1. an eVolu-
tionary
overview

hunting and
. gathering

societies

I

ities with baby-tendia. Thus, in gathering and -hoe horticulture
groups. women tend to be the major economic providers. their status
in such societies tends to be considerably better than in the. prow
,agrarian and some indmIrialsocieties where their productivity is

. also niudh less. Part 2 6f the paper consists of brief sketches of selected
4' modern societies. industrial or industrializing ones. Here, the main

activities are done away from home and children and thus are rela-
tively incompatible 'with simultaneous child care, yet women work in
varying proportions in all these groups. So in Part 2 theocus is more
strongly on the second factor, demand for labor vs. supply. in account-,
ing for the position otwomen ineir group's labor force. .

In this secti6 1, we shall exagoline four types of societies..representing-
in6reasing le/els of societal complexity: 1) hunting and gathering, the
least complex;; 21 horticultural, based on shifting hoe cultivation; 3)
agrarian. wirch necessitates plow cultivation on permanent fields (hoe
and plow cul-ures are quite different as we shall see); and finally, 4r
industrial anti industrializing societies:the Most complex.:

In the two-million or more years that humans have walked the earth,
for all but about the last ten thousand we were hunters and gatherers,
'The mystique surrounding luinting and gathering societies is that of
"Man the Hunter" (Lee 4, Wore, 1968), and indeed, evidence from
hundreds of societies shows that hunting is almost exclusively a male
activity (Muruock & Provost, 1973), But although men bunt. these same.
sources show that it is women who do most of the gathering. Moreover.
in virtually sit but arctic hunting-gathering groups, the major part of
the focd supply. typically 60 to 80 percent, accordiag. to Lee and De-
Vore. is not huntedit is gathered. In my .calculations with the
Ethnographic Atlas computer tape. I found infOrma:ion on the sexual
division of is or for 85 groups whose main economic activity -was
gathering, arK: in 86 percent of these women proved to be the predomi-
nant labor knee. lesurn. women tend to bring home the. main part of
the diet. Nom theless. most hunting-guthering groups prefer the food
hunted by the men (Woodburn, 1968). and soma even haie a word in
their iunguet,y for "rrie4tilyness.- AA Margaret Mead (1949) has ob-
served. whale mr men do is onsiderted more iniriurtant by the culture.

But what. tl on, of the position of women? In general. anthropological
evidence frori flobhouse, Wheeler and Ginsburg (1915) onwards
agrees that it s fairly good. liunting-gathering societies gonerally are
the world's most egalitarian (Lenski, 1974 Despite the strong sexual

am characterizir g societies in terms of their main economic activity. or "subsistence
..:4' boiw " J.; a cGt.imi;o technique in social science articles written from an et clutionary

slant tscoeuiosctin it;t, n59: Lettski. 1970:Lomax et al.. 1068. for related typologies).

k
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division of labor, women tend to lie'rull economic partners (Leacocik.
1972). They els° tend not to-be r 3pressed .sexuaily: In my own work
based on a .pilot 'sample' or 61 eindustrial societies. including ten
hunting-gaThering,gronpa; I have f)und that the hunters and gatherers
rank highest lel warm. cooperative relations between the sexes. More-
over. brides rarely are required 53 be virgins (a rule corelated with
female oppressipn)..

horticultural Ariginelfy, it was thought that cultivation was some sort of discovery, --
societies as though one dey in thilMiddle East about ten thousand years ego.

Thor informed an incredulOus Og: "Seeds sproid into plants!" Where-
upon the entire society proceeded to take advantage of Thor:s magni-
ficent finding (Mecneish, 1964 p. 533). But recent archeological, and
enthropolegical evidence has drawn a very different picture. First, no
known huntliatheling group is ignorant of the connection between
plants and the seeds from whiCh they sprouf (Flannery. 1971 p. 81).
Second, cultivation develops 0 gradually over millerinia: and it appears
that since intensification of cultivation is usually more and harder
work (Boserup. 1965). people edopted it only when driven to increase
their food supply, most likely because of local population pressure (Bin-
ford, 1971: Meyers, 1971). Third,- given the sexual division of labor in
hunting-gathering societies,. early cultivation and its development
almost surely seems to have been the work of women (Childs. 1964. pp.
65 -66J. Given the many archeologists who agree with V. Gordon Childe
in viewing the emergence of hort'cultural societies as the first great-
social reyolution In human 'history (Lenski. 1970 p. 194), the continuing
invisibility of women in most books about this era seems unjustified.
although notsiir prising.

Yet, probably "the earliest Neolithic (prehistoric horticultUral)
societies through their range in time and space gave wothari the highest
status she has ever known" (Hawkes & Woolley, 1963. p. 264): These
same authors consider that the widespread remains of mother goddess
clay figurines and shrines indicate that woman was religiously as well
as economically important in nearly all Neolithic groups from South-
west Asia to Britain (cited in Leavitt, 1971, p. 394).

Whet about the horticUltural societies surviving into the present
era? Most of these are located in sub-Saharan Africa or in the islands
of the PadficAn_computor-runrusing-the Ethnographic Atlas, I have
found that only about one-fifth of the societies in which shifting hoe cul-

, tivation is the main economic activity have predominantly male labor
forces. This formation is based on the 376 such societies for which sex
division of labor data are available. For Africa as a whole. it recently
hes been estimated that 70 percent of the cultivation is in the hands of
women (Economic Commission for Africa, 1974). In general. hoe horti-
culture is an activity which easily can be coordinated with child

ith careand the contemporary data show that it is.

P5
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The majority of.women in contemporary hottieultural societies live .

in 'Africa in groups where they must residb with their husband's kin.
end ere brought in'es an outside labor force to farm lends they do not

Moreover, they ere still quite likely to liveln group4racticing
polygyny. To the extent the(women do not control property and the

Leproducts they produce, female status seems to suffer. Nevertheless,
women in'horticultural societies more often then not can dispose of
pert of their production; often in market trading. In fact, there are few
horticultural groups that seem to give women a really lour status or
treat them little better then slave labor. Finally, in fey own,61-society
pilot sample. which includes 13 horticultural groups, I found con-

, siditrable equality between the sexes on certain life options e This
proved especially true of divorces where horticulturist women usually
enjoy equal or greeter rights than their husbands to end a union. Also, I
found considarcilIe premarital sexual freedom for young women. The
horticultural societies in my sample rank first in having egalitarian-Ns.
male supremacist) sexual ideology.

agrarian Of the four types of societies discussed inthis section, agrarian ones as
societies a group represent the low point of women's status. The evidence in the

Ethnographic Atlissehows us that most agrarian societies have a male-
domino ted division of label:: moreover, Michelson and GoltlChnlidt's
comparative stutylif 46 peasant sociaties'reveals the deer- universal
prevalence of female subjugation (1971). Among the upper classes of,
traditional agrarian societies, who typically have lived in the cities
(Sjoberg. 1960). such institutions of female seclusion as purdah (in
India), foot.bindifil (in C.hinaeveiling, and the harem have reached

. their greatest in:ensity (Boserup. 1970). In other words, among the
poor peasants o! agrarian societies, women could not be totally
shackled to the house because for certain tasks their labor was
needed, especially during the 'Peak agricultural Sesser.. Thus. while.

t subservient to their husbands, they were less restricted in their activi-
ties than their les; pciverty-stricken counterparts. Upper-class women,
111ite outranking lower-class people ofboth sexes, nevertheless typi-
cality sesnt their 1 yes as caged birds. Compared to the peasant women,
they wet c.virtually without economic' value for their men.

'It should ho noted ths t in those horticultural societies in which maledominated hunting
artc hereiiest are issAit mportant (accounting for less than 15percent of subsistence), Len-
sLi and Lestski Ilti74.1321 show the maximum incidence of maternal kin institutions. Folly
39 percent of such societte are "matrilineal" lhave orgenimid des seot groups traced
through the trinthr )s lyt. and in addition, 22 percent of them are "inutrilocal". (require
the newly wed coupie 'o live with the bride's kin). Matrilineal er matrilocel groups do not

teutosuissisalv :neap 'ateh .1a:osier women. although their status seems generally better in
:tacit iii1Ct. it131: :n (lorranao.Alis partriarchal ineladtions 0-oavitt. 1971).
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Agrarian societies. which replaced the hoe with the plow. arnseln
the Middle Eastiround 5.000 years ago find spreadihrough Asia and
Europe. Specifically: agrarian sikiities are bored on plow cultivaton
of cereal crops in pernianent fieds. There are two main kinds of
agrarian groups. those pract icing dry cultivation of these crops versus
those who irrigate. In general, the labor contribution and status of
women is higheVamong the irrigetionists, particularly if the crop is
paddy rice, and especially if the v./Omen do market 'trading as IXrell.
.Labor demands in wet rice agriculture are so great that societies
rarely have the option or the luxury of freazingtheir women out of pro-
duction. Boserup' (1970) has shown that in the agrorian societies of
SoutheastAsia and IndOnesia. whch are based on irrigated rice agri-
culture (and where females are active in trade). he proitio of women'
is better than in agrarian societies practicing' dry farming 4such os
Northern India and mUcli of the Middle East). In these dry' agrarian re
gions there usually Is a surplus, not a shortage. of -Male labor (Lenski,
1966) and, conversely. the tasks of tending ihe distant fields often-aro
difficult to combine with baby ..care. So the women's economic
hnporlance is not great.
' In these societies-. 'even religion is patriarchal. apd reinforces

women's 'owl status (Boserup. 1970). But religis7.:i per sit does not Seem
responsible for this. Forlexample, in those areas of Indonesia where
women have longbeen active in rice cultivation and market trading,
hundreds of years. of Islam. follAYing ce-Ouries of Hinduism, have not
undermined most aspects of their relatively high status (yreede-de
SVers. 1967). Despite' such brighOspots. however, agrarian societies
tend to oppress women sexually, economically, legally, politically. and
religiously. .

Except for horticultural Africa, -where the process of modernization
seems to be partially undermining women's traditional economic
importance (Boserup, 1970). industrialization seems to have provided
women with new opportunities. For exampke, the emergence of wide-
spread wage la bor has constituted a new option for women, even if the
work is ill-paid.

Industrializtition flowered first in nineteenth century England.
Employers learned e rly in the industrialization process that woinon
(and children) were caper to hire than men. In England. for example.
Smelser cites figure showing that-the introduction-ol-the-powertoorn
meant that "women nd boys 'M factories replaced men who. had
worked (as weavers) at home" (Smelser, 1959. p. 200. quoting Hasi-
mond. 1920). However. sex ,segregation of occupations also emerged
quite early (Oppenheimer, 1973), so that males were able to limit com-
petition from lower-paid females. Notwithstanding. industrialization
greatly increased the size of a nation's economy and its demand for
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labor. As a result, feMals employment has graduallYencreased to the
point where it is now important in all industrial nations, capitalist and
socialist alike. In these countries, women Comprise about a quarter to a
half dile entireabor force (see. for example. Sullerot, 1971). Never-
theless, numerousutudies show that females still earn mach less than
.their maIncounterparti .

Industrialization also marks the first time that women have partici-.
pated on a large scale in production away from home, family property,
and children. Furthermore, we should note that the status of women,
sally, ecolornically, legally, .politically. and religiously. slowly
'tended toward gendref imprivement as industrialization advanced in,
previously egt arian societies. And; of course, all of Europe. as well as
the United States and japan, were charecteriud by agrarian
economies at the stilt of industrialization. .

Td speculate, perhaps this agrarian heritage of low female produc-
tivity and stet is has played (part in the persistent view of both social
scientists and mass media that sconomicsily, women two excess bag-
gage. In contrast to this erroneous ethnocVntrism, we have seen that in
the two types of society where the main subsistence activity is easily

.compatible -with .care of unweaned children (gathering and hoe horti-
culture), woman tend to bring home the major share of the food. On the ,..,

whole, their status in such societies tends to be considerably better ,
than that of their less productive sisters in agrarian (and some Indus -(
trial) societies. .

f
. .

Let us conki,lue our exploration, of the economic rola ofwomen by
turning now fo sketches of women's work and position in a small num-
ber of industrial nr industrializing groups. In all of the cases, ttte main
subsistence tctivities are not easily compatible with child-care respon-
sibilities (even though bottle feeding now makes this s cultural, not a
biological, constraint),. so we must look to the economy's nee%s for
specific types of labor to interpret women's Changing nconornic Partici-
pation.

United States , 411-io first case to be considered is that of the United States, a country' where many authors assumed that the revolution for sexual, equality
had been fought and won, until a rising women's movement raised their
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consciousness-(in 1040. for example. a book actually entitled VictOry.
How Women Won It was published:) In the United States. most
sociolOgy. both popular and professional: is built up around a mythical
and model white middle-class way cf.life. Am6lig this group we long
have been told that the husband is 'he principal breadwinner. while
the wife stays home reading McColl's. tending the children. and buying
the consumergeods on which the economy 'flourishes (see, for example.
Parsons. 1942). Furthermore, it was long held that even though their
roles are so disparate, husband and wife are relatively equal in the
United States,

The ,mtual facts-are quite different: In thifirst place. United Stutes
womenrare increasingly likely to %or*. In 1900, only 20 percent of
American females ages 18 to 64 were in the labor force, ut by 1970.
this figure had risen to 50 percent (U.S. Bureau of be tatistics.
1971, P. A-10). Also. by that year. 60 percent of female workers were
married women livingwith their huThands (Sokoloff. 1974): But even
though labor force parricipation hat. been increasing in recent years.
rewards have been declining relative to thosw of Ametican
Knudsen (1969) shows from United States Cennis data that there was a
gradual but persistent decline inwomen's occupat;onal, economic. and
educational achievements, compared to those of men. in the period
1940 to 1964, And Ehrlich 11974, p. 2) also uses United States Census
Bureau figures to document the increasing gap in the ratio of women's
to men's earnings. Comparing only full-time. year-rpund workers.
Ehrlich shows that in 1955, American women made 64 percents much
as men. By 1970. the figure had declined to 59 percent (women's
median-55;403 vs. male median--$9,104, so that for every dollar a
man earned, a woman earned only fifty-nine cents).

If the relative reward has been declining. why has tire-female labor
force increased so sharply, especially in the period beginning with the
1940s? Sokoloff (1974) has shown empirically that most women. is the
United States work out of sheer economic necessity. for thettandard of
living of even middle-clats households often can be maintained only by
more than one wage earner. And the reason these women have been
able to work has been shown by Oppenheimer (1973) to be economic
demand.

Oppenheimer notes that in 19C4.), the few women who participated(in
the labor force tended to do so More marriage and children. As it hap-
pened, women by that year were increasingly monopolizing precisely
those sectors of the labor force destined to undergo the greatest expan-
sion in subsequent decades: clerical and service jobs. Slowly, betiveei
1900 and 1940, labor demand pulled in married women. but mainIP
those without school-age children. By World War II. not only was Rosie
the Riveter fully employed. but the economy had expanded to the point
where married women with school-age childra, had joined their sisters
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Soviet Union

Inthe later force."Aftar World Wart the likes of Rosiehighly paid
women in "mole preserve" manufacturing jobswere forcibly laid off
(Tobias & Anderson, 1973), and. as Betty Frieden (1963) has it. the
feminine mystique settled upon *eland.

But Oppenheimer shows that more women continued to join the labor
t force. especially after 1960. By then. the economy had grown to a state
where it could fulfill-its labor needs only by bringing in the last major
untapped female group, mothers of preschool children. In the decade
19604939, for example. the proportion of working married women.
aged 20-24 (husbands present) with preschool children rose by 82 per-
cent from 18 percent in 1960 to 33 percent in 1)69 (Oppenheimer. 1973,
p. 947). More generally, during the years of the lamininamystique."
the 1950s.s few as six out of 100 women with preschool children
worked, but by 1970, the overall figure was (theta 30 percent (Blakken.
1972).

Given prevailing- ettituctes toward work ng mothers of young
children. the mothers of preschoolers who worked during the 1950s
included mostly lower-income women, plus a few career women who
did not leave their jobs when their children wera born. Recently. how-
ever. the range of mothers of preschool children entering the labor
force has broadened considerably to include many middle-class
methort. Some of these may be working for refisonsof personal fulfill-.
ment; more of them ere probably working in order to provide the
standard of jiving to which they aspire but for which their husbands'
income along is insufficient (Sokoloff. 1974). In support of this view.
Oppenheimer (1974) shows that within' each pr ofessionel category. it is
the wivas of the relatively lowerpaid men in the category who are most
likely tc he in the labor force.

The lesson of the United States might be thz.t economic demand was
powerf 21 enough in every instance to drew workers into the production
force. even female workers constrained, by the then-prevailing ideology
from working outside the home. If this is the cdse. we should ba able to
test whether this lesson can be generalized ac.-oss other industrializing
and industrial societies.

1i the case of the Soviet Union. women area mich more important part
of the I;,bor force :. both in status and in numinrs. Many more Russian
than Arnarican women have high- statuses as scientists and profes-
sionals. Partly as a result of the tremendous n umber of men killed dur-
ing World War G. about one-half of the Soviet libel' force is female.
Acceding to Goldberg (1972), 80 percent of urban women in the prime
child-rearing years. 20 to 39. ere in the labor force. In Russia.' women
not only do urban industrial johs, but since World War II it is

m:lot-4nd often middle-aged ones at that .--whb also do the tradi-
tionally male farming jobs. In fact. it is estimated that up to 73 percent
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of unmechanized and'very strenuous farming activities are being done
by females eloldberg..1972). Moreover. this percentage represents mil-
lions of women because as C,oldhprg notes, agricultural workers
accounted for close to half of the labor force mrtil recently.

Yet. in the Soviet Union. for .their economic importance. women
do not share very greatly in the 3olitical power centralized in the.Com-
munist Party. Only about 3 percent of the current-Central Committee -
consists of women; and, as in the United States, they are found as'
rarely in top government jobs (Goldberg. 1972). -

The women's labor'situation is much more oppressivin another indus-
trial country, japan. Because of he great World War 11 casualtiea and
close to thirty years of economic expansion. Japanese women are
necessary to the-labor market. but they are less than equal to men in
the market. Ginzberg (1971) paints the following picture: about 40 per-
cent of the work force is female. a high proportion for a nonsocialist
industrial nation. More than 50 percent of 'females work; theehighest,
rate is 71 percent of women 20 to 24, dropping to about 50 percent of
women 25 to 29, and fluctuating between 50 and 60 percent until the
rate starts declining for women aged 55 to 64 (Ginzberg. p. 94).

But these rates are deceptive. Ginzberg shows that the large num-
bers of older working women are mainly agricultural worlcrra. and
these are mainly unpaid. Fully 36 percent of the 19 million Japanese
women in the labor force work on farms: and there are a million more
women farmers than men. But about 80 percent of female farmers are
unpaid family workers. and more than half of all farm families' in-
comes are earned away from the farm. This has meant that "the high
rate of savings that has been of critical importance to the country's
rapid growth was stimulated by the fact that many women ran the
family farm while their husbands found industrial jobs" (Ginzberg. p.
95).

Wliat about females not employed on farms? Ginzberg documents
that these are typically low-paid young women who work until mar-
riage and then are forced to leave by employer tE1id tradition;Gitizberg
discusses Japan as a Ianiwhere male wages are geared to seniority.
Thus:

The importance of a supply of female employees who will work at Ion; wages is
underscored by the fact that for women production workers. taking the wages
of the age group from 20-24 as 100. the wages of 'the next group. 25-29. is 101.
For men, meanwhilo, for whom the seniority principle operates. those aged 40%
49 earn 170! When the wage differentials of nonproduction workers are Com-
pared. for men the wages rise to 256 in the 4049 group. while the comparable
figure for women is 150 (p. 95).
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In shorts the sharply rising costs of keeping men on the payroll are
avoided by the employment of women, especially your ones whose
rapid turnover results in their earning little more than t entry wage.
And that wage is low.

The other makor.gain that accrues to employers in hiring women evolves froei
the fact that even today a woman production worker earns only about half the
salary.of the average male_ with the same tenor. The discrepancy with respect
to production workeri is even wider (pp. 95-96).

As for the future, Ginzberg notes that the supply of young women
workers "Is Leing radically reduced by a combinati m of demographic
and educational developments," The solution would seem to be the in-
corporation of large numbers of mature married feriales into the non-

, agricultural work force. But it remains to be seen whether this will be
accompapiniad by an improvement in the relative position of women
,workers in male-dominated Japan.

Venezuela So far we have looked briefly at economically 'expanding industricd
nationsThe United States. the Soviet Union. and japan. Venezuela is
a good example of that much ;ewer breedthe economically expanding
industrializing nation. For the last generation. Venezuela's oil-based
economy' has been having a fairly consistent boom. During the early
years of the boom, the nation was under the Perez - Jimenez dictatorship
(1948-1958). His immigration policies brought hundreds of thousantls of
Southern Europeans to the small country (see. for, example. KM*.
1973). When :le was overthrown. the inunigreition laws were revised
and employment laws changed to force the oil companies and other
modern industrial' enterprises to employ more naive Venezuelans.
This was of irtsricdiate benefit to Venezuelan men, especially educated
ones. The oil boom continued (except during the years 108 through
1961) and the government's share of oil -revenues grew larger and
larger during the course of the 1960s and early 1970s. At the same time
the government also expanded and the need for professionals olmapy
kinds became more pressing.

The only way to fill the ever-growing demands for bureaucrats and
professionals from many different fields was tap he last legal mar -,
ket for such jobs. nemely Venezuelan women 'Blumberg, 1973).
Employers were of course, highly "selective, hiring only the women with
most educatir n and skills. At this time Venezuelar women are only
about 20 perc ant of the labor force (Encuesh del Ht or. 1970). half the
rate of Japan. But at upper levels, 18.8 percent of Venezuelan working
women versus only 6.3 percent of their male counter parts hold profes-
sional or technical jobs in 1970 (Encuesta del Hod or. 1970). (In the
United States for that year, the percentages were raughly 14 percent
for each sex). And Venezuelan women are being well educated; large'
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numbers of them ere, obtaining degrees in fields whereAtericen
women receive only a tiny fraction of the diplomas.

Let us examine the figures Lir Venezuelan women graduated hi a
selection of "nontraditional" fields, The most recent figures (1969)
unfortunately do not include th3 graduates of Centre) University. the
country's largest institution fo. higher educetiori, The numbers are
small. in proportion to the reletiielysmall population of Venezuela, but
they do present an interesting picture.

Tablet: proportion of Venevuelan university degrees earned:
by women in selected "nontroditionce fields, 1969*

Fields percent (N)

Pharmacy 81.4 135)
Dentistry ' 67.4 143)

Architecture 51,5 (33)
t Economics 41,4 (70)

Law 33.7 'flea)
Business Administration,

Accounting 33.7 (70)

Excludes Central University. tae eation's largest: data shown are for Universidad Cen-
tral Occidental. Universidad del Zulia. Universided de los Andes.'Universidad Catolica
Andres Bono. Source: Urbaneja and Millar 11971:43). based on Memo* y CUOMO 1969-70.
Ministry of Education. pp. 4911. 501. 513. 519.

Not all nontraditional fiolds have been **invaded" to the same extent
by Venezuelan university women. The same source shows: for
exempla, that 23.2 !'anent of the 297 medicine degrees went to females
in 1969. But, interestingly enough. only 66.7 percent of the 12 nursing
degrees were won by women in this traditionally all-female field. How
does this table compere with United States data? There's almost no
comparison! In the United States, to give two examples, women re-
ceived only 0.8 percent of the dentistry degrees and 3,4 percent of the
law degrees in 1964-1965 (Epstein. 1970:60).

We have been discussing the labor forces of three nations. in which en
expanding economy or a sudden hole in the demographic pyramid
caused by war or by migration has increased the demand for women in
the rntaket. regardless of previously prevailing ideOlogy. In contrast to
those situations. thara is the case of the Israeli kibbutz. where the
opposite condition prevails.
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In Isreel. e group of idealistic East European Jewish founders (whit'
were largely male) establish.* an agrarian socialist experiment which
hes thrived for half a century.b fact. the kibbutz has remained true to
its founding principles in almost every respect save that of sexual
equelity. One of the principles which the kibbutz was founded upon
wes the emancipation and equal status of women and their participa-
tion in production. As it happluted. kibbutz women. in a process of at-
trition, were eased out of agrarian produdtion and into the domestic
and child-care services from which they were supposed to have been
liberated.

The main .reason for this attrition was the tedhno-economic base of
the kibbutz. nartely agriculture. Everyiv-here it exists. an agrarian
economy has proven unfavorable to women (see Blumberg. 1l b;
1976a). In fairne as, the kibbutz founders undoubtedly here nnewale of
the cross-cultural evidence that the agrarian labor force tends to be
predominantly malc. (This is so, I suggest, largely hefause the de-
mends of agrarian production cannot conveniently be combined with
child rearing. And. except for planting and harvesting, agrarian pro-
duction does 'not need sufficient labor to require female participation
when the demogr aphic pyramid is normal.)

Another problem was that although the kibbutz attempted to free
women from child reaAng and domestic-chores by collectivizing such
services, they never sFecified in advance who would be doing those
collectivi;gd services. As it turned out. the kibbutz never sent men to
the nurseries (Whin. 1970; Gerson. 1972) end even though both sexes
were supposed tr work in the domestic drudgery services. women soon
came to predomisate. Ultimately. about 90 percent of kibbutz women
became engaged.in services, but many of 'them. especially those in the
low-regarded kitchen and laundry branches, were so dissatisfied with
their lot as to constittie a serious problem (sae, for example, Spiro
1963: Rosner, 1967).

The brocess ct.n be traced as follows: when the early socialist kib-
butzim were founded in the 1920s4 both sexes labored side by side in
agricultural prodlIction. In those days survival was diricult: children
were rare. Then. as the kibbutzim turned the 'corner on survivalfithe
women (who numbored only 20 to 35 percent of the founeers. according
to Talmon. 1972 p. 9) began to have bebies. On these points, all the
majorauthoritier on the kibbutz (including Talmon, Spiro. and Rabin)

The first kibbeas. De,tenin. actually was founded in 1909, .1)14 no: tuna 1021. with the for-
mation of Kitt Herod. was the deliberately large lover 100 memborsl. fulkollectfire
sacia:ist kibbutz born. Inc 1920sand early 1930s then. constitute the pioneering period. In
recent years. kibbutz growth has leveled off [most of it now coining front natural increase.
not immigration). and as of laic 1972 there were just .over100.000 kibbt.onike. living in 233
kibbutzim. The kibbilthm. reprasionting around 31/2 percent of Israeli population, are
talgoly orgartzed into three major federntions. varying mainly in ,:he parity of their
socialist ideology.
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These euthors. however. do no mention whet1 believe to have been a

crucial factor the continuing arrival of immterontswhicli the kih.
buts was ideologically end ocmomically bound to absorb. Like the kib-
butz' founding generation. these immigrfints were young. childless. end
predominantly male. These characteristics of the inunigrards were to
prove important, I suggest.

The earlier kibbutzim/ hed chosen agrarian production as thei-
economic base, end any examination of en aerial photo of e kibbytz
will reveal that the field crops ere located farthest from the center cf
the settlement. Therefore. the women farmers. once ihey betemo
mothers. were really hindered by another aspect of kibbutz ideology.
This was the kibbutz emphasis on breast feeding and frequent contec'
of the mother with the child, even though child care was collectivize(
in unique "children's houses." Women forced to welk in the blazing
midday sun from the distant fields, might be expected to dislike
agrarian activities. In fact, the i often did (Padan-Eisensterk. 1973). If
however. the historic* evidence of the kibbutz shows that the women
did not went to be taken out of woduction. a removal which they saw.
rightly. es the road to second-class status. Whet they argued for was a
change--in the kibbutz production mix. Specifically. et e 1938 con-
lerence (held by the largest of the three kibbutz. federations). the
women strongly urged more emphasis on the kinds of horticultural acti-
vities which.(as we have seen in our previous overview. have been done
by women throughout history. namely cultivating garden crops end
tree crops. end the care of such small animals as poultry (Viteles. 1967:
pp. 323.324). 'These activities take place close to the children's nur-
series at the center of the kibbutz.

Unfortunately for the women though. in the kibbutz accounting sys-
tem these horticultural activities appear less profitable than agrarian
production. This is because h3rticulture uses proportionally more
labor (that is for e given level of output) than agriculture. end the
Butz' socialistic accounting method is based exclulively on the amount
of labor devoted to production. Specifically. the kibbutzim, despite the
fact that they exist as islands in e larger capitalist sea. almost from the
start based their bookkeeping on the socialist "labor theory of value."
(In this view. of the three factors of productionland, capital, end
laboronly labor results in value added.) The kibbutzim measure
labor by the criterion "income per labor day." so that whichses much
more lend (excluded from the bookkeeping) but less labor per unit of
output then horticultural crops. win hands down.

In spite of all this. had there been no immigration. the women might
have gotten their request for the production mix to be changed to
emphasize their preferred horticultural activities (Blumberg,' 1974b,
1976a). But the immigrants did arrive and I propose that increasing
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numbers reduced the pressure on the kibbutz to emphasize horticid-
. turd activities. which were accounted as less profitable.'

The result was attrition. The inuidgrants gradually replaced. first.
the pioneer mothers; ultimately male arrivals . replaced &mail all
wallet* in agricultural production. In recent years. Willits woman
have been less than 10 percent of the .pioductige agricultural labor
force (see, for example. Spiro 1963, p. 225; Viteles, 1.967..pp. 333.336).. '
The service sector. meanwhile. 'grew in size but. not in' mechanization
so that they needed increasing numbers of workers, Ultimately theme

-.services .absorbs d more than half of all kibbutz workers. and 90 per-
cent of the woman, in the average kibbutz (see. for simple, Tolman,
1972),

Thus. in the case of the kibbutz. ideology was insufficient to tounter-
act structural tendencies caused first by the agrarian tichnoeconomic
base they chose; and second by demographic pressures in the form of
the arrival of an immigrant labor force viewed as preferablelo the kib.
buts pioneer mothers.

Happily. especially since the 1960s. industrialize on has reichbd
t?e kibbutz Markel. 1971; Leviatan. 1972). and it ap _ . at the deck
is being reshuffled again. Specifically, the tec.hn :*.t I VIII base is
changing to give ;realer weight toinduatrial activities. However, since
immigration to the kibbutz has slowed to a trickle imecent years
(Stern, 1973) and outside lkirod labor is still regarded with great
logicatclisapproval, women have been brought into kibbutz industry in
'increasing numbers. Already they are over 30 percent of he industrial
labor force (Leviatan. 1972). although for a generation they were only
10 percent of the agricultural work team.

. To reiterate, is appears that structure more than ideology Caused
the initial erosior. of kibbutz women's role in production and then; after
a Generation of second-class status, the recent upswing of kibbutz
women's participation in production followokthe introduction of Indus-
trializatioe . This latter change in the productive mix occurred at a time
when irranisratimi to the kibbutz had largely dried up, sc. that if the kib-
butzim were to avoid what was for them the ideologically repellent use
of large number,: of outside hired workers. they had 'to turn to their
ow members for labor. Since few additional men could be freed-froth
the kibbutz' highly mechanized agriculture (see Leviatan. 1972), this
meant mechanizing services to reduce their labor needs and sending
the women thus ::reed to work in kibbutz industry. Apparently this is

al do not yei have date os to whether. during the period question. kibbutz agrarian field
rat,pt, proven consists-ley more profitable n the world market than their hcirticulturelout.
rut. AC.7.o:ding to Bur" al 111073). the picture seems mixed lit should be noted that Media
my downiesions come mint,:the kibbutz involve hypotheses that are supported by a data
boss va7yuig g:ently in quality. For example. most of the materials on the early days of the
kibbullzim are anecdotal. not statistical or empirical. Much of the literacire on the kibbutz
is based on these same anecdotal corts of sources.)
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1happening today (Barkai. 1971).. .

In short in various settings the United States, the Soviet Union,
Japan. Venezuela. and the Israel kibbutzstructural consideratiohs
concerning the nature of economic activities. and: the nature of the
balance between labor-force demand and supply. ha* been more
important than ideological consicerations in determining female parti-
cipation in the economy.

summary arc: At the beginning of this paper, I argued that for women, economic
conclusions , power was the only one of the three main types of power (the others

are power of political position and-power of force) in which they have
been known to equal or dominate the men of their group. Economic
power means control over the means and fruits of production, 'and it is
not all that uncommon that women achieve substantial economic con'
trol. In fact, in my own'tesearch bailed on a pilot sample of 81 preindus-
trialsocieties, women's economic control equals or exceeds that of
their menfolk in one-fourth to ons-third of the cases for which I have
data. Furthermore. there ere well-known cases whets women con-
troileddjirtually the entire economic pie Ifor instance, the Iroquois: see
Martin & Voorhies. 1975):

How do -women- achieve economic power? The first step on the road
seems to be participation in productive labor, in that women's 'position
(economic and otherwise) has been low in groups where females do not
contribute to the femily's support.

Hence, women's productivelibur has been tha principal &cue of this
paper. First, we have seen that fr2m a worldwide or evolutionary per-
spective, women are much more .3conomically productive than ethno-
centric stereotypes in our society give them credit for. .Second. I have
asserted --and provided varied cross-societal datethat the extent
and nature of women's productive labor irinfluenced by two main fac-
tors: the degree of compatibility of the task with tending small children:
and the state of the labor supply Versus the need for workers. But
women's productive labor is not an automatic road to economic power
or other manifeitttions of equality. After ail. slaves work too. and in
some societies wothen may do most of the work and still be treated as

. virtual slaves.
If this paper has analyzed female productive labor as the first pre-

condition for female economic power and equality. it hes neglected two
crucial subsequent questions concerning the position of women. First,
under what circumstances can women's productive labor be- trans-

` lated into economic power over, production and property? Second. for
what other aspects of equality can women's economic power be cashed
in?

My own recent research has been aimed at these questions (Blum-
berg 1974e: 1976b: forthcoming). Space limitations preclude their full
treatment-in this paper, but let me indicate the proposed answers sug:.
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gested by my paradigm and Ore-direction of the research.
Two main conditioni poimit women's work fo be translated into

women's economic. control: the power women have via their group's
kinship system:- and how indispensable and strategic the women
producers and their, activities are to their society's survival. I view
women's "strategic indispensibility." as more important"

Finally. whak are the practical advantages of women's economic
power? As I see it. women's power (largely econo nically derived) is a
kind of "poker chips" which may be "eashed'in" fur the various assets
of equal status. I am interested not in which sex is held up on a pedes-
tal. but in the extent to which women can determine their fate in major
(nmieconon ic) life decisions or "life options.'". After all, Vict9rian
ladies were given the pedestal treatment but rarely allowed out of the
house. - r

In summery. my finding/ indicate that productive labor doesbot lead
women directly to freedom and equality. Rather, under certain circum-
stances. it can lead them to economic power. And economic power, in

'Broadly speaking. there are three main sorts of kinship arrangements in the world: those
emphasizing paternal relatives. those emphasizing maternal kin, and those in-which both
paternal and maternal kin ties are reckoned (what anthropologists call bilateral systems).
In general. women fare better in societies emphasizing links II rough.female kin than in
those with patriarchal institutions (see. for example. Leavitt, lf.'71). Especially important.
in my theory ut sexual equality is whether residence is with the husband's kin. the wife's
kin. both. or neither (Blumberg. 1974a}. Where women can live near their own families
after they marry. I have found them significantly more likely :o exert economic power
(Btunitierg. fork-liming). Concerning the "strategicness" of women's productive labor. I
suggest that there are a number of aspects above end bottom the kinship system. that
affect the .1.4: ee to which woman's labor may bring them cot trot over the means and
fruits of prude :tion. Wanton seem more likely to g in economic power from their labor if
II.eir activitiet prude. c a large fraction of the, group's ou.ptit or diet. and. more
importantly. nut cliff:vett to replace. 5iiri Harty, if the women theilselver are virtually irre-
placeable (beer use of their unique skills and/or the lack of replr cement personnel). their
probable powat is enhanced. This would seem especially true if the women can manage to
organize on their own behalf. Finally. if the women workers or their output are needed by
competing seenients of the society. their power position should alto be enhanced.

Thus for. I have been unable to measure these proposed "indispensability" factors to
see d they do. in tat t. add to women's economic power. llowove ..1 have been able to col-
lect .1, b i && 41% 'III: to °he lest unexplored question of this pope, what other aspects of
equality are affected by womens economic power.
'Specaficallv. I her 2 seem to be a series of "liffi op thee." which etc.st in every known human
st-ciety. As t';:, c or. Jrelioriai measurement of wenien's status I propose the freedom of
women relettbe t.' the men of their group to decide these life options. These life optioni
indiele relative :reedom to decide whether and chum to marry: terminate a marriage:
onvite in pre- and extramarital sex: regulate fertility (i.e., as far as possible to decide
no:giber, sphing. and sex ratio of children and the means of fertility control. such as con.;
t raception. abortion. and infanticide): control freedom of movement: have access to adult
otte aiite..-1 1i:triunity: and exercise tie fade tentsehalti ;authority. Thus far, in my
analysis e1 o til.velety pilot study. my predictioos have boon supported by Medan,. "Life
rptietts" are provtng mutt mere sirens:1y affected by women's et:oceanic power than by
:Inv ether vartable.

Ji!
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turn. seems to be the strongest influence on women's relative freedern
and equality versus that of their meaftiik is controiling; their personal
destinymarriage. divorce, sex. children, free maventent., educ:atitn.
and household power. .

Actually. the connection betwtiert.fentale work and oonornic power
may be somewhat more direct an :I assured in Western industrial sock:-
tics than in the preindustrial societies of my pilot sample. Aven though
a handful of people. overwhel mingly male. control productive re-,
sources in industrial countries.' The reason for this slightly more direct
link between work and power is that women in our kind of society work
almost exclusively for wages. which are paid to the individual. The
women worker may put all monei in the family account but she brings
home her own paycheck. And her paycheck usually permits her some
say as to its disposition. as well as in other household decisions (see.
o-example. Blood & Wolfe. 1960). Even though she typically earns
considerably less than a similarly qualified male, a woman with earn-
ings does have more autonomy not just in the house. but also 1Kith re-
spect to marriage and divorce. Site may be less likely to marry jest any-
one and less afraid of terininatin3 a bad marriage if she can earn a liv-
ing on her own.

What does all this imply for the future of the Americanemale? To
the extent that American women's "paycheck power" continues and is
supplemented by their organizing on their own behalf. as in the current
Women's Liberation Movement. it seems logical. to expect some degree
of increasing equality between r ten and women in their basic life op-
tions-. But it should be stressed that 'paychetk power- is only a small
part of what I have conceptualir.ed as economic power. And it is an
even smaller part of the larger political economy (which influences,
among other things, who gets to work for what size paycheck) in which
women currently play a negligib e role in both Capitalist and socialist
countries. Accordingly. :t woul scent teat ozganized attempts to
change the system will weigh mare heavily than even a hypothetical
situation of- IOU percent female employment if American women's life
chances mall) were to be made equal to those.of men',

'6In the United State% fo- ample. a growing number of studies have found that income
distribution has been substantially unchanged since Wt rld War 11 (or earlier). witfi the
richest fifth receiv:ne over flpercila of total income. and the poorest fifth receiving *ply
around 5percent ;or t sample. Ackerman. et al 1y721. Income. however. is only part
of the sit". Proil..-lor a odWeiss' study fortlic Federal Reserve 00661 shows that in 1962.
the wealthiest 7.0 perCQ:11 Arnr!fiCiiII households owned 76 percent of total national
wealth and 06 perci...tt ol corporate stock. Considering only the wealthiest 1 percent. the
survey fauna dlr.{ :t'e'vloatieher:cis on t rolled "J; rr:talt of tura! wriaith dud Sl percent cf
corptalge stocli 1ir mil uvorwheliningly male who make
up the major cnierolii.ri. i Aincricor. pro Auttoie sf.l.t Navarro. N75. OF course. in
Scteiatit iridu.striat ..o.:11,;ties sot h .i4.1hr Soviet t.nien. income is more equally dim rebated.
but rowrol t'., iaaotiv rttdo..1 tr; U16..1'11; ral rtItu$ ol c:ommutlisi

i-o::;,:ieri!.11. of 1,;:,s th.io 1 pair-m:2u !!

O
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MODULE IV:' Study of a Development Project and Its Impact

Total Time: 2 hours

,

Objectives:

I. To identify assumptions and values-about the
devdlopment process and the negative and positive

.consequences such assumptions have in the planning
.4

implementationmplementation of projects.

2. To identify negative and positive.effects Of
divelopment on women, men, families and communities.

3. To describe program conseqUences when women, men
and communities do not participate or are not
considered in the various stages of development
programs. .

4. To identify strategies for increasing participation
of men and women in development projects.

Overview:

If

Using the case study provided about a development project
sponsored by a large private voluntary organ4zation,
participants will sharpen their' analytical-skills regarding
development projects. In addition, they will become aware
of the numerous unintended consequences.of development
as well as the short-sighted, but good intentions of
development programs. They will also have an opportunity
to relate what they learn to their future roles and
identify strategies that can be used to avoid qome of
the problems presented.

Procedures:

Time Activities

4

,

Introduction ' 1. Introduce goals and 'rationale of
5 minutes the session.

Example: "Through the use of a case study about
a development project, we will analyze the con-.
sequenceu intended and unintended; positive and

130
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Module IV - 2

Case study
instructions
5 min

Individual
work
20 min

Subgroups
work
20 min

negative, that projects have on men, women,
families and communities: .You will have an
opportunity to relatethise learnings,to your
futurerole in development and to think of ways
inwhich yousansavoid,some of the problemsthe
case study presents." '

2. DistribUte the handouts for the
case study and the discussion questions." -INApre
instructing participants to read the.case seVdy
and answer the discussion questions, provide an
,overview of the case study without discussing it
in detail. Also, ask participants to briefly
look at the three discussion questions in the
handout and clarify an doubts. they may have.

Example:. "This case sty presents a relocation
project sponsbred.by CARE. Though the project
is relatively successful, some problems are being
confronted. You will beahtedto identify some
of these problems and suggeht strategies'for
their solution. The discussion questions
provided will help you identify these problems
and strategies. ,Are the discussion questions .

clear?"

Clarify. participants questions and instruct them
to read the case study and make notes in response
to each discussion question in the handout.

3. Individually, each participant reads
the case study and answers the questions.

4. After participants read and answer
the questions ask them to form 3 groups of 4-6
participants each. Each subgroup is assigned one
of the three discussion questions for a small
group discussion. Each group will prepare a
summary of their discussion on newsprint to report
to the total group. Explain the task as follows:

Task: Discuss your assigned question
and report on the major issues
and answers discussed in your
croup. Present a brief report
on newsprint and select a presentor.
Question 1: List 5-6 assumptions

made by the program planners...
Group A

.13.1



Module IV - 3 F

Question,2: What effects do
you think the project had
on this community ?....
Group H

Question 3: What would you do
differently and why...
Group C

[Depending on the number of participants, two
groups can be assigned the, same discussion ,

,.,,, question. It is not recommended to have more
1

than two groups per question. (See Trainbr note
#1 for a'large Troup variation:) In question #2,
one subgroup can discuss "community" and "women"
and another subgrodp can discuss "men" and
"families ".) b

,

.

Subgroup
report #1
20 min

5. Group reconvenes forsmall group
reports and discussion. Initiate with the group(s)
to report on question #1 and give the reporter
five minutes to summarize -the group's discussion.
Help from other group members i acceptable.

Other groups can ask.questions and add comments of
their own, since all participants have answered
all the questions in their initial reading. The
Trainer facilitates the discussion by asking
additional questions, pointing out key ideas>
making generalizations, presenting his/her points
of view and generating discussion among the group.
A strict reporting format should be avoided;
involvement of all participants during the
discustion of each question should be promoted.

In order t9 stimulate the discussion of the main
ideas in the case study the Trainer can use the
questions presented below to promote further
discussion and anq.ysis of the'case study by the
group. A different set of stimulating questions
is provided for each discussion question. These
additional questions may be necessary to introduce
in cases in which the participants have not
considered some of the most important points in
thecase study. The trainer should also think
of his /her own questions and ideas in order to ,

contribute to the group discussion. (Also, see
Trainer note #2.)
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Module IV .4

Discussion stimulators for question #1 are:,

-What were some general assumptions about
development work made by the planners?
-What were some specific assumptions made by the
planners about men and women's roles, community
needs, others?
-What do you think were some of the reasons these
assumptions were made and acted on?

Possible responses and results of the discussion
are:

-Assumptions must be explicit in order to assess
their impact in project planning and implementation.
-Assumptions can be checked by obServing, talking
and involving others, especially the recipients,
in the planning and implementation process.
-All persons make assumptions; the importance for
development personnel is to identify their
assumptions, assess their effects and check them.

Subgroup 6. Report(s) on question #2. follow the
report #2 same process as before.
20 min

(

Dispussion stimulators for question #2 are:

--(That were some of the negative and positive
effects?'

-Wha,t were some of the-shorn term and long term
effects?
-How were the effects similar or different for .

men, families, women, the community?
-How could negative effects have .been prevented
or supported by old or new traditions and social
systems?.

Possible leswnses and results of the discussion
are:

- Effective planning requiies forecasting all
possible consequences. If this is done, women
and men's roles, traditions, social systems,-etc.,
will be considered as a matter of course in
projedt development.
-Technological a5vabces and educational
opportunities are many times 'offered to the men;
this has a negative impadt on women.,
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Subgroup
report #3.
20 min Discuss4on stimulators for question #3 are:

-How could information from the community be
gathered?
-What are ways orinvolving and having community
people participate?

-Mow could the project' ingrease the options
:offered to men, women and community in terms of
'benefits and social change?

-Economic or educational advahtes entice men tó,
leave the village or country or their traditional
roles in the community, leaving,women and
children to serve allroles-in the village.
-Men and women beth pay a-price in the development
process. The prices are different but men seem
to exert more control bver.the process at some

. .

stages.
-New traditions and support systems must be built
as family and community systems change.

.-Projects often "consider short tetm effects as
their main goal, forgetting in many instances
to .coniider and plan for more pervasive long
term effects.

--Projects are often viewed'as positive when they
achieve technical or economic results, paying
less attent4ion to their social and psychological
impact.

7. Report(s) on'question #3 follow.

Possible respon'ses and results of the discussion
are:

\ _7A way of discovering communities and people's
priorities is to observe whether and how they
invest their time, work and resources in any
particqar project or activity.
-It is important to identify and'address people's

. expectations and needs it relation to a
development project before making commitments
and assuming their full participation.
-It is important to establish periodic checking
points and feedback mechanisms during the
implementation of a*project in order to evaluate
and alter its course.

Group 8. Trainer summarizes the past' activity
discussion by leading a 'short group discussion. The min
15 min' purpose of this disucssion, is to emphaSize how

changes introduced with development effect
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changes in role patterns, traditions and
other important aspects of community,
family and individual life which are not
always considered in develOpment efforts.
(See Trainer note #3 for ideas on how to
initiate and conduct this discussion.)

Summar y 9. Closing remarks
. 5- min

Example: "As participants in national of
local development we must be able to P
identify explicitly the assumptions behind
a project and assess their impact in our
.work and the. country. We need to assist
out co- workers and neighbors to create
development projects that meet the needs
of'all people in the community.; We need
to bp alert- to both the _results of development
processesaswell as the way,they are implemented,

Materials:
0

-Case Study handouts
-Discussion questions handouts
-Flipchart for task, activity #4
-Discussion stimulators (optional)
- Flipchart for discuision, activity #8 (optionil+
- Trainer notes for case study analysis (optional)

Trainet Notes:
4

1. A variation for ctiVitiei% #5, 6 and 7 follows,
(Reports and discuS of case study questions.)
This variation is es c1.47171y helpful for larger
groups. It cuts down the time by as much as 45
minutes and prevents the reports from b4coming
repetitive and boring. The appropriateness Of its
use needs to be assessed each Trainer,.

a. Have groups in activity #4 assign 1-3 rpresentatives
to report to the larger group.

'b- Ask the representativs do participate in
the following exercise.

135
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c. Divide the group into two small groups, a
smaller group formed ,boy the representatives selected
before, and a bigger group formed by the rest of the
group. Form an inner circle of chairs for the group
of representatives and ask the-rest of the group to
form an outside circle around the first group.

The outside group will observe as the
representatives in the inside group discuss and analyze
the case study questions.

Variations to involve the observers or members of the
outside group are:

a. DiStribute the discussion stimulators among the
members of the outside group and ask them to bring up the
"questions to the members of the inside group.

b. Set'one "empty chair" among the inside circle and
explain how it will be used before the discussion starts.
The "empty chair" is placed in the inside group for members
of the outside group to state their positions, concerns
and questions as the inside group discusses. The time a
member of the outside gfoup is allowed in the "empty chair"
is limited to one or two minutes. Members of the inside
group are not required to address the point made by the
"outside" person immediately, especially if it detracts
from their discussion. But they should listen carefully
and address the issues brought up by the person in the
empty chair at some point during the discussion.

2. Following are identified points to be derived from the
analysis of the case study. It is not an exhaustive list,
nor should all the points mentioned here be introduced
in the discussion. It is to be used as a basis ter the
trainer to guide and facilitate the group discussion.
It also provides additional examples of expected answers
from the participants.

A. Assumptions*

Housing

General: Assumptions were made about the design,
57Tiaition ('the way the houses were facing),
materials and location of the houses, evidently

*Developed by Maryanne Dulansey, Consdltants in Development
Inc., Washington, D.C.
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without' reference to cultural differences cif
the group being resettled. It was assumed the
people would find the houses acceptable.

Women: Evidently women were not consulted about
housing. Their roles as homemaker, as food
preparer and as major user of the building were
overlooked. It is questionable whether they
perceived the "improvement" in their housing
as an improvement. .

School Construction

General: Possible question about the assumption
that the provision of educational facilities will
result in,an increase in earning potential. If
the economic activity of this community is
primarily agricultural, and the school curriculusik
is traditional, there may be no positive impact..\
There may be a negative impact in that youth will
migrate (probably more males) to urban areas to
apply their education, removing themselves from

. the agricultural force (and creating more work
for femates).

Women: -Assumption that women have access to
education, that they will be able to attend
school. In fact, because of the increase in
agricultural work done by women, daughters were-
kept in the field and not available to attend
school. Other constraints may operate to keep
females from having access to schooling. Long
distances which have to be traveled may prompt
parents to,question the safety of female children
and deny them access to attendance, particularly
in cultures which tend. to "protect" women:---'

Water System

General: A. assumption is being made that the
water delivred by the piping system will be potable.
This .may or-may not be' accurate; the Community .

i
Health Aide in the case study were teaching ,, t

people to b ii eater., Unless there are specifTcally
built-in measures'to monitor-and.gdard the quality .

of the water, potability should be questioned.
The sanitary education program is a good step in le
this direc;icn. ..

13.7
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Women: In their role'as major users of water
for houtehold purposes--cooking, cleaning,
washing clothes, bathing the children--it was
assumed that women would find it convenient
to have water supplied to each cluster of houses.
vidently that was not the case, as' women said
they preferred a community supply, and went to
the river to wash their clothes. In this case,
it would have been more culturally relevant (and
more cost-beneficial) to pipe water to a central
location in the community rather than bringing it
closer to the houses. This effect_has been noted
in a number of places. Women have so much work
to do that they have little time to socialize,
to learn from their neighbors; they depend on
opportunities for coming together in the course
of their work, such as drawing water or washing
clothes, to fill this need.

Agriculture

General: Assumptions were made about the
acceptability of improved agricultural technology
which may or may not be true. Resistance,to
change in methods of culture has been experienced,
especially in cases where the traditional staple
food crop (such as corn in this case) is involved,
and where farmez:s do not feel they are adequately
protected from the risk of faildre. Often women
have influence on men's attitudes in this area,
and if they are riot included in information and
education activities, the men may not adopt the
new technologies.

Women: AssumptionS were made about men being
responsible for the production of food crops which
do not hold true.' Women in this case were the
ones who grew vegetables for household use and,
for sale on the local market. Women were also
responsible for part of the production of the
other crops. Women were often engaged in
agriculture tasks such as weeding and harvesting,
which require*hand labor at certain times in the
growing cycle, "peak" periods of intensive work
that require many hands. They may also play a
major role in sowing and threshing crops, and
transporting them from field to home or market.

Another assumption that did not prove to be
true concerned the way in which the_ necessities
of the children were provided for. The planners

P. 138
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thought in terms of a family, probably a nuclear
family, which is our model. They thought of
the man as the provider, the,head of the house-
hold. They thought of the man's earnings as
being available for the needs of-the children.

.
In many cases this doed not hold true. First
of all, arrangements for providing for children
and for mutual support of adults vary greatly
from the Western nuclear family model in many

4s
developing countries, so much so that it
almost. preferable not to use the word " 51 mily".
In this case, the women played a sign" scant part
in providing for the needs of the children,
through growing vegetables and earning
supplementary income by selling'part of the crop.
Wften were also ,responsible for stating the
staple grain--corn--and were displaced by the
storage systim located in the cooperative, which
failed to take their role into account.

Integrated Health Services

Women: The planners assumed that women would
have time, and be motivated to bring their
children of preschool age to the clinic. This
was not the way it Worked out, evidently because
they had too much work. One might Taise a
qurtion about the assumption that food supplements
an immunizations will motivate women to attend
th clinic and whether women see family planning
as beneficial to them, when they are so.conscious
of the shortage of hands in the field.

Other assumptions were:

1. People were willing and prepared to work in
a cooperative arrangement.

2. People wanted to move and saw the benefits
of-resettling.

3. The introduction of soybean crops meant the
people would change their eating patterns
and incorporate soybean foods into their diets.

4. Family planning education directed solely at
the woman would result in more effective
family planning, without considering the
husband': roll, attitudes, and influence in
this area.
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B. Impact or Consequences*

In:response to the question on impact, if you
. think of the community as being cpmposed of men,

you will probably respond that the project
activities had a beneficial impact on the
community, in terms of better living conditions,
the ability to own 1.and,'access to improved
methods of farming, better healthcare, a chance
to go to school, etc.

If you think of how the program' affected. women,
there are a number of adverse consequences.
Women have to work longer hours in the fields.
Any trade-offs, such as the provision of water)
near their homes, is, to them, a mixed blessing,
at 'best. The women see the potable water system
as depriving them of the little chance they had
for seeing each other and chatting, for
opportunities to learn from each other. Their
responsibilities for providing for the children
have been hampered. They have no'land for
vegetable gardens, andless time to spend on such
gardens if land were available.

They have more hard work to do in the field, since
more land is now under cultivatign. They are
doing that work .in the saMemayrsince the
machines are for use by men, in theiejobs, and
since women are not included in the agricultural
training courses. The cooperative storage takes
the staple crop out of-their control. Increased
income does not necessarily come to women. They
are Aependent on the good will of their men.
The health services are fine, but women have no
time for regular attendance. Only when illness
strikes do they seek medical help, and then it
is usually too late. The preventive aspects
of theprograms are not utilized. Women may see
no sense in limiting the size of their families
when they think of children in terms of additional
hands needed for work in the fields. And they
may, for the same reason, not see any value to
sending their daughters to school..

*Developed by Maryanne Dulansey, Consultants in Development,
Inc., Washington, D.C.
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Other consequences were:

1. People in the community were becoming more
dependent on food supplements.

2. Life styles and roles were being disrupted,
without exploring or offering other alternatives°.

C. What Would .You Do Differently?*

1) Initiation and Leadership. Obpi6usly one of
basic problems in this case was that there was
little .or no opportunity for the settlers,
'especially the women, to do much about initiating
this project. It was a governMent colonization
program. Let us ask whether in redesigning the
various components of the program, the people can
be involved, and be given an opportunity to make
contributions to the design of the program. It
would be necessary to get to know the people
better, to see all their roles and how they
interact, and to look for the leaders within
various groups.

2) Participation and Control: The men participate,
to some extent, by membership in the cooperative,.
Could membership Vie opened to women too? Who
makes decisions regarding the allocation of various
kinds of resources within the community, such as
labor, materials, funds, time? Could this
decision-making be shared, and could it.include
women, especially when they are doing the work,
or are prime users (such as in housing, and the
domestic water supply)? Who has responsibility
for services which are important to the community,
such as provision of health care, agricultural
inputs, marketing of crops? Do the people,
especially the women, share responsibility, and
have corresponding rightt to influence decision-
making? If ,it is the government, for example
the Ministry of Rural Development, which has major
control, could citizens be involved, both men
and women?

3) Benefits: If the recipients of the benefits
of tfi s program (that is, the beneficiaries) have
not asked for these goods and services, perhaps

*Developed by Maryanne Duiansey, Consultants in Development,
Inc., Washington, D.C.
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we should not make the assumption that they want
them. How can we tell? Often programs place
people in the position of receiving an offer
they. can't refuse. Often it is difficult for
people to think of alternatives (if not a clinic,
what?) Poor people usually haye limited resources,
but we might be able to discover their priorities

. if we look at whether and how they invest t eir
time, their WbriC, their materials or goods, their
funds in any'particular project. (Remember.that
women invested their time and labor in field work,
and:in going to the river to wash clothes, for
example.) Can we discover-ways in which the program
can increase women's access to knowledge (e.g: could
the agri.cultural training programs be opened to
women?) Could we plan the program so women have
better access to the regular educational system?
Could we plan the program so that women have access
to resources, especially resources they value
(e.g. land: in this case, land for women to use
for vegetable gardens; e.g. human resources: recall
that women Valued each-other as sources of
information; e.g. institutions and organizations;
cooperatives, the loar fund, the marketing system,
the village council, etc.; e.g. money: recall
that although women did work, they were not paid.
Rather, men received payment for.the crops from
the cooperative and often women did not share
equitably in those proceeds. How could this be
dealt with? If it is not culturally feasible to
pay women for their labor in the man's field (it
may or may not be)-, could women have their, own
cash-producing crops? (This has been tried, awl'
has been successful .N various places.)

4) Social Change: Could programs be redesigned
so as to increase the choices women might have
about what they do? Could, for example, the clinic
provide training and employment for'women who
wanted to become health workers? Could women be
extension agents, especially for crops grown
primarily by women (such as vegetables in our case)?
Could the marketing system be opened up to women?
what about maintaining the water supply? Could
women serve the community as sanitation engineers?
Could they learn to 'repair pumps? Could they be
bookkeepers in the cooperative? would these
functions enhance their role in the community?
Would their contributions be valued? Or might the
program have other adverse.effects on women whfch
could not be prevented (e.g. mechanization for
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increasing production displacing women from their
jobs)? What might be planned-to counteract that
adverse effect?' (Perhaps food processing projects
in which women can earn money.) Or suppose the
project reinforces exploitative structures (such'.

as the provision of un- or under-paid agricultural
labor). How might we deal with that? (Pay the
women if possible; introduce time and labor-saving
devices).

5) Process: Too often, development projects hurt
more than they help. One'bf the problems is that
the assistance is too short-lived and too inflexible.
It does not meet the development needs of the people.
Such a consequence may well follow from this project.
Once the people are resettled, and the infra-
structure is ip Olace4 CARE's job is almost complete.
Could the project be structured so that, when. the
participants; achieve one.objective, they can choose
another and/ work on that (e.g. from housir
construction to provision of social services, helps,
in adjusting to new surroundings, etc.)? How could
more flexibility be built into the project?
(e.g. by getting more feedback more often from the
participants, and allowing for changes.) Suppose
that the people are re lly unhappy about the roofing,
for example. Can i changed?

3. Trainer can facilitaf-d the discussion in activity
#8 by:

a) Giving some examples of changes which have
altered sex role patterns and other' systems in the community
without addressing the "new unbalance or problem".

AMP

i.e. in many cases, introduction of cash crops
alters the management of money in the family by shifting
money earned,to the man and leaving the woman without the
money ;which came out of selling the excess of family garden
products in the market.

It has been fc id. that men's money spending pattern
is different than the omen's. Men tend to spend their
money on material goous forthemselves or the home while
womentend to spend their mc,ney on food and clothes for
the family.

Also, in *many cases, men support more than one
family; so even when men are earning more money, the
,families may receive less money each.
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b) Asking participants for examples that
illustrate the following points:

1) interlocking or systems nature of. sex
role patterns in subsistence societies.

2) cohsequences of altering sex role patterns
or introducing changes which alter these
patterns without considering their systemic
nature, i.e. the existing relationship
between smaller families and higher educational
levels and the. interplay and consequences
related to family planning education,
traditions, others.

4. The Trainer may want to use a different case study
more appropriate to the host country. If this is
done, care should be taken to select or develop a case
study that can be analyzed in terms of its consequences
on women, men, families and community development.
It is important that the case study particularly
illustrates effects of development on women, whether
positive and/or negativj, in order to accomplish the
goals of the session.
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HANDOUT

CASE STUDY*

This is a three-year project which has been in
operation two years. It has ju t been evaluated, and while
the implementation is slightly ehind schedule, the goals
are being met.

Nevertheleis, some disturbing information comes to
light during the course of a visit to the 'project site by
CARE staff. The Country Director and the Assistant Country
Director discussthe matter and determine to find out what
happened and how the project can be revised.

Details are contained in the following Project
Description and the record of the discussion.

Project Description

In an effort to make more productive use of its resources,
the government is relocating people from overApeaated coastal
regions to the interior, opening a new area which has been under-
pOpulated,, and which has great potential for agricultural
production. CARE has been invited to participate in the
Resettlement and Integrated Rural Development Program being
planned and coordinated by the _Rural Development Office.
Also involved are the Ministries orEducation, Health,
Agriculture, Public Works and Transportation. In addition, the
Department of Cooperatives, the National Nutrition Planning
Board and the Provincial Government .er* involved.

A
The government has. established a village, put in basic

roads and cleared the land. It has relocated landless peasants
from the coastal areas and promises to deliver housing, potable'.
water, land and other agricultural inputs such as tools,
equipment, seeds, fertilizer; 'training and extension services,
a school and health facilities: A production and marketing
cooperative will be established, with credit facilities attached.

About 2,000 people/400 families are participating in
the program in this phase..Theare ethnically homogeneous,
but are of a different group thahothe people which inhabit the
region. However, there are no other settlements nearby the new
village.

*Developed by Mgryanne Dulansey, Consultants in
Development, Inc., Washington, D.C.
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Water System.

CARE will work with the Ministry of Public Works and
Transportation to provide.the village with water for household
use. The project may be expanded to include irrigation systems
after the inij..aa phase of three years.. CARE will provide the
construction materials, technical assistance, and supervision,
as well as food commodities for Food for Work. The community
will provide the unskilled labor. The Ministry will supply
the plans.

Another component of the project will be a sanitary
education program to educate users on the relationship and
importance of clean water to good health, the prevention of
water-borne diseases, and the need for proper handling and
disciplined water consumption. The Ministry of Health will
supply two Community4Health Aides to undertake the `.program.

Goals

Provide constant, readily-available supply of potable
water to 400 families in the village.

Reduce incidence of water-borne diseases in the villag#.

Agriculture
1 ,

The main economic activity of the settlegs is
ia
griculture.

New crops such as soybeans will be introduced, as theland is
especially well suited to such cultivation. A five-hectare
plot of land will be given to each farmer, together with seeds,
fertilizer, and tools. Short training courses will be held,
and the Ministry of Agriculture will station extension, agents
in the area. It is expected that production will'be Ory high,
due to the fertility of the soil, the favorable climatic
conditions, and the potential for multiple cropping, in addition
to the improved technology which will be Introduced. While the
farmers will own their own plot of land, they will work
cooperatively, in order to share equipment for land clearing
and ploughing.

The Agricultural Marketing Board of the Minist y of
Agriculture will market the soybeans; the Farmers' Codperative
will provide storage for corn and bean for local consumption,
and will sell the surplus through the arketing Board.'

CARE will provide seeds*, tools a technical assistance
to the-.Ministry of Agriculture, and give training courses for
the officers and staff of the Farmers' Cooperative inlbookkeeping
and office management.
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0

Goals

Improve the standard of living Of small scale farmers
and their families by increasingagrieulturalvroduction.

Integrated Health Services

CARE will provide take-home food supplements and medical
services to the pre-dchool aged children of mothers enrolled
in the program. At the health clinic (which has already been
built by the Provincial Government) information regarding
improved nutrition, child bare and health practices as well as
health services and family planning advice will be madeAvailable
to 400 mothers. Their children will be recipients. of free health
care including deworming, immunizations against BCGe malaria,v
and smallpox. CARE 'will provide the food commodities and will
develop the materials required for education and maintenance of
the program, as well as the 'training for the Ministry of Health
Community Health Aides assigned to the program.,
\

Goals

Improve the nutritional and health status of pre-school
children by providing food supplements and health care for the
children and by improving the health care practices of mothers.'

6
Promote participation in family planning program..

Staff Discussion .

On a visit to the site of the Resettlement and Integrated
Rural Development Program, the Assistant, Country Director

.

discovered that, although the evalmetion of. the program at ,the
end of two years showed progress toward attainment of th4 goals,
the project seemed to be having Some adverse effects.

One of the problems had to do.with the agricultural
component. In the course Of watching people work in the field,
the CARE staff person noticed that they were women, and began to
speak with them, learning that the arrangement of 5 hectare
faMily plots was not satisfactory. Since the govegnment.was
encouraging the growing of cash,crops--soybeans--most of the

i farmers grew barely enough corn and beans--their traditional
diet- -for consumption. The settlement scheme does not provide
for kitchen gardens, which the women traditionally kept for the
raising Of vegetables for family consumption and for the local
market. Theyomen had formerly been An charge of growing the
food for the'vfamily, with the exception of the corn. However,
that arrangement had been changed by. the delivery of the
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agriddltural inputs and Services to the men in the resettlement
program. The proceeds from marketing the crops were retained
by the men. No wages were paid to the women, although they t
spent the greater part of the day working in the fields,
especially during planting and harvesting times. Because more
land was put under cultivation, the work load of the women
was increased. Mechanization was provided.for the wearing
and ploughing portions out not the planting, wIteding and
harvesting.

Because of the demand for increased labor in the types of
work traditionally done by women, mothers were keeping their
daughters. from school so they could help them in the field-.

Men were primarily engaged in construction projects,, and
spent even less time in the fields than they otherwise might
have. They also participated in training courses and received'
the loans from the Farmers' Cooperative for purchase of improved
seed and fertilizer.

Great dissatisfaction was expressed with the way in
which the houses were being built. The omen did not like the
improved type of roof; they preferred t e cooking arrangements
to be outside the house; and they said he houses were "facing
the wrong way."

In spite of good attendance rates at the clinic, it was
noticed that the mothers were sending,the preschool children
with older children in order to get the food supplemegt. The
mothers were not, however, receiving the nutrition, sanitation,
and child care education.

The Community Health Aides who were charged with
educating people about the prqper use of water; discovered that
thewomen preferred to have a community supply.rathef than have
water piped to each fourhouse sluster. They still used the
river for yashing clothes, in/spite of having water near their
houses.

Women refusef to boil tae water, complaining that it
.would require more fuel to be gathered, for which they had no
time. Besides, they said, if th%water came from a pipe, it
must be good.

The food storage program run by the Farmers' Cooperative
was operating successfully. It was one.way of controlling the
...production of food, and gathering statistics. Food waste was 0

also sharply reduced, because fumigants were used, and good silo
construction prevented rodent depredation. The wwen, though,
did not "trust" the cooperative, and would keep sVpplies of food
out of the harvest for home storage, as they had been accustomed
to do.
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s

The s taff discussed these findings, and came to
the conclusion that these situations-had occutrebecause the
planners failed to take into account the different which
men and women played in the community. AlthOugh some of the
goalvof the projects were being met,,,the'projects seemed to
be having some adverse effects on development.

: .
They attempted to.list the erroneous assumptions made

in the planning stages, discoverbwhat vas actually happeoin§, °.

and redesign the projects so theyitourd have better overall,_
effect, and better impact. To. do this, they 'worked with some .

of the,government.people involved .in, planning and implemefitation..
.

Please turn to Questions for Discussion, and, based on
this CaseStudy, note your reactions'and ideas.

0
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HANDOUT

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. List 5-6 assumptions made by the progriam planners.
Consider each project activity: bousing,'school
construction, water'system, agriculture, health services,
and others you see. Were they accurate or erroneous?
What was the effect of these assumptions in the project
as it.was planned and implemented?

Assumptions' , Effects or Consequences
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2. What effects do you think e project had on this
community? Women? Men? Families? Think of each
project area and other effects you might see.

Project
Activity

Effect on..
Community Women --- Men Families

Agriculture

Health Services

Water

Housing

Others

40
";1,,
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3. What would you do differently in the planning process?
Why? What would you do differently in the implementation
process? Why?

Planning Reasons Implementation Reasons

4
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III. The Adverse Impact
of Development on Women

From: Women and World Development,_
by Irene Tinker &Id Michele Bo Braman, ed., <
Overseas Development Council, USA, 1976

Irene Tinker

;

Module IV24 I

During much of the last quarter century, "development" has been viewed as the
panacea for the economic ills of all less developed countries: create a modem
infrastructure and the economy will take off, providing a better life for everyone.
Yet in virtually all countries and among all classes, women have lost ground
relative to men; degalopment, by widening the gap between incomes of men and
women, has not helped improve women's lives, but rather has had an adverse
effect upon them.

The major reason for this deplorable phenomenon is that planners, gen-
erally menwhether in donor-country agencies or in recipient countrieshave
been unable to deal with the fact that women must perform two roles in society,
whereas men perform only one. In subsistence societies, it.is understood that
women bear children and at the same time carry out economic activities that
are essential to the family unit. Western industrial societies have chosen to cele-
brate the childbearing role, glorifying motherhood while 'downgrading the eco-
nomic functions attached to child bearing and household care, and erecting
barriers to paid work for women. Accepting this stereotype of women's roles,
economic theorists in the West imbued their students, indigenous and foreign,
with the cliché that "women's place is in the home," classifying them forever
as economically dependent. In doing so, they followed the unequivocal depiction
of women in the law as !malty dependent minors. Small wonder that the spread
of Western "civilization," with its view of woman as "child-mother," has had an
adverse impact on the more sexually equal subsistence societies. .ComMunist
doctrine errs in the opposite direCtion: women are economic units first, mothers
second. Since children interfere with, work, the government provides day care;
but little has been done in the Soviet Union or Eastern Europe to encourage men
to share the responsibilities of children and home. This leaves women two time-
consuming jobs: full-time work plus daily shopping, cooking, cleaning, and care
of the children in the evening. hipt surprisingly, the result is a drastic fall in
birthrates throughout Eastern Europeaccompanied (at least in the Soviet
Union) by evidence of increased marital instability and a high incidence of al-
coholism anfong men: Yet even in these societies, where doctrine asserts
that women and men are supposed to be economic equals, employment data

Irene Tinker is Program Head of the Office of International Science of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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show that women hold the least prestigious jobs.' It may be this in then coon-
tries also, men "subtract" a women's horn* and ohlidlere responsibilities from
her ability to hold down important positions. Whatever the explanation, it would
tar m women lose twin.

Development Mennen must begin to recognize women's duel roles and
stop using mythical stereotypes as a base for their development plans. A eel )
step is to recognize the actual economic contributions of woman. Even this is ;
difficult. Statistics, the "holy building blocks' of developers, are mode of the
same mythical assumptions: a) "work" is performed for money, and b) "work"
is located only in the Modem sector. Thus the U.S. Department of Labor can
issue a statement saying that in Africa only 5 per cent of the women work!'
This dearly is an absurd assertion about a continent when VA71111111 are reported
to be doing 60.80 per cent of the work -in the fields and working up to le hciirs
a day during the planting season.' The "explanation" for the 5 per cent NON"'
is that agricultural work done by family, members is not recorded as "work?
Nor are exchange labor, household work, child care, or many activities in the
tertiary or informal sector counted as work, And since statistics do not show
women working, planners do not plan for women to work. Too often
new projects actually intrude on activities in which women already are wood;
but instead. of providing services or training to women, assumptions about Proper
sex roles dictate that men receive the new training, new seeds, or new loans.
The gap widens.

Unfortunately, this phenomenon of increased dependency of women
on men is not new. The pattern has been repeated time and time again, when-
ever a given society developed beyond sheer subsistence end created a civilization
which required functional specialization. Doaimenting the erosion of women's.
position in ancient Greece and Rome, for 'example, Evelyne Sullerot has ob-
served that "as a rule it is in the early periods of each civilization that the least
difference exists between the position of men and that of women. As a civiliza-
tion asserts and refines itself, the gap. between the relative status of men and
women widens."4 May Ebihara has noted similar "reductions" of women's
status in Southeast Asia's past. She points out that a Chinese visitor to the Khmer'
empire in Angkor in the thirteenth century recorded that women held many
positions in the court; yet within a century, due to the spread of Chinese influ-
ence after the fall of the Khmer empire, women were reduced to being legal
minors of their husbands.'

'Barbera W. Amcor, ','women Ue.der Communism," In Jane S. Jaquette. ad., Women
In Politics (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1974), pp. 21742.

2U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on Foreign Affairs. Sub-
committee on International Orgenizetions end Movements, "International ProteCtion of
Human Rights" ;hearings August-December 1973),93rd Congress,

3U.N. Economic Commission for Africa Women's lorognImme Unit, "The Integra-
tion of Women in African Development," paper prepared for the 14th Conference of the
Society for International Development, Abidjan, Ivory Coen, 1974.

4 EvelYee Sullerot, Women, Society, and Chenge ;New York: McGraw-Hill, World
University Library, 19711, P. t9.

'May Ebihens. "Khmer Village Women in Cambodia" in Carolyn S. Matthiasson.
ed., Many Sisters: Women in Cross-Cularrel Peopectint (New York: The Free Press, 1974).
pp. 30548.
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Historic:filly, than bureascratic'etates produced a stratified society with
the higher classes living in towns. It seemed to follow inevitably that women, i
separated from their essential food production functions, bourne mom dependent
upon men, especially as upper-class men commanded large Incomes and generally
adopted a more ostentatious style of living Women lostatheir economic base and
came to be valued mainly' for their *nab attributes of child bearing and provid-
ing sexual gratification. Thus they increasingly came to be "protected" or "con.*
fined"perceived as "jewels" for men to ploy with or as vehicles for perpetuating
the family line. However, they were then also perceived accuse elyes economic
liabilities. In subsistence societies, where women are a valuable economic com-
modity, a man pays a bride price to the bride's father to buy her services; in
societies where women have lost their economic function, the exchange of money
is reversed, and the-bride's family pays the groom to accept her.

Recent studies recording women's roles in subsistence economies show
a panoply of traditional roles, both economic and familial, whose patterns mom
often add up to near serfdom than to any significant degrbe of independence
and personal dignity for women. Yet these studies show that, however onerous
women's lives, development plans have seldom helped them. %gip, develop-
ment has tended to put obstacles in women's way that frequently nt them
even from maintaining what little economic independence they do have. Laws
and customs designed to protect women also can canherdship. Even education
can widen the gap between men and women. This is not to say that develop-
ment never helps women; the case being made is that, compared to men, women
almost universally have lost as develoPment has Proceeded- If economic planners
would only look at recent (and WM-standing) anthropological evidence, they
hopefully would recognize .that women's productive contributions to the econ-
omy have been and can continue to be important, and perhaps would begin to
plan projects which not only support women's work but also open up oppor-
tunities for women to become part of the modem economic system. With this
objective in mind, this paper will now review the existing evidence which shows
how development has negatively affected the productivity of women in different
areas of life.

Change of Subsistence Economies
In subsistence economies every family member traditionally sessigned roles
which are essential to the survival of the unit, whether thin unit is a small
"nuclear" family or an extended one. Men as well as women have dual func-
tions: family roles are integrated with economic roles. While in any given society
these roles generally are sex - specific, they vary from culture to culture. Almost
everywhere change has meant's diminution of men's roles in caring for and
training children or assisting in household tasks. Since development is primarily
concerned with economic activity, and since it is women's traditional economic
role that has been ignored, we shall focus on this function and how it has changed
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for both men and women.

a Ester Boserupin her landmark book, Woman's Role in Economic Bevel-
opmenthas linked the variation of sex roles in farming to different types of
agriculture. In subsistence farming where land is plentiful, a slash-and-burn
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technique is the typical agriCultural style; generally men gar the land and women
do' the bulk of the fanning. This agricultural tichnique is UM predonilnant in
Africa but is also found in many parts of AsairiititCentral and South Moeda'.
When population increase limits land availability, animals are brought in to
increase productivity through the use otthe plough

And the advent of lite plough usually entails a radical shift in OW Mks in
agriculture; men take over the ploughjog even In regions when the hoeing
had formerly beenwomeres work. Atthe same time the amount of weeding
to be done by the women may decline on land.pfoughed beforisowing and
planting, and either men or amino may get a new job of collecting feed for
the animals and feeding them.' .

As population pressure on land increases further. more labor-intensive crops
are introchiced and grown year-round in irrigated fields. Women am drawn:beck
into the fieldsto plant, weed. and harvest alongside the men.

In addition to their important rob In fanning, women in subsistence econo-
mies traditionally haw engaged in a variety of other economic activitiesspinning
fibers, weaving cloth, drawing water, tending market gardens, and processing and
preserviw- `loch gathered from communal property. Women in Southeast Asia
boil pain. *gar. West African women brew beer. Women in parts of Mexico and
elsewhere make pottery. Women in most countries weave cloth and make clothes.
Women in most cultures sell their surplus food in local markets. Profits from these
activities generally belong to the women themselves. Thus women In many parts
of the world have become known for their et ;Omen in the.marketplace. Joanne
women have a reputation for being thrifty, while Javanese men consider them-
selves incapable of handling money wisely. In Nicaragua, women continue to
doininate the traditional marketplace, which caters to the loWer classes, despite
the availability of modern supermarkets nearby.' Market women of West Africa
have parlayed their economic strength Into political power as wall. In Contrast,
Hindu and Arab women seldom are seen in the markets as buyers and never as
sellers. But these women come from societies that have long been bureaucratized
and ih which women have lost some of their earlier economic independence.

Erosion of the role that women played in subsistence economies began
under colonial rule. Policies aimed at improving or modernizing the farming
systems, particularly the introduction of the concept of private property and the
encouragement of cash crops, - favored men. Under tribal custom, women who
were farmers had users' rights to land. Colonial regimes, past and rowel, seldom
have felt comfortable with customary communal lend-tenure rights and have
tended to convert land to private ownershipin some cultures thereby dispossess-
ing the women, in disragrird of local tradition, by recognizing men as the new
owners. This was as true of the Chinese in Southeast Asia and the Spanish in

r 6 Ester Boserup. &Yoram's Rol* in Economic DavInpinsne Menden: George Allenitil 56
tInvain. Ltd.,1970), If. 33.

'Mildred Ganz; The *mom family Mew York: The Free Press.181114 and Moment
Mogen. "Notes on the Public Markets and Marketing System of Menem. Nicaragua" (Mana-
gua: Institut° C.entroarnericene de Administration de Empress% 1974/.
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Latin America as it was of the Europeans in Asia and Africa. Thus woman still
farmed the land but no longer owned ft and therefore became dependent on their
fathers_ or their brothers. Wherever colonial governments introduced cash crops,
them were considered to be men's work. Much of the agricultural development
was focused on improving these craps. To encourage the men to taki jobs on plan-
tations or to grow cash crops on their own land, governments frequently intro-
duced taxesthereby forcing men (who were more mobile) Into the modern money
economy, while women (with child-rearing responsibilities) remained in rural areas
and hence in the subsistence economy. Their lack of access to money and loss of
control of land left women with little incentive to improve either crops or the
l and in areas where they continued to dominate the farming system. Further-

-more: access to the modem sector, whether in agriculture or industry, has drawn
men away from their households and often even from their land, and thus has
given women additional tasks that formerly were men's work. Not surprisingly,
productivity has declined as "development" has proceeded. c

Efforts to reverse this trend have been undertaken by development agencies,
but their stereotypes concerning the'sex of the farmer often have led to ridiculous
results. In 1974 Liberia decided to try to encourage wet-rim cultivation and
brought to the country_a team of Taiwanese farmers. To assure attendance at the
demonstration planting, the government offered wages to the observers. Many
unemployed men participated in the experiment while the women continued their
work in the fields. Throughout Africa, rural extension services, modeled on
those in tile United States, have been 'staffed and attended by men only; custom
prevented rural women from Attending COMM taught by men, and the courses
taught by womenmainly home economics courses on canning and sewing
were irrelevant to their needs. Cooperatives, too, tended to assume that farmers
were males. Thus the men had access to credit or to improved seeds which 4hey
used to produoe cash crops; women in the subsistence sector were barred from
membership as well as from growing cash crops.

Perhaps because the economic position of women in Africa was deteriorat-
ing so Quickly, active opposition to this trend started there. Nigerian women
formed all-female cooperatives and demanded credit to buy more efficient oil
pressers to use in processing palm-oil nuts. Under pressure from women's groups,
the government of Kenya reinterpreted the cooperative regulations to allow mem-
bership In women, and then formed a special task force to show women how to
utilize this new opportunity. Zambian women were taught how to grow onions as
a cash crop, in between rows of the usual subsistence crops. They were so success-
ful thai men demanded similar assistance; this venture turned sour when the
women refused to tend the men's onions, claiming it was not a traditional obliga-
tion! In Tanzania the government is encouraging the establishment of Ujamaa vil-
lages, where land is held communally and workers are paid -according to their
efforts; in these villages. women for the first time are bieng paid for growing
subsistence crops. Mkjorie Mbilinyi writes that "it is therefore not surprising that
women are the most ardent supporters of socialist rural policies in many areas
of Tanzania. "*

*Marjorie J. Mbiiinyi. "Barriers to the Full Pertielpetion of Women in the Soc isiist
Transformation of Tanzania," paper presented at the Conference on the Role of Rural Women

4 in Development. sponsored by the Agricultural Development Council, Princeton. New Jersey.
1974.
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The yaws in which development egenclei Mire ititrOdUcad re* ischnologliO'
likewise have tended to contribute" to the undermining of women's Mankind
roles. Smell implements such as presses, gdrodin, * oaths oinerelly. have been
introduced to men, even when the work 'for whkh substitute tradi .

*molly hes been done by women. The avegibillty of corii grinairs bi Kiiirs,
for - example, dearly owes women meny-hours,ckininual effortthough *eV
also spend ham going to the minding center, Out why are women theinselias not
taught to operate them grinders? Oil presses in Nigeria, tOrtillOrneklig machines
in Mexico, and selopromedng machines in Sarawak Mao In purch.ed and
operated by rnenbeamse only men have access to credit or to money,- Stereo, .

types that women =mot manage technology are reinforced by the fact that illit-
eracy is more widespread among women, who therefore ("mot teed Instructions. .

Agricultural technologg has produced the "green revolution" and has
altered traditional agricultural practices. The high capitalization involved In buy-
ing improved seed varieties and fertilizers has pressured farmers into more effi-
cient harvesting arrangements *filch often utilize fewer laborers and Increase
unemployment. Planners know this and often hew tried to create alternative
employment for the displaced men. But, in Most economies that rely on wet-doe
cultivation, It Is the women who do the harVest'ne. A detailed study an Central
Java, for example, noted'thet the women formerly accepted low wages for plant-
ing in order to receive payment in rice Itself for harvesting work, Today the
harvesting is done by mobile team of men using the more efficient scythe;
women, whO harvested with a hand knife, have lost their rights to harvest and
have not yet been able to obtain higher wages for planting.' °

Improved transportation systems hive affected traditional markets in both
positive and negative ways. In Mexico, for example, improved transport hes
increased demand for locally made ceramic animal figures, thereby increasing
rural earnings. It hes made manufactured fabrics wand* in even the smallest
towns, enabling women to make clothing' without having to weave the cloth.
Moreover, trEvel to markets in town has eased the drudgery of women's lives
in rural areas." On the other land, improved transport has mike many tradi-
tional occupations redundant. It has opened new' markets for manufactured
goods that compete with local, hand-made artifacts. Traders from more distant
towns are taking over local markets, undercutting the traditional suppliers:
women traders from outlying villages. In Java, the importation of Coca-Cola
and Australian ice cream ruined local soft drink manufacture and ice cream
P roduction; both enterprises had been dominated by women. Sago processing

'Charlotte Stolmeker,"Exernples of Stability end Change from Sante Merle Atzomps,"
paper presented et the Southwestern Anthropologicel Afocistion Meeting, Tucson,Arisone,
1971: and Berbera E. Ward, "Women and Technology in Developing Countries," Impact
of Science on Society, Vol. 20, No. 1 (19701. Describing the adverse effects of technology.
B everly Chines observes: "Modern technology imported by forenoon brings with it a pref-
erence for mole employees. (Beverly Chines, "Le Portidnatan feminine en 01 linerrul
educeeloral Venesolano," Document* monies 2 (Caracas: Centro de Estudios Sociales con
le Cooperscittn do AITEC.1975).

10Ano Staler, "Lead, Labor end Female Autonomy in a Javanese ullOub-
tithed manuscript,1975.

I IStolopeker, "Examples of Stability," op. sit., p. 23; and Ward, 'Women end Tech.
Fl0109V."01). Ar., a. N.
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by women la Sere/air was replaced by machine promising Ma by Chinese men.
Men's enterprises also have suffered from competition with national or inter-
national firms. A study of governmental pond& in Zarin, Nigeria, showed that
small businesses run by men suffered from the lack of basic serviceswander*
water, light, and creditand that this prevented their expansion; in twoffett, two
large local factories, producing tobacco and textiles, were fostered by govern-
mental policy." Planners usually are aware of and try to ease the demise of small

-."'businerses in the wake of modem Industrialization. What they have forgotten,
however.. is the. sex of the entrepreneursand hence have attempted to provide
alternative employment for man only.

Change in the Modern Sector and Women's Education

The elite character of all education as well as its bias in favor of men everywhere
in the world means that rural women seldom are literatea fact that inhibits
their ability to move into new sectors when their traditional economic roles are
superseded. Furthermore, according to the most recent UNESCO figums, the
disparity between male and female illiteracy is growing. In Africa (where Mit
eracy is extremely high among both. sexes), nine out of ten women still are
illiterate. In Alia, female illiteracy rates range from B7 per ant in India to 52 per
cent in Hong Kong; and even in Hong Kong, women are five times more likely
to be illiterate than men. Generally, the higher the level of education, the lower
the female enrollment. In Africa, some 20-30 per cent of female children attend
primary school, but only 10-20 per cent of the secondery-school children are
girls." In South Asia, of the 2.5 per cent of the adult population that continues
in school beyond the age of fourteen, about one.fifth are women. In Latin Amer-
ica, in contrast, where the percentage. of adults who receive higher education
varies from' 2 per cent to 10 per cent, nearly half the students enrolled in higher-
educcion institutions are women.14 However, these few highly educated women
remain limited in their options by the widely held belief that men and women
have separate "proper spheres" in professional and public life.

In traditional rural pursuits, the lack of echketion was a relatillily less
serious problem. But that is changing as the modem sector invades the tradi-
tional sphere. Women in the markets, for example, are at a disadvantage because
of their illiteracy and lack of knowledge of modern packaging techniques. The
lack of education limits women's options even more severely when they migrate
to the city. When they move with their husbands, they may be able to continue
household crofts or petty trading. Efut trading on a small scale takes piece within
an established cirde of customers; frequent moving can destroy a business. In
some businesses, such as tailoring, women compete with men who have easier
access to credit and therefore can 'provide a wider variety of fabrics. Lack of

12Dorothy Remy end 'John Weeks, "Employment. Acculmtinn end Inequality In s
Non - Industrialized City," in K. Wohimuth, ed., Employment in Emerging Societies (New
York: Praeger, 1973).

"Kenneth Little, Aft**, Women In Towns: An Aspect of Afrfoot Social Revolution
(Ceribridge: Cambridge University Press, 1973), p. 30.

14 Bosemp, Monet Role, op. cit., p. 121.
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I education is a handicap to these women. Dorothy
e conomic activity of women in Nigeria, has ciomenented that firtithout*
the women in phi sample who had been able to elmo'stiliduittbill-
Intoner lied atteitilad peltnisy school. AU- of diem tulle kW honed *

write, and speak scale EOM."' '
While married women find their economic Indepaschnbe *ally limited hs

the towns of the less developed world, they at feast have husbands in support
them; life for unmarried women is more difficult. Survive conducted in Dahomey
Indicated that from 25.30 per ant of women living in towns were on their
oval.' 4 In Latin America young women migrate into Miss in larger siumbim than
men, end some seek employment hi domestic service or ea shop emielenli; more
Often, however, proldtudir ii mentioned as the primary means of sabsistenco.
Other women, fit into the uncounted' interstices of the econonw. They buy e
Peek of dgerettes and sell there one at e time. They cook food end hewh, it on
the Although male migrants, too, engager' In this infernal sector, they
usually Into the "modem sector," where they are included In employ-
ment statistics. Fir the most part, however, women continue to work at towline .

jobs and remain uncounted, since these economic societies do not miter into that
rnyth, icd atinderd, the "gross netional*product."

All this is not to say Sun educetion hes not owed up some new muse- .

tions for women, perticuledy for middle- and upper-due women. Since moist
of the early Amnon systems in toloidel Countries were tun by missionerise who
Played: a high value on education referdless of sex, yids have had some access
to schools. In teeny countries. mining and easchIng am 'considered reniectible -

female occupations. In fact, there are'more opportunities for women Weathers,
nurses, and doctors in societies where sex segregation continues and men are
limited In their contact with Women thanthere Mi. in less traditional sodedes.1
As sex segregation is relexAphoWiiver, making thls "market" for female Pm**
sional employment less rer.." re. the number of !amen employed in these fields
declinesproviding yet another example of the negative Impact of development
on women.

In those arms- of Southeast-Asia and West Africa where trading traditionally
has been the women's preserve, many educated women have retained their entre-
preneurial role, adjusting successfully to modern market conditions. In Ghana, the
major marmalade manufacturer is a woman, The strength of agonized market -

women in Guinea and Nigeria has given them influence in affecting government
decisions. In Jakarta, the wives of the higher -grade civil servants run shops and
make jewelry. In Thailand,Iseveral large hotels are owned and run by women. In
the Philippines, women are adept as reel estate agents,-stockbrokers, and business
managers; the fact that more Philippine women than Men have attended private

"Dorothy Remy, "UnderdevelOpitnt and the Experience of Women: A Ude Owe 160
Study." in Rayne Reiter, ed., 7.owoills onlAntimoology of Moen (New York: Monthly
Review Press, 1975).

14rMayasrits Down. "The Changing Status of Women in French Speaking Atria; Two
Examples: Dahomey end Guinea," unpublished manuscript, 1974.

1./floserup, Woman's Role, op. cit.
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schools is a clear indicator of the value ()laced in that county on the ability of
woman to learn and to earn.'

Only in crisis situations, however, are women generally permitted by society
to engage in economic activities that otherwise'rimain dosed to them. In Vietnam,
for example, Women were forced to support their families through years of war.
Marilyn Hoskins has pointed out that women in Vietnam traditionally have been
pivotal in the family; thus any activity that *sures the family's continuity or
aids in its comfort is socially acceptable.' 9 Undoubtedly aiding in this acceptance
are the many folk tales which portray Vietnamese women as heroines in the days
before Chinese and French colonialism. A similar ability of women to respond
modern demands (more quickly than their husbands) is 'found. today among the
Yemenite migrants into Israel. Yemenite men, more circumscribed than women
by carefully delimited roles. have difficulty adapting to their new surroundings,
while the women, expected to see to the needs of their families, have Moved into

, the modem economic sector and in many cases have become the major income
produceri in their families.2°

Thus education has only partly countered the historic phenomenon typical
of the earlier bureaucratic as well as the- later industrial societiesassigning of
women to the home. Those women who succeediiil in obtaining a higher educa-
tion during the colonial period usually could find jobs as easily as men, both
because of the dearth of trained nationals and because the society.itself was in a
state of political and economic transition. An important factor enabling these
women to participate was the existence of a supportive faMily structure in which o

kin and servants took over some of the women's household tasky and family re-
sponsibilities. Thus women played a prominent part in many nationalist struggles
in Asia and Africa and were rewarded with high governmental positions in newly
independent countries, The three current women prime ministersof India, Sri
Lanka. and the Central African Republichave personal histories of political
activity. In Latin America, women have enure() such demanding occupations as
law, medicine, and dentistry in larger numbers' in in the United States."

Today, unfortunately, the situation is changing. Fetter women are in parlia-
ments or political parties than during the early days of independence; professional
Women in many countries are beginning to have difficulty finding good jobs.
These setbacks mirror those experienced by women in the United States, where
a pigher percentage of women received doctoral degrees between 1910 and 1920
thin, at any time since, and where more women held professional and technical

teJustin J. Green, "Philippine Women: Towards a Social Structural Theory of Female
Status." paper prepared los the Southwest Conference of the Anociation for Asian Studies.
Conton. Texas. 1973.

"Marilyn Hoskins. "Vietnamese Women in a Clsangiqg Society: Their Roles and
Their Options." unpublished manuscript, 1973.

20 y Katlir. "Israeli Women in Development: The Case of Yemenite Jews in a
Moshay." paper prepared for the AAAS Seminar on Women in Development, Mexico City.
Mexico, 1975.

"Nom Scott Kinier, :Destroying the Myth: ,The Porten* Professional," in Ruby R.
Leavitt, ed., Woinen CrostCulturally: Change and Challenge (The Hague: Mouton Press,
1975).
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.jobs in the 1930s than do now. Several 'animations have been offered for such
trends, First, as educational opportunities increase, more middle-dm children
attend college; and daughters of the middle doss usually are more restricted by
their families' sense of propriety than .are the daughters of upper-dase
Sicond, the 'lefty of large numbers of men into the ranks of job seekersparticse
lady middle-class men who feel women should stay homeincreases employment
competition and decreases women's chances. Third, the governments in many
newly' independent countries have become more and more dominated by the
military; while professional women sometimes do obtain high -level jobs in the
bureaucracy, virtually nowhere do they do so in the Military,

Non-working women.whether educated or notbecome more dependent
on their husbands than those who have an income. While a dependent woman
may have more status in the eyes of her friends because of her husband's job,
many women resent the increased authoritarianism which tends to flow from
dependency. Joseph Gugler writes about how such resentment has led to the
radicalization of women in West Africa." At the same time, however, !Wale
from the drudgery of farm labor makes dependency and even seclusion acceptable
to women in many parts of Asia and Africa. While Mitten' women look upon
seclusion, or purdah, as an extreme form of backwardness, many lower-class
women in the old bureaucratic societies perceive it as an improvement of status
an imitation of the upper classes. This process of changing life styles to emulate
the class above has long been observed between castes in the Hindu hierarchy,
where it is termed "Sanskritization." A study of purdah in Bangladesh indicates
it has increased since independence from Great- Britaln.s3 In northern Nigeria,
the attitude of Hausa women toward seclusion is influenced by religion and
culture. Farming is carried on by Hauk Women of the animist sect who cherish
their freedom of movement and ridicule the secluded Hausa Moslem women, who,
on the other hand, appear to prefer to be kept in seclusion on the grounds that it
reduces their work load and raises their prestige. Nonetheless, it has been noted
that seclusion has the effect of separating the sexes and increasing the hostility of
women toward men; this hostility creates a kirk of female solidarity that is not
channeled into activism but is expressed, for example, in ribald singing. Among
the animist Hausa, 'Warne* ploy an obvious economic role, one that is recognized
by the men." The result is social solidarity rather then sex division.24

Such increasing hostility between men and women may be responsible for
the amazing rise in households headed by women. Around the world today; one
out of three households is headed, de facto,y a women. In the United States the,
figure is just under 20 per cent, but in parts of Latin America it is as high as 50
per cent; in Africa the end of legal polygamy.has resulted in second wives being
considered unmarried. The number of womerheeded households is also growing

22Joseph Gugler, "The Second Sex in Town," Canadian Journal of African Studies,
Vol. 6, No, 211972), pp.289-302.

23 HOnna Pspenek. "Punish: Separate Worlds and Symbolic Shelter," Comparative
Studies in Society and History,Vol. 15, No.3 (1673). pp. 289-325.

24Jerome H. Barlow, "Haut./ Women and Islam," Canadian Journal of African Studies,
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in Asia, because the customary protection afforded divorced women and widows
by family practices imbedded in traditional religions is breaking down. Migration
patterns a function of economic opportunityalso have led to an increase in
women.headed households. in Africa the men migrate to mines, plantations, or
cities. The 1969 Kenya census indicates that one third of rural households are
headed by women; Lesotho estimates are even higher. In Latin America, in con-
trast, it is the women who migrate first, often living in urban squatter settlements
and raising the children by themselves. Whatever the reason, Planners persist in the
stereotype of the family as headed by a man; this concept reinforces the idea that
only men engage in economic activity, and leads to unfair planning.

Modern laws and customs help create these wornenheaded households.
Most countries in Africa have adopted laws making monogamy the only legal form
of marriage. Second wives, who of course continue to exist, become "mistresses"
and lose the protection that was accorded them under customary law. While
Westernized African women argue in favor of the necessity for monogamy, many
market women indicate a Preference for polygamy. A survey conducted in the
Ivory Coast in the 1960s showed that 85 per cent of the women came out in favor
of polygamy! According to Margarita Dobert, the women believe that "in a

monogamous marriage power accrues to the man as head of the household whereas
formerly both men and women had to defer to the head of the lineage." Further.
more, co -wives shared the burden of $ousehold work and cooking; one woman
could go off to trade while another stayed at home to carry out household tasks? s

Western law underscores women's major role as child rearing, treating
women as dependents as far as property is concerned and generally awarding them
custody of children in divorce. Thus modernization takes away women's eco
nomic roles while at the some time giving them the burden of paying for raising
their children. Older religions such as Christianity and Hinduism avoided this
problem by forbidding divorce; Islam and African animism allowed divorce but
required men to assume the obligations of raising the children. By absolving men
of the responsibility of caring for their children in case of divorce, recent legista
tion in Kenya has placed an Oppressive burden on divorced Kenyan women.26

Womenheaded households are also increasing in the Soviet Union. There
the women are integrated into the economy, albeit at lowerlevel jobs, but their
husbands are not sharing in household and family tasks. Women are rejecting not
only marriage but also child bearing. It was interesting to hear Romanian officials
at the U.N. Population Conference in Bucharest in August 1974 observe that
concern over the falling birthrates, in their country actually might have the effect
of urging men to help more with the houseworkl

There is no clear relationship between family type and women's ability to
work. Women headed households generally are relatively poorer. in most coun
tries, the women lack education and are forced to earn money in marginal jobs
within or outside the modem sector. In the United States, divorced women
generally must adapt to a standard of living cut by nearly a half; the majority tend.

11 Dobert, 'The Changing Status of Women," op. cit., p. 7.
26Audrey Wipper, "The Roles of African Women: Pest, Present and Future." Canadian

Journal of African Studies, Vol. fl. No. 2 (1972).

to find jobs on the low end of the employment scale 'and receive inadequate
child-support payments. At one time it was thought that the nuclear family would
be the prototype of the modern world. Women in ihe United States now complain
of the restrictions of the nuclear family, at least *there the partners are not equal.
Yet several observers of Asian women have argued Ike the nuclear family is the
primary liberating force from the patriarchal dominance of the extended family.
Latin American observers on the other hand, have suggested that the kin network
that typifies traditional extended families actually allows for more equality of
women because of the shared obligations and duties within the family.

In China, the traditional extendedfemily ;pattern has been the target of
much criticism by the government, undoubtedly; because that form has been so
intertwined with the elitist bureaucratic form of government. All levels of society
now are required to share the drudgery of hard litbor; college students and party
functionaries in particular are required to work periodically on farms or on
massive public works projects. Government pu licetions suggest that the ideal
of equality has been achieved, but typically the lroilitary and bureaucratic leaders
are almost entirely men?' Even the most in+ential Chinese women today
Chiang Ching, wife of Mao Tse-tungoperates with* periphery?' Recent visitors
to China have been impressed by efforts to &chitty, female equality. Nonetheless,
even the Chinese delegatesto the U.N. Commission on the StaAs of Women ad-
mit that the men in the outlying areas of the country have not yet understood
that women are to be treated as equals.

Conclusion

In subsistent', economies, the process of development has tended to restrict the
economic independence of women as their traditional jobs have been challenged
by new methods and technologies. Because Western stereotypes of appropriate
roles and occupations for women tend to be eitported with aid, modernization
continually increases the gap hetweeri women's: and men's ability to cope with
the modern world. Elites in these countries are imbued with middle-class Western
values relegating women to a'subordinate place-ivalues often transmitted by the
industrial world's bureaucratic systems, which Iiequently reinforce such stereo-
types in their own societies.

In the developed, "modern" world, women continue to experience
restricted economic opportunities while at the woe time finding increased
fainily obligations thrust upon them. The strange contrast of this reality with
the Western ideal of "equality for all" increasingly, has made women aware of
this injustice. Instead of docilely accepting their fate, women are bc:oming
increasingly hostile, leaving marriage behind, and taking on the dual func
tions of work and family without the added burden of husband. A redress is
overdue. Planners must not only consider and. support women's economic

2 7
JoYee K. Kallgren. "Enhancing the Role of Women in Developing Co uniries," pre-

pared for the U.S. Agency for International Development. 1973, mimeo.
28

Rome Witke, "Women in the People's Republic of China," speech Presented before
Me Wingspread Conference on American Perspectives, Racine, wisconsin. June 25. 1974. 6 4
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activities but must also find ways of mitigating the drudgery of housevroit
and tne responsibility of child rearing. The roles assigned each sex must
again be made more equalwith men as well as women accepting their dual
functions of work and family.

For a time after World War II, there was greet optimism about the ability
of the world to proceed apace with economic development. Today there is a
growing realization that development is a more elusive concept than had
been previously thought. Even where countries are able to boast of a rising
gross national product in the face of population growth, it is recognized th-at.
We:..tern-style development approaches of the past have tended to make the
rich richer and the poor poorer, both within countries and among countries.
Not enly women but the poor generally have been left out.

::at curprisingly, many economists are looking for alternative paths to
development. and are showing an increasing interest in the experiences of
such nori- Weslern countries as the Soviet Union *nil Chino in their impact
on wcmen however. these non-Western models also are inadequate; in a
sense :hr.' err twice, for wnile women's nurturing roles are deemphasized in
favor or vierr economic roles, women COhtinue to have access only to the less t
Important economic and political roles. Clearly these modelswhatever the
liruacl nf their policies on the women in their own countriesalso cannot
and 5i-rel.:to not be exported without major adaptation, or they too will under-
mine wcrien's traditional roles. What is needed, therefore. is not an imported
model, but rather an adaptation of development goats to each societyan
adaptation that will ensure benefits for women as well as men.

3z
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MODULE V: Summary and Application of Learning

Total Time: 2 hours

Objectives:

1. To identify and discuss what participants have
learned about women in development.

2. To explore and apply these conclusions to different
areas of their role as PCV's.

To develop and assess strategies to increase the
consideration given to women and their participation
in development projects and their communities.

Overview:

This session will provide an opportunity for participants
to consolidate their learning regarding women in
develdp.ment and discuss and clarify their ideas regarding
WID. It will also provide an opportunity to apply some
of .this learning to activities PCV's can implement in
their communities and projects and provide an overview
of different ways in which WID can be integrated ih the
PCV's work.

Procedures:

Time Activities

Introduction 1. Introduce session by briefly
5 min' stating the goals and overview of session.

Individual work 2. Ask participants to individually
10 mi.n identify the major things they have learned

regarding women in development by writing down
on a piece of paper the 4-5 thoughts or ideas
-which sband out in their minds as being most
important about WID.

Trainer can briefly summarize each WID session
before participants start in order to help them
remember and identify their learnings.
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Module V - 2

Subgroups 3. Ask participants to form into
discussion groups of 5-6 and share their most important
15 min conclusions of the program. Ask them to look-

. for similarities and differences and select any
ideai, questions, concerns, they want to present
to the total group.

Group 4. Reconvene the group and ask
discussion participants for important ideas, questions,
20 min concerns, they discussed in their small groups.

Example: "You have identified and discussed
some of your conclusions regarding WID. Are
there any important thoughts you want to share
with the group? Any similarities or differences
which surprised you? Were there any concerns
raised in your small group discussion you want
to bring to the group?"

A discussion follows based on statements and
questions made by the participants. (See

a Trainer note 11,1.)

Individual
work
15 min

S. Ask participants to individually
-do the following task:

Task: Based on what you have learned
about development and the role
of women in development, what
could you do differently
(strategies, actions, activities)
as a PVC starting development
work, to.be responsive to WID
concerns. Think of the following
aspects of your future work:

a) entering the community
b) getting to know the community
c) meeting community people and

making friends
d) identifying community needs
e) participating or initiating

community activities
f) entering the job -
g) establishing secondary projects
h) evaluating "how are you doing"

as a PVC

This is not an exhaustive list and participants
do not need to address each of these areas. It
is a guideline to help them think about the
different aspects of their work and different
actions they might take to consider WID in their
projedts and communities. 1,,
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Module V - 3 .

Subgroups 6. Ask participants to form groups
analysis of 2 or 3 andodiscuss their individual analysis.
20 min As they discuss, they should pay attention to

which actions or strategies seem to Address
women in development more effectively; which
seem more feasible given the culture, men and
women's roles, history and considerations.in
the host country; which are more practical and
easy to implement. They should select the best
strategies or activities to present to total
group and receive feedback from other participants
and resource persons. The subgroups task can
be presented in flipchart as follows:

Task: Discuss your strategies or
actions taking into consideration
their effectiyenss's, cultural
appropriateness and feasibility.
If necessary, develap new
strategies out ot.your discussion.
Select the best strategiesto
present to the group add resource
persons for analysis and feedback.

Group discussion 7. In general session, trainer asks for
30 min examples of participants strategies. .A-panel

of resource persons composed of program managers,.
experienced volunteeris), WID coordinatore.-hOSt
country persons, react to the proposed strategies
using the following guidelines:

-most likely to succeed strategies
and why. .

-most likely to fail strategies and why
- examples of successful programs, projects,
strategies which take women into con-
sideration and promote their participation

- suggestions and new ideas about
strategies and activities which work
and do not work based on their own
experience

If a panel is not possible, or as an additiOnal
a flipchart of successful programs..

an strategies can be presented and discussed
by the trainer. It would be prepared in advance
with the help of the program staff and other
resources.
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Module V - 4

Closure
10 min

S. Trainer summarizes session by
presenting or developing with the participants
a list of .different ways in which WID can take
place in PC work. (See Brainstorm-on strategies
to integrate women in developient projects
as sample.)

Materials:

- Task flipcharts for activities #5 and $6
-Flipchart with guidelines for resource persons reactions
- Flipchart of successful strategies and programs (Optional)
-Flipchart of ways in which. WID can take place in PC work
(Optional)

Trainer Notes:'

1. Activity #4 provides an oppo rtunity for participants
to clarify their conclusions and ideas regardihg WID,
talk about theieconcerns, "tie loose ends" and in
general, consolidate their learnings before moving to/
the following "application" activity. .

There might not be clarificatiOnior concerns the
participants want to discuss. If so, the discussion
should not be;"pushed" or "forced" by the trainer and
trainer should proceed with activity #5.

On the other hand, there mi ,5ht be concernq, misunder-
standings, negative reactions which have dot surfaced
before and that come out at this moment. The trainer
needs to assess whether these and legitimate concerns
which should be discussed in the group, or whether
these are negative reactions of individuals which will

cif)1

not change no matter the amount of discussio or
clarifications made. The latter should be ealt with
individually and group time should not be used to
discuss these cases extensively.

2. Activities 5, 6 and 7, but particularly activity #7
with the participation'of resources can be very exciting
and full of. learning. Some examples of strategies
which participants develop include: start a vegetable
garden in my house or in a Community plot and involve'
neighborhood children or women in its care and profit
sharing; introduce myself to the'families in the
community and talk informally about who I am, who they
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Module V - 5

are, things they like, don't like about the community;
talk to one Woman a day or go to community places
where women gather informally, converse with them
and learn about their needs and problems; address
family as a whole and deal withefamily unit; develop
activities' ith chlldreh to gain entry with the
families and the women, start small projects to ease,
the work load of women so they haVe more time for
other activities, i.e. Lorena stoves; instead of
offering solutions help people reach their own
solutions; make suggestions about other ways of doing
things; use myself as model or example..
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Module V - 6

SAMPLE

Brainstorm on Strategies to Integrate
Women in Development Projects

Asking, listening and observing in order to identify
women's needs.

Identifying women's roles, opportunities and handicaps.

Identifying cultural, social, family and other patterns
which impact on women positively and negatively.

Identifying, developing and using women leaders and
supportive men.

Identifying positive and negative effects of projects on
women and children.

Helping in the development\and advancement of women
counterparts.

Developing and impleienting income generating activities
or projects for women.

Integrating women into decision making levels of project
planning, implementation and evaluation.

Introducing and training for time saving devices for
women's domestic tasks.

- Providing opportunities for women to move from traditional
roles and jobs, to non-traditional roles or jobs.

- Providing programs or activities to strengthen women's
traditional roles, i.e. status, income, social rewards.

Helping government, other developers and community people
look at the role of WID.

Raising productivity of tasks performed by women.

Identifying and using local organizations traditionally
supportive or women.

Researching, analysing and using data or women's role
and status.
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Module V - 7

Sharing, exchanging information and: analyzing failures
and successes of projects directed to women's needs.

Helping and educating other women and Men, in order to
increase their understanding and support of WID.
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Module V-8 women in Development: Defining an ApprOach

Judith A. Hermanson

.

i 411.

4
The phrase "women in development" is fairly new to the vocabulary of the development com-
munity. However, it is a phrase that, together with its/acronym "wide" is much bandied about.
Thisohas its advantages and its disadvantages. On the or*e hind, the phrase at least surfaCes

the issue of women's participation in'the development prpcess. OM the other hand, it shares
with other catch phrases the problem of being ill-defined.

f ..
"Women in development" is not the only phrase used in the development community that could
benefit from better definition. Which two people, for instance, have the same understanding
of what the phrases "the poorest of the poor," "appropr#ate technology",and "basic human needs"
mean? The catch phrase tends to oversimplify and as a .result, sometimes to communicate dif-
ferent ideas to-different people. With "woven in deve opment," however, there is another
difficulty as well. Often people interpret it in ligh of some of their own basic assumptions
about women's roles and so their ideas about it tend be emotionally laden.

Nonetheless, beyond the catch phrase "women in develo nt" lies a concept that may be critical
to the nature of development in the Third World. Thi paper is an attempt to net some of the
complexities that it contains and to provide an expanded sense of what "women in development"
might mean for Peace Corps.

Why should we be concerned with women in partieularV One might ask. And with reason. The
. response is that in,attempting to define women in development, the stress must be placed on .

"in development". We have begun to find that to assume that women are "being taken care of"
in the course of development in general is not safelaisumption to make. It is not necessarily
true that women will advance as their countries advance. Indeed, there are documented
examples of well intentioned development projects thet have impacted negatively on the
position of women within a particular culture. 1/ Women have sometimes been robbed of status,
secure social positions and economic opportunities as a result of such projects. For
instance, in many countries in Africa, where women!have traditionally done much of the
agricultural work, development projects introducing mechanization and cash crops have usually
ignored women's role. The consequence in such cafes is that women have been barred from
the economic opportunities that by practice belong to them.

1

With regard to their own positions in their societies, they have lost standing vis a vis the
position that they once held. The emphasis of development projects on men's roles, with
women left, for the most part, in their traditional roles--at least, what are traditional roles
in the eyes of planners with Western orientation, who assume that women in subsistence
societies play the same types of roles as middle,' class Western women -- holds the potential
for social dislocation. As the gap between traditional' ways and new ways comes to be
demarcated in terms of sex roles, women will reeain in the subsistence economy, while men
participate in the income -producing, technolog.cally-based economy that is the legacy of
development. The'clearly defined and mutually supportive male and female roles of the
traditional culture will no longer apply and there will be a schism between the sexes.
Clearly, the implications for development are great: when there are-no common points of
reference within-a society there is inherent instability. For such a serious reason, Peace
Corps as well an other development planners have an obligation to focus attention on women.

Judith Hermanson was Project Director for the new TransCentury Foundation's women in development
project for Peace Corps. She is Executive Vice President of the woman-owned, policy research
company, the Newman and Hermanson Company.

1 /See for example Irene Tinker, "The adverse impabt of Development on Women, " Women And
world Development, ed. Irene Tinker and Michele Bo Brainser (Overseas Development Council,
Washington, D.C.: 19761, pp. 22-34.
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/
All of this is said, however, we recognize that in talking4about.women in development /

:-

programs, the program planner encounters at least two possible dangers of being misunderstood.
These dangers are:

- that such programs will be conceived of as an offshoot of "Women's Lib"
and not applicable to or wanted by women in traditional societies;

that'such projects will be conceived of as a fad, subject to the fashions
or politics of the time, and nota serious development effort.

If women in development programs are perceived in either or both of these ways by host country
officials, Peace Corps staff, or Peace Corps Volunteers, efforts Co consider carefully the
roles of women and to develop programs that would benefit them will,yield nothing, In fact,
they may even have negative repercussions. However, if women in development is placed within
its proper context, it becomes clear that what is being talked about is not another form of
cultural imperialism or a frivolous concern. Neither is it divorced from general development
efforts, In this context, it becomes'clear that these efforts are, in fact, central to the
development goals of host countries and to Peace Corps programming philosophy.

For Peace Corpu in particular, it would seem that addressing the prOblems and examining the
potentials of women within a particular culture that is itself coping with change are truly
congruent with its mission. Certainly, they would coincide with a programming philosophy
concerned with basic human needs. Women are the nurturers in almost all societies and so,
have a large responsibility for the next generation;" women are often the providers of food
and water for their families and se directly affect their physical well-being; women are
often those in a society that have the least access to power (economic' or political) and so
nave the least possibility of shaping their own lives; women are those among the "have nots"
who have most frequently been left behind in the development process. Viewed in this light,
women in development programs assume an undeniable centrality to the development process as
a whole and to Peace Corps programming efforts in particular.

Attention should be paid both to the adverse consequences. that may have occurred as the'
result of development and to the potential benefits that may occur when women are full parti-
cipants in the process. The question or how to go about formulating women in development
programs, however, poses another set of problems. It is important to stress here that it is
not possible to focus on women in development without also understanding "men in development".
Both men and women have roles to play and it is critical to consider the society holistically,
even when focusing on a particular aspect. within this general context, there are basically
three kinds of proerams:

- those that are fecufe.xl specifically on the needs of womeni.

- those that arc more generally focused, but that have a component that
focuses on the need of women; and

- those that do not focus on the needs specific to women but that address
women and men equally, while yet enhancing.women's pqsition.

Programs that do 'fiot fall into these categ)ries may also have implications for women, of
course, and they should be looked at for their neutrality, to ensure that,they do not
adversely affect women.

in order to :ievelop programs that will benefit women, there are obstacles. For instance,
much nas been written about the lack of information about the role of women. How can a
project be developed if we do not kaiow what women do? That is a valid question, of'course,
because such a lack has implications for the soundness of any women in ,development programs
that are developed; Without information it may be difficult, in many instances, to ascertain
whether a planned program is correctly f.:e';. However, a belief thatf)ere is. inadequate
data should not serve as a reason not to attempt women ie de;telopment programming. '
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First, today's inadequate Oata is quite different from yesterday's; there is in fact,
much more information about the role of,women in.varjous countries than there was even five
years ago. For the aware and interested program plannir, much information already exists.
Often it is a simple matter of asking the question. the program planrier should beware also
of the "inadequate information cop-out." Is the data standard being imposed on a women in
development projeot higher than that imposed projects of other types? It should not be.
Further, much.of the information necessary for Pea& Corps project planning should be
gained.during the programming process, as a routine matte:. There are a. variety of checks
that can be built into the progYamming process that will help to ensure the effectiveness
of programming. With attention focused on women, questions that arise in any sound program-
ming process will provide these checks.

The hollowing checklist of questions will provide the program planner with a practiCal tool
to assess the feasibility and the potential impact of the project itself. 1/ This checklist
can be used on any leVel, but has been designed for use primarily at the local. or village
level. The sources of the information should be the women themselves, asell as the existing
power structures,-- eg.,.village governments, local representatiVes of central governments,
and provincial governments. This checklist follows:

Checklist What problems that women have will this program address? Have women participated
in theig definition? (Direct participation is a primary concern and provides
areasonably reliable check on the process-)

- How will it address them? Will these means be acceptable to the women? To
their husbands? To Ethers in the community? How can you tell?

- Is it reasonable to expect that women will be able to participate-in the program
as structured? Does it conflibt with other duties? Do they have enough time?
Are they interested? How can you tell?

- Are there any short-term pay-offs or indicators of success? Will the women be
able to see the usefulness of the activity? Have they had any previous experi-
ence with similar activities? what was the nature of that experience?

- What is the relationship of the project to other institutions? Are there
competing projects? What is the role of women in the management/implementation?
Can they play a -large part?

- What is the likely impact of the project, if it achieves its goals, on the
structure of the women's lives? on the structure of the lives of community?
t.(131, attempting to make such as analysis, you should try to anticipate any
possible negative impacts).

- Will it raise the status Of women? Will it integrate them into the development
process? By providing them,With cash? By shoring up their traditional sources
of authority? By providing new opportunities?

For .Peace Corps these questions must, of course, be asked within the larger context of the
Peace Corps program criteria and the Country Management Plan of-the particular country. For
other plannerS, it must be used within the pc text of their own program guidelines.

In addition to being used in the'programming of new women in development programs, this
checklist can algo se we ap a useful tool in assessing and perhaps in redirecting existing
.proejrams. Certainly, -t would be desirable to ascertain that existing programs are not having
any adverse effects on women.
1/In at!dition,_there exists several different Guidelines that have been developed by various
e-lanizatiens'for the purposes of their own women in development programming. Among those are
'the United Nations Domalopment Programme, Guidelines on the Integration of Women in Agricultural
and Rural Development Projects, which gives rather specific questions that should be addressed
in the course of developing women in development programS in these sectors; and the Criteria
for Evaluation of Development Projects Involving **nen developed by the Subcommittee on Develop-
ment Assistance, American Service, Inc.-(ACVAFS), which poses general questions to serve as
c:I.Jck points for the as1;essment of women in devIlopment projects that are already in place.
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In'the course of developing and xedirecting programs to address'womenin development issues,
program planners should-work in a ;lexiety of sectors. Women in development means projedts
in the "nontraditional" and "traditional" areas. It means work in .food'production as well
as nutrition; in economic development as well as family planning; iiyater supply as well as
health. If program ?fanners turn thdir attention to ."women in development programs" what will
emerge is a multisectoral array of activities -- and fola Peace Corps, actiVities involving
both men and women Volunteers spans the spectrum of development projects:
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What do Women Want? .

by Barbara Rogers, School of Development Studies.
University of East Anglia, Norwich, U.K.

What do men need from appropriate technology? It all
depends -- where they are, how they earn their living, what
the local technology offers each man has a unique life-
style and faces different problems. Wise same needs
should apply to women. and the fact that the separate
question 'whet do women want?' has to be asked so often
shows male bias in the development process as a whole,
from Mich ?eople involved in appropriate technology are
by no means exempt. What they have produced for women,
if they deal with them at all,,are hems geared to the western
man's idea of what a woman's work is or should be
domestic.

The failure to consider women's need for technological
innovation in an appropriate form can be attributed to /
two commonly.held views. One is that women are seen as
a special. minority interest reserved for domestic science
or *home economies' projects, and the other is that women
ate looked upon as not being worthy of consideration
some AT er.thustasts simply forget about them. It will take
a lone time for appropriate technologies to be designed and
made available to both men, and women, and until that
happens our effons will be sadly incomplete, and in some
cases counterproductive.

let it be. adeed that the development of cooking stoves
and other related household equipment is necessary, as the
resounse of viliaae women has made very clear. For example,
in Zambia a researcher was toeing into the need for more
efitcient cok:g equipment which could cut down the
time and - effort involved in carrying firewood. She had
:note Nefolly-phr.sed visits to selected women in a village.
cautosesly ntalding up a relatIonship until she felt able to
comment qv the fire smouldering away in one of the houses
and tentatively suggested helping to build an improvefd
version. The response from the women was an angry 04:
had she been vi:Szing them all this time chatting about un-
i;nportant matters when all ainng she had had this knotv-
ledpe.svhi..:h was of such importance to them?

Generally. village worien are very enthusiastic about irMo-
,.;.!iIns ssh:cit will lighten diets daily workload. As men
hc;orne more involvid in mechanisation whether on:the
tamp .:r ac migrant labourers elsewhere women arm be.

lit.e beasts of Warden. They are constantly taicifig
on not. tzsks in agticulture as the Tien down tools,! and
met: c :wn traditional Jobs are often made more difficult by
the mrchan:satton of the men's; an improved plough, for
diet v.hi..11 tills more land, will often increase the

ilivoived in weedini. They iiiso haVe an
;1, re rt dcpendiey burden as children go to scho0 and

us-avAilable for field wrk: tins is becoming a serious
over 4 fnca education seerns to instill a con-

tempt not uutk it. the fields.

te! us cunsidet tue, case of well.dieging. In many areas.
woolen ate thoroughly tanti:i.it with local water supplies
ahc d".iy-its -,;ay reels for water. They are the ones

Touki nude awve of the possibilities that woula
iTvn...1 up by increLsed supphee. (better housing in some
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Women experts on water.

areas, improved sanitation, dry season vegetable plots);
seasonal variations in supply and demand; and the actual
labour input involved in traditional methods of obtaining
water. In many cases. they will have already noticed the
link between dirty water' and certain kinds of disease.
Why, then, is it so very common to see wellmgardng wee-
temers working only with the village men in planning,
designing and constructing village wells? This happened in
the case of a voluntary agency in tippet Volta (whose head
office advertises for funds for well-digging in that country)
and resulted in such serious failure that the whole pro-
gramme of providing village water supplies had to be aban-
doned. The lotal representative, one of .the agency's best
men, complained that Ise had done everything possible
called all the men of the village together, arranged for the
equipment to come. worked with them on an appropriate!),
labouintersive technology. but when they reached the
water table, they absolutely refused to dig my deeper. It
was useless to argue that the waterlevel would fan in the
dry season: they did not believe it. Then, when the well ran
dry, they canto begging for more help from The agency mars.
When asked why he had dealt only with the men in the
first place and not' involved the women the agency man
replied that he'd forgotten about them. Yet they could well
have been more understanding.

Water is not the only area where women are the experts
forestry is ahorher as it is the women who collect the wood,

- carry it home, chop it up and use it for cooking. They are
the ones who are sensitive to a growing scarcity of firewood.
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to the increasing distances involved in finding it and the
time and energy demanded from people already overloaded
physically. Even in the towns, they are the ones responsible
for finding the money to pay for increasingly-expensive
firewood. It is no wonder, then, that they are so anxious to
adopt any innovation which is likely to reduce the aount
of wood needed for cooking. They can also 'contribute
much to the planning of reforestation projects; in Upper
Volta. an FAO forester found that village women, involved
in discussions of village plantations, insisted on the planting
of certain fruit-bearing trees which he had not considered.
These treesoffer an important,econornic advantage in terms
of karit4 nuts and other products which could be sold, and
as spices for local dishes in addition to the ultimate use of
the felled trees as firewood. The idea of tree-farming, in
fact, could in many areas be introduced most effectively
in co-operation with the local women.

Mother innovation which is adopted with great enthusiasm
is crop processing equipment. A familiar sighr in many
villages is the hand-pounding of grains and root crops by
women, which takes up enormous amounts of time and
energy. The innovations which have been adopted spon-
taneously have often involved a radical change in, diet to
avoid foods which take more energy in processing, even
though they may oe more valuable nutritionally, Where
mechanical mills are available, women will go to great
lengths to make use of them, even where they have to walk
great distances and pay quite large sums of money for
the service:

f ingeenr

Some of the innovations which have proved most interest-
ing to many village women are, at first glance, stirmistng
to 'hose westerners who regard the women as unimaginative,
deeply conservative, and, generally backward. simply be-
cause so few of them have been formally educated, How-
evet, this does ,not seem to be abarrier to the acceptance
of new ideas. Mention is increasinely made oi the tr;.ditio nal
midwives as efficient channels foi introJucing app.-oprire

.ey into the heart of In I pper V"it3, tits
example, a small project Jitent,o.ing women's
and men's educational oppot ftina:CS had set up one -month
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training courses for village midwives, This, had resulted in a
number of improvements in Local- maternity care, a tegionst
referral system for difficult cases, and,* big-step fonvaid
in preventive health care. The women had seen fee them-
selvesiihro ugh a microscope, the organirs in Contaminated
water which cause disease and had adopted,etechnique of
filtering water, ttsing local clay pots filled with sand, gravel .

and charcoal. Within a couple of years these filters were
being used as a matter of course throughout the Alleles.
Men as well aswomen were very positive about the declining
rate of intestinal illnesses which resulted although some
women added that there was still a problein with trying to
filtet the very muddy water available during the dry-seastin...
A deeper well was clearly identified as a priority need.

Some of the areas where it seems appropriate technology
would particularly benefit women have remained almost
completely unexplored. The, most obvious of these is by
making tools for cultivating the fields and harvesting the
ptoduce. In many areas, men are associated with land clear-
ance and ploughing, while women do much of the cubit+,
ation after that, it appears that the men's tasks are much
more easily tackled-by mechanisation than the women's
although that is a poot excuse for the disproportionate
amount. of effort that goes into designing ploughs, com-
pared to the development of weeders. It is high time that
more effort was put into designing toots for making efficient
use of women's time in the fields, In some cases, women
have adopted a very high level of technology in agriculture,
even where the formal training fot this excluded them. In
an irrigated vegetable scheme in Zambia, for:example. the
women teach each other the use of chemicals, equipment,
and techniques of various kinds, and several of them with-
out any formal education have become quite expert at the
various plant diseases and the pesticides applied. The most
efficient powers on this scheme, which supplies vegetables
for the markets of the Copperbelt, are women; the local
traders who -provide the marketing networks are, in many
cases, women' with relatively large businesses; and the most
successful training officer is a woman. Yet only a few
years ago, the management was refusing to admit women
to its training courses at all.

In the same area, informal groups of women organised by
'domestic science' workers are starting to give top priority
to learning more modest techniques of agricultural pro-
duction in order to boost the scarce food supplies they are
producing for growing numbers of dependents. Knitting
and sewing are all way well, but non-essential in a warm
Climate and should never be substituted for the skills
and new techniques needed by poor people for survival.:

All too often, AT enthusiasts proclaim their commit-
ment to poor people, while completely failing to realise
their bias against the poorest of all the village woman.
and her dependents. Because of prejudice against women,
and then elegation to an .invisible domestic sphere, there
is a need for people in almost all AT projects to stop and
think carefully about whom they are really benefiting.
Ultimately, perhaps, we will reach a situation where every-
one is considered equallyonligible for introduction to
appropriate technology. and we can confidently ask the
question khat do people want ":
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